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Toward Balance And Harmony
We Shall Grow
As Minds Awaken To Potential
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HATONN

IN THE BEGINNING—
God did not divide man into little segments of
impractical doctrines of inequality. He gave the LIGHT
of life unto each being as did HE give LIFE. And, just
as a vehicle is given to “carry” or perform “the way, the
life and the light” He still, unto the moment, provides the
way, the life—and the ability to achieve from seeming
nothing—that which will be all that is needed, unto those
who see, hear and act in the boldness of goodness. When
those who serve see the way, then they dare make the
journey. And, always, chelas, it will be to those who
move without the greed that the gift is given.

However, God does not shower great gifts of abundance upon the
empty heads of those who simply serve their own greed or the collective
greed of the adversarial coffers. There must be LOGICAL EXCHANGE.
Just as there has to be a taking in of breath before a “breathing out” can
(Please see Toward Balance And Harmony, p.28)
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The News Desk
7/25/98

DR. AL OVERHOLT

THE TRUE VALUE
OF SERVICE
“I don’t know what your destiny will be,
but one thing I know: the only ones among you
who will be really happy are those who have
sought and found how to serve.”
—Albert Schweitzer
NEW

RUSSIANS LAUNCH
MOON TO HELP THEM
SEE THE LIGHT

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 7/22/98:
[quoting]
Russian scientists are planning to put what
will appear to be a second moon, 10 times as
bright as a full Moon, into the night sky above
London and other cities in November as part of
a scheme to end night-time.
The orbiting space mirror will pass across
the night sky quickly, up to 16 times in 24
hours, but will last only one night—Nov 9—
before burning up in the atmosphere. The
reflecting spacecraft, Znamya 2.5, is part of a
Russian-led consortium’s plan which bears some
similarities to the plot of the Bond film
Diamonds are Forever.

The Space Regatta Consortium, a group of
companies led by Energia of Korolev, near
Moscow, wants to launch a constellation of
several hundred mirrors, each up to 100 times
brighter than the full Moon, to cast sunlight
from the far side of the globe into the darkest
corners of Siberia during the Arctic winter and
make city street lights obsolete.
But
the
proposal
has
alarmed
environmentalists and astronomers. Daniel
Green, of the Harvard-Smithsonian Centre for
Astrophysics, said: “I cringe to think that we
could lose the night sky because of all these
companies with brain-dead ideas.”
David Thomas, of Bangor University, told
BBC Wildlife that almost any ecosystem
“would get completely screwed up” and that the
permanent daylight could cause more Arctic ice
to melt. He said plants and animals depended

on darkness. He said: “Everything—sex,
movement, feeding—is triggered by day length.”
Provided that there is little cloud on the
night, London, Brussels, Frankfurt, Kiev, Seattle
and Quebec are among the cities that will be lit
up by what will appear to be a disc between
five and 10 times as bright as a full Moon.
Some estimates say it could appear to be up to
half the size of the Moon. The previous
experiment with Znamya 1, a 60-ft-wide space
mirror, was hampered by cloud. At best, it was
only half as bright as the Moon since the
reflector did not form a full disc. [End
quoting]
You can bet they’ve got far more plans than
they’re telling us. The later news reports, within
just a few days, about this subject claim that
the Russians have now decided to shelve the
experiment due to the high costs involved. So
again, you can bet there is much more to this
story than we are being told.
GRAIN WILL BE OFFERED
TO POOR NATIONS, CLINTON
PLEDGES
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
7/19/98: [quoting]
Hoping to avert a farm crisis at home and
famine abroad, President Clinton announced
Saturday the United States will donate $250
million of wheat to
impoverished nations,
with more likely to
come.
“It’s
good
for
American farmers, good
for our economy, and
it’s the right thing to
do,” Clinton said in his
weekly radio address,
recorded in Little Rock,
Ark.
Buying surplus grain
is the latest official
response to slumping
crop
prices
and
widening hardships in
America’s farm country.
Wheat growers have
been especially hard hit, with prices half of
1996 levels, and weather disasters bedeviling the
Dakotas, the Texas plains and parts of the
South.
“Our farmers face a difficult and dangerous
moment,” Clinton said.
Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman said the
purchase should lift wheat prices by up to 13
cents a bushel, or about 4 percent. That should
have little impact on consumers or supermarket
prices. But it was welcomed by farmers who
have just completed the winter wheat harvest.
“It’s a step in the right direction,” said
Kansas farmer Ray Crumbaker, who is facing
the decade’s lowest wheat prices, plus a
hailstorm that killed part of his crop.
Glickman said he hopes to expand the
donation program, adding wheat flour and other
grains that have been hurt by surpluses and low
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prices.
The wheat will be offered to nations so poor
that they’re unable to buy grain. Brian Atwood,
administrator of the U.S. Agency for
International Development, said those nations
will include the Sudan, which is facing
widespread starvation, and Indonesia, where
economic calamity has created “a very dire
need” for food. North Korea and several
African nations are also possible recipients.
Clinton said the idea of opening America’s
granary was “in the best humanitarian
tradition—an action based on human need to
help save lives, as it opens new links of trade.”
There’s also a political dimension. All last
week, Democrats and Republicans in Congress
scolded each other over farm problems, and
both parties rushed forward with aid proposals.
Clinton repeated a Democratic theme in his
radio address, noting that two years ago when
grain prices were high, he urged Republicans
not to dismantle the government net for farmers.
“But sooner or later, prices were bound to
fall so low that we would need that safety net,”
Clinton said. “That day has come.”
Republicans also blame Democrats, citing
the frequent use of economic sanctions that have
hurt grain sales overseas. And many of today’s
farm problems have little to do with partisan
politics, including bad weather, crop disease and
the Asian economic crisis.
The wheat donation will not require
congressional action, Glickman said.
“With prices for many farm products
plummeting, America’s farm families face a
crisis, and we have an obligation to help,”
Clinton said. [End quoting]
I think regular CONTACT readers can see
through this fog of manure.
The way I see it, what causes falling prices
normally is too much crop production and not
enough carry-over from previous years. And
one other very important cause is Archer
Daniels Midland and others of their ilk
controlling the price of world foods.
Doesn’t Clinton tell us above that part of
the problem is that the weather was bad and
there are crop deseases—which should result in
rising prices.
What about this scenario?
ADM squeezes the farmers on prices so the
farmers can’t make a living directly. The
government comes in and gives the farmers
taxpayers’ money to keep a few of them alive.
ADM makes much more off the grain they
bought and the farmer still gets below what they
rightfully should have gotten—ADM makes a
killing off of the taxpayers’ backs.
I read just several weeks ago the railroads
still can’t deliver all of the crops because of
shortage of railroad cars. Why do you suppose
that might be, for the second year in a row??
Why would we go into countries and force
them into bankruptcy and then say they are too
poor to pay for our grain—Asian countries,
Korea, Sudan and many others.
Would the elite be giving us more excuses
to get all of our supplies of grain out of this
country so we’ll very soon be begging for food,
which means 100% slavery??
Have you ever known of the elite to give
anybody anything?? They’d kill for a dollar!!
And don’t forget, a lot of this bad weather
was and is not caused by Nature—then who do
you think is to blame??
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I t ’ s W A K E U P T I M E O R W E ’ L L B E from Washington intelligence sources and from
STARVING SOON WHILE THEY LET THE UN diplomatic contacts in this gateway city.
George Tenet, who last year replaced John
FOOD ROT!! Depopulation is behind schedule,
Deutch, an avowed Zionist, as head of the U.S.
folks!!
espionage establishment, has revoked the special
security clearance of Adam Ciralsky, 30, a
THE SARIN GAS STORY/CNN
lawyer and purported “terrorism expert” who
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin was taken aboard as a CIA “honors program”
B u r g i n , < w r l d l i n e @ t e x a s . n e t > , 7 / 1 8 / 9 8 : recruit by Deutch in 1996.
The decision to bar Ciralsky from access to
[quoting]
CNN’s Tom Johnson continues to lie about classified materials and to remove him from his
Peter Arnett’s level of involvement in the Sarin CIA office on so called “administrative leave”
Gas story.
came in March, just as the young Zionist
I have spoken with CNN’s fallen angel April attorney was about to be promoted to a key White
Oliver and was on a radio talk-show with her House job as adviser to Richard Clark, the senior
today. Some tidbits:
National Security Council coordinator of anti1 . S h e w a s t o l d F l o y d A b r a m s w a s a n terrorist programs, these sources have revealed.
attorney hired to help her and Jack Smith. In
Ciralsky, who worked for the American
fact he worked for CNN brass and made the Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC)—the
decision to ice April and Jack. She is 9 months hardline vanguard of Washington’s Zionist
pregnant with her second child.
lobby, the most influential alien pressure group
2. The photos of the Caucasians in the camp in the capital—before he joined the CIA, was
were made by a secret recon team sent in a few questioned by U.S. security officers about his
days before the raid. They argued with their frequent trips to Israel and his close relationship
higher-ups that the men were POWs and not with organizations that push the demands of the
defectors.
ministate ahead of America’s own interests.
3. Most of the support team said it was CS
gas. I have spoken to Generals Singlaub and
EXTENDED RAMIFICATIONS
Davis in the last 3 weeks. They also say CS.
Who’s to say it wasn’t SARIN, BUT LOADED
But CIA Director Tenet did not just knock
INTO EMPTY CS CLUSTERS?
Ciralsky from his privileged perch as a fast4. OTHER MISSIONS used the drug BZ. rising national security decision-maker in order
RENT THE MOVIE Jacob’s Ladder from to get rid of a suspected dual loyalist,
Blockbuster for more info.
diplomatic sources claim.
5. April said Arnett became interested in the
“Ever since the first inaugural of [President
story and took it over. She said he is at least Ronald] Reagan, the Mossad has manipulated
30% responsible and interviewed 3 of the main both American foreign policy and intelligence
operations by setting up phony terrorist
witnesses.
6. The US Gov’t would ignore this story if ‘bogeymen’ all over the map,” says Col. Jeanit was phony. April said every general in the Bapiste Ducasse, a veteran French intelligence
Pentagon called Ted Turner to threaten him. officer with almost 10 years of service in the
She was there when a very agitated Gen. Colin Middle East as a UN observer before he retired
Powell called. Was it Shakespeare who said in 1997.
“Whenever the [U.S.] State Department
“Thou protesteth too much”?
APRIL said that other media sources who do wanted to negotiate with an Arab leader, the
not need access to military bases or battlefields Mossad would block it by dubbing the Islamic
w i l l c o n t i n u e t h e s t o r y i n e x p a n d e d f o r m . negotiators ‘terrorists’,” recalled Ducasse, now
Here’s hoping they do and they really go after a n a d v i s e r t o a F r e n c h n a t i o n a l d e f e n s e
the scumbag US Gov’t that sent teams in to kill corporation’s branch here.
The White House would invariably back up
live American POW/MIAs.
Joe L. Jordan, Executive Director, National the Mossad’s fabricated accusations, sometimes
over indignant protests by experienced CIA
Vietnam POW Strike Force
estimators and defense intelligence analysts.
Forward via: APFN@netbox.com
The Reagan and Bush administrations
<http://www.esotericworldnews.com/
“poured billions of dollars in overt and covert
apfncont.htm> [End quoting]
You can bet there’s more to this story than s u b s i d i e s i n t o f u n d i n g t h e M o s s a d ’ s s h a m
‘terrorism study centers’ and ‘counter-terrorist’
we’ve been told.
operations”, recalled the seasoned intelligence
U.S. SPY CHIEF SHOWS
officer. “It was worse than mere waste and
INDEPENDENCE
mismanagement; it tainted and subverted
mainstream U.S. foreign policy directives and
America’s intelligence community
military doctrine for more than a decade.”
is trying to shake off the shackles of
“The unprecedented decision to suspend
the favorite foreigners of many
Ciralsky as a suspected dual loyalist and block
administrations
his access to a key White House ‘anti-terrorist’
post is much more than a simple staff security
From THE SPOTLIGHT, by Martin Mann, m e a s u r e .
It is the CIA’s ‘emancipation
7/20/98: [quoting]
proclamation’ from its years of demoralizing
In a precedent-shattering break with its long- servitude to the Mossad,” says Frank Conklin,
enforced habit of playing a submissive second who retired last November after 27 years as a
fiddle to the Mossad, Israel’s secret service, the congressional investigator.
CIA has blackballed one of its case officers as
The problem is that Ciralsky is rumored to
a “dual loyalist” and vetoed his promotion to a have high patrons, among them reportedly Leon
key post in the White House.
Fuerth, the powerful national security adviser to
That’s what The SPOTLIGHT has learned Vice President Al Gore, these sources cautioned.

[End quoting]
Looks like the war of the “wanna-be kings”
is continuing to heat up—look for even hotter
fireworks soon.
COL.

PHILIP

J.

CORSO

DIES

From the INTERNET, 7/17/98: [quoting]
Col. Philip J. Corso (U.S. Army, ret.) died
of a heart attack at approximately 11:15 pm
EDT on Thursday, July 16, 1998. He was 83.
Corso, who was widely known for his
controversial 1997 book, The Day After Roswell,
suffered a massive heart attack in early June of
this year but made a remarkable recovery.
He was at home on Tuesday, July 15 and
was said to be feeling fine when he apparently
suffered a second heart attack at about 9:00
a.m. He was taken to a hospital in nearby Palm
Beach, Florida for treatment, but his condition
deteriorated. Doctors decided to transfer him on
Thursday evening to Jupiter Medical Center,
where he had been treated for his earlier attack.
Col. Corso reportedly died at about the time he
reached the Jupiter facility.
“He really wanted to stay,” Corso’s son,
Philip Jr., told CNI News in a phone call on
Friday afternoon. “The last three weeks [since
the first attack] have been very productive. I
knew he had more to say, and he told me a
great deal” about the Roswell UFO incident,
Philip Jr. said.
Unpublished manuscripts and other UFOrelated information left by Col. Corso will be
protected and made available in due course to
researchers and the public, Philip Jr. said.
“This is what my father lived for,” he added.
Colonel Corso, a highly decorated soldier,
will be buried in a military cemetery near
Orlando, Florida. He is survived by two
children, four grandchildren and one great
grandchild.
Condolences may be sent to the family of
Philip Corso, Jr., care of the Roswell UFO
Museum. Send attn: Philip Corso, Jr., PO Box
2221, Roswell, NM 88202; fax (505) 625-1907;
e-mail care of deon@roswell.net.
Further information will be posted to the
CNI News web site as it becomes available,
http://www.cninews.com sysop - 05:20pm Jul
19, 1998 PST (#30 of 31) Keith Rowland [End
quoting]
I’d say there’s a high probability that he
was given a “big push” to the other side, even
though he was elderly—it was too convenient,
especially considering the popularity of his
recent book and his very candid appearance on
Art Bell’s late-night talk-radio program, which
astonished millions of listeners.
THE

ASTEROID

PLAN

From the INTERNET, 7/19/98: [quoting]
As you read this, the American public and
peoples of the world are being “educated” about
asteroids/meteors/comets, and the deleterious
effects they can have on the Earth and “life” here.
Various movies, Armageddon, Deep Impact, books
Lucifer’s Hammer, etc., are made specifically so
human minds can “imagine” the scenario.
As you read this, Aryan [read: dark elite]
astronomers are searching the skies and locating
any potential comets, meteors or asteroid
candidates, not too big, not too small for the
proposed massive depopulation plan.
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The object that hits will have been “tipped”
in to collision course on purpose. The Aryans
who do it will claim it was an “accident”.
Due to overpopulation pressure the “Aryans”
have a plan to massively depopulate the planet.
According to the eldest Aryan on the planet,
Edward Teller, father of the H-bomb, we just
have to knock the oncoming meteor aside.
What the Aryans have in mind, however, is
to knock the appropriate sized meteor into a
collision course.
The meaningful “governments” all have
deep underground shelters, some as large as
cities, holding 10,000 people (Mount Weather,
Virginia).
FEMA declares martial law and the
government retires under the aegis of the FRA
(Federal Relocation Arc—200 underground
survival centers).
It only takes three years for 3 billion or
more people to starve to death and/or kill each
other for food.
It has been ascertained by the CFR that
unless drastic measures are taken before 2020
that there will be no quality of life for anyone.
AIDS was germ warfare but it is not happening
fast enough. [End quoting]
The elite are warning us to prepare for an
asteroid to strike this planet and if we use the
180-degrees-from-the-truth rule to get the truth
of what they tell us, we have a possible answer
for all of the propaganda-brainwashing about
these asteroids.
Take everything you read with many
“grain(s) of salt”, but if it makes any logic at
all, think awhile on it.
SKIM

MILK

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/20/98: [quoting]
I read where President Clinton is quoted as
saying we should “share the U.S. with
immigrants”.
Clinton says native-born citizens must
confront the prejudices toward people with
“new accents” and set aside what he called
“understandable, but wrongheaded fears” that
the America they know and love is becoming
a foreign land.
Doesn’t Clinton realize that if you pour
water into cream, you wind up with skim milk?
Is Clinton aspiring to be the new “Nimrod” and
using America as the new Tower of Babel? —
John Bokos, Oakland Park, Florida [End
quoting]
Yes, Clinton realizes this and that is exactly
why he’s doing it—divide, conquer, deception
and dilute has always been the ways of
gangsters, dictators, etc.

categories of secrecy for our most sensitive
intelligence operations,” said Senate Intelligence
Committee Chairman Richard C. Shelby,
“perhaps to include very serious penalties for
public discussion of these activities.”
From: The Secrecy & Government Bulletin,
Issue Number 73, March 1998
Available at: <http://www.fas.org/sgp/
bulletin/sec73.html>
Full Text Version of Speech Available at:
<http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/colloquy.html>
[End quoting]
Rephrased: Imprison anybody who talks
about ways of regaining freedom (sensitive
intelligence operations) because it is against our
(elite) national security.
DISCRIMINATION

FOUND

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, July
1998: [quoting]
Wilberforce University, the oldest private
Black college in the nation, is appealing a
federal court award of $450,000 to a teacher
denied tenure because she is White and Jewish.
According to victim Judith Chesen, faculty
committee members believe Whites should not
be allowed to teach Black history because they
were not “racially sensitive”. [End quoting]
Sooner or later, what you put out comes
back to you.
APOCALYPSE

NOW?

From the INTERNET, 7/15/98: [quoting]
An increasing number of my friends and
acquaintances are convinced that we are about to
witness major, worldwide catastrophes in the
near future. The list of possible gloomy
outcomes seems to grow each day. For instance,
some expect shifting of the Earth’s tectonic
plates. Others believe that we are about to see
a reversal of the magnetic polarity of this planet,
which some say will, among other things, cause
winds of over 900 miles per hour to sweep
every inch of land.
One of the remote viewers currently making
his rounds on the radio talk-show circuit has
stated that an alien satellite accompanied the
Hale-Bopp comet, and that the satellite sprayed
our world with deadly pathogens that will cause
massive crop failures—the end result being mass
starvation. And, of course, a growing number
of people are sure that the coming y2k computer
crash will turn our economy into a basket case.
Over the next few months, we will be hearing
a lot more about the y2k trouble, which is now
called the Year 2000 Technology Problem.
Senator Robert Bennett, R.-UT, chairman of
the Senate Special Committee for the Year 2000
Technology Problem is quoted as saying: “It is
entirely possible that every organization in
America could get its own computers fixed
...and still have major problems. When people
say to me, is the world going to come to an
end, I say I don’t know. I don’t know whether
this will be a bump in the road or whether this
will in fact trigger a major world-wide recession
with
absolutely
devastating
economic
consequences in some parts of the world.”

occurred. People have all sorts of excuses for
not being prepared. Not long ago, a lady told
me that she simply didn’t have the money to
stock food and vital supplies. She’s mistaken;
there’s a lot one can do even on an extremely
limited budget. You don’t need expensive
freeze-dried foods to fill your belly. Dried
beans and rice are both cheap and nourishing.
Having basic tools, such as handsaws, shovels
and axes, won’t break the bank either. And
even more important than supplies and
equipment is your storehouse of personal
knowledge.
If forced to spend a night outside in the
snow or rain, can you construct a suitable
shelter? Very few people know how. Have you
been taught to use your watch as a compass?
Can you swim? Are you knowledgeable about
tasty plants growing wild in the woods? Are
you able to construct a solar still so that you
can extract water from the soil, even in desert
conditions?
And what about first aid? In a crisis, you
may have to wait days or weeks before you can
get professional medical attention. Can you
suture a wound or set a broken bone? Do you
know how to treat a sucking chest wound? If
you don’t know, these things and a lot more,
you are short-changing yourself and your family.
<http://beyond
boundaries.org/zeropoint/
zp0002.htm> [End quoting]
There is much help on the Internet for those
who have a computer and in the libraries and
bookstores for those who don’t. Also there is
an excellent survival book described in a
display in CONTACT.
One thing, above all, to be very careful to
control is fear. Fear is your worst enemy and
your adversaries’ best friend. Your enemies
live off fear energies that you generate and it
can actually cripple you or even kill you
mentally and physically. Clear your space and
ask your Guides if there is more you should do
to prepare and, if you feel comfortable that you
have done your best, trust in God and live your
life. [G.B. in PA please take note.]
CALCIUM

A

HEALTH

HAZARD

From THE SEEKERS, by Mary Snell, Jul./
Aug. 1998, [She has announced this as her last
issue. Sorry to hear this, Mary.]: [quoting]
“Drink your milk,” “take your calcium
supplements,” is heard daily by the governmentcontrolled doctors and media. Many years ago
I read an article that exposed the fallacy of
taking twice the amount of calcium as
magnesium. Today a reliable researcher and
writer has exposed this theory again. Her name
is Kerri Bodmer—an associate of Stanford
University’s Institute for Research on Women
SENATE SECRECY
and Gender. She now publishes her own Women’s
Health News. P.O. Box 467939, Atlanta, Ga
From the INTERNET, 7/18/98: [quoting]
31146-7939. The following is excerpted from her
“We need to consider new and unique
report on calcium and magnesium:
Medical researchers have found that many
Editorial Policy
common health problems are caused by nothing
more than a chemical imbalance of two common
nutrients!
Opinions of the CONTACT
A deficiency of magnesium and excess
contributors are their own and do
calcium! Despite all the urging for you to
drink more milk and take more calcium, the
STRONG WORDS, INDEED
not necessarily reflect those of the
problem is that you’re getting too much calcium
CONTACT staff or management.
Now is the time to start preparing for these and not enough magnesium!
Here are the facts:
various calamities, not after a crisis has
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Even those of us who take supplements
usually have a magnesium deficiency. What
happens to the excess unabsorbed calcium?
Some gets into your muscles, causing them
to contract too much, even contributing to
muscle cramps, and unexplainable “pains”
(fibromyalgia).
Some gets in your joints where it can cause
arthritis.
Some collects in the kidneys, where it can
cause kidney stones.
Some collects in your arteries, where it
forms rock-hard plaque, contributing to heart
disease.
To prevent these ailments you should take
twice as much magnesium as calcium! [End
quoting]
HEALTH MERITS
MAGNESIUM

OF

From THE SEEKERS, by Mary Snell, Jul./
Aug. 1998: [quoting]
It reverses 0steoporosis: Not only slowing
down bone loss but actually reverses it! In a
study of older women using the reverse calciummagnesium formula, it was found that their bone
density increased by 11% on the average.
Postmenopausal women lose about 1% of bone
mass per year, meaning that actually the women
in the study regained a decade worth of bone loss!
It prevents heart attacks: Heart disease is
the #1 killer of women. And most have
magnesium deficiencies. Magnesium causes
muscles to relax . . . where calcium causes
them to contract. Magnesium helps maintain a
smooth, regular heart beat. Calcium causes the
heart muscle to contract too much [and] can
cause muscle spasms—heart attack! That is
why “channel blockers” are prescribed, to keep
calcium from entering the heart.
Magnesium Also: Relieves Migraines ...
Insomnia ... Depression ... PMS ... Back Aches
... Kidney Stones ... Chronic Fatigue.
Just another method of controlling “the
slaves”! [End quoting]
2 GET
NAZIS

PRISON FOR DENYING
HAD GAS CHAMBERS

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 7/22/98:
[quoting]
A Swiss author who wrote books denying
the existence of Nazi gas chambers and a
publisher who printed them were sentenced to
prison terms Tuesday by a Swiss court in
Baden. Writer Juergen Graf and his publisher,
Gerhard Foerster, a former officer in Adolf
Hitler’s army, were convicted of breaking
Switzerland’s law against racial discrimination.
Graf, 47, was sentenced to 15 months in prison,
and Foerster, 78, received one year. They were
each fined $5,500 and were required to hand
over proceeds from Graf’s books, which totaled
$38,000. Judge Andrea Staubli said the pair’s
lack of remorse contributed to the sentences.
During the four-day trial, defense attorneys
argued the men were exercising their right to
free speech. [End quoting]
SWISS REVISIONISTS
GET PRISON
From the INTERNET, 7/22/98: [quoting]

A Swiss author who wrote several books
denying the existence of Nazi gas chambers was
sent to prison along with his publisher, by a
Swiss court. Writer Juergen Graf, 47, and his
publisher, Gerhard Foerster, 78, a former officer
in Hitler’s army, were convicted of breaking
Switzerland’s law against racial discrimination.
Graf was sentenced to 15 months, and Foerster
received one year. They were each fined $5,500
and forced to hand over the $38,000 in proceeds
from Graf’s books. Judge Andrea Staubli said
the pair’s lack of remorse contributed to the
sentences. Graf has stood by his views
claiming that it was an exaggeration to say that
6 million Jews died in the Nazi Holocaust of
the 1940s. [End quoting]
Regular CONTACT readers are well aware of
why these two brave Truthbringers have been
railroaded into prison. A lot of lies come
tumbling down if ones such as these are not
silenced.
RE: KOERNKE UPDATE/
EYEWITNESS/MEDIA BLITZ
Excerpted from the INTERNET, Tom
Plummer, <Thplummer@aol.com>, 7/15/98:
[quoting]
On last night’s Intelligence Report, John
Stadtmiller interviewed Larry Weiss (sp?) who
states that he accompanied Roger Gainer when
he knocked on Mark’s door on October 13,
1997. It was the incident that occurred on that
date that gave rise to Mark’s arrest a month
later.
A tape of the July 14 program is available
from Wolverine Productions, PO Box 281,
Augusta, MI 49012. The following is an
abstract of Weiss’ statement on the air, based
on my memory.
Larry Weiss and Roger Gainer were serving
subpoenas for the defense in the John
Stephenson case (faced with a prosecution for
murder, Stephenson subsequently pled guilty to
a much lesser charge—my memory from the
history of that case is that the charge related to
his failing to report a murder or to his making
a false statement to the Michigan State Police
when asked what he knew about the murder of
William Gleason). William Gleason was killed,
probably in October 1994, by a person or
persons unknown—the body was found on
Stephenson’s Hillsdale, MI, farm in December
1995. (Gleason was one of the three
arrested in Fowlerville, MI, in September
1994.)
On October 13, Gainer and Weiss spent 7
minutes on Mark’s property. Unknown to
Weiss until they arrived, several months before,
Gainer had been ordered off Mark’s property
and told never to return after he showed up at
Mark’s house claiming to be investigating a
murder (he’s a private citizen) with the media
in tow.
When Mark came to the door on October 13
and saw Gainer, he reminded Gainer that he
told him before never to come back and he
ordered him to leave.
Gainer kept saying that he “had to talk to”
Mark. Mark kept telling him to get off the
property. Mark had a MAK-90 or 91 in his
hand. From the Weiss’ description, it was at
parade rest or low ready.
After a few of these exchanges, Gainer
turned around to Weiss and said, “Give me the
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damn paper.” Gainer turned around with his
back to Mark, then rapidly spun around with the
subpoena in his hand and shoved it towards
Mark.
When Mark saw the hand being thrust
rapidly toward him, he let go of the MAK-90/
91 and he deflected Gainer’s hand forcefully
away from his body. He then jabbed Gainer in
the chest with the barrel of the rifle. Gainer
did not retreat, but continued to act
aggressively. Mark jabbed him again.
Gainer grabbed the muzzle of the rifle and
pulled hard. Mark, who had his hand around
the thumbhole stock, was pulled out on his
porch along with the rifle. They scuffled and
would end up falling off the porch onto the
ground. Gainer then gave up and left with
Weiss, whom I believe said he urged Gainer to
give up and just leave.
Weiss relates later discussions where Gainer
at one time said he’d like to see Mark in
trouble, but at a later time, in Weiss’ presence,
Gainer called the Washtenaw County prosecutor
and told him he didn’t want to press charges.
Weiss says Gainer told him at that time that
the prosecutor said, “We’re going to prosecute,
we really want this guy.”... [End quoting]
Once again—right or wrong in your
actions—the possession of a gun resulted in
severe problems. The militia will probably
learn the hard way that you can’t fight the elite
with physical weapons. It’s got to be done with
smarts, not brute force which provokes arrest.
If also greatly helps to pay attention to God’s
guidance. The adversary is no match for God’s
abilities working through us.
HIDDEN HEALTH DANGERS
IN THE HOME
From THE SEEKERS, by Mary Snell,
Jul./Aug. 1998: [quoting]
Carpet. Mice exposed to old and new carpet,
even a piece 7" square, died after being
exposed. Respiratory, neuromuscular, and
neurological problems were common and many
had kidney damage and lesions in the liver and
the brain.
Solution: treat your carpet with a good nontoxic ‘Carpet-Guard’ that creates a barrier.
Toilet paper: Most brands contain dyes and
formaldehyde—check labels!
Your deodorant: Check labels for:
formaldehyde, and aluminum chlorohydrate. A
safe method is to use corn starch and baking
soda.
Talcum Powder: Never use talcum powder
on your body—especially babies! Talc has been
shown to cause lung cancer, when inhaled—and
ovarian cancer when applied to the genital area.
Again, cornstarch.

The Seekers
% Mary Snell
P.O. Box 6708
Texarkana,
Texas 75505
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Cleaning products: Check labels for
offensive ingredients. What to use? Mix 2
teaspoons of Borax and 4 tablespoons of
distilled white vinegar into 4 cups of hot water.
Or you can choose some safe products from the
health food store. Bon Ami, Spic & Span, and
Mr. Clean on the grocer shelf are fairly safe
also.
Fabric softeners leave a film on clothes.
Using 1¼ cup of white distilled vinegar to the
wash cycle will not only soften the clothes but
prevent static cling.
Moth Balls: Using cedar chips or other
products with cedar perform well. An herbal
repellent such as Moth-Away is another product
to consider.
(Also from Women’s Health.) [End quoting]

[quoting]
This was sent to me by a teacher in
Australia. Enjoy. —Karen
Some grade school teachers must agree with
that, because they keep journals of amusing
things their students have written in papers.
Here are a few examples:
The future of “I give” is “I take.”
The parts of speech are lungs and air.
The inhabitants of Moscow are called
Mosquitoes.
A census taker is a man who goes from
house to house increasing the population.
Water is composed of two gins. Oxygin and
hydrogin. Oxygin is pure gin. Hydrogin is gin
and water.
(Define H 2O and CO 2.) H 2 O is hot water
and CO 2 is cold water.
A virgin forest is a forest where the hand
of man has never set foot.
The general direction of the Alps is straight
up.
A city purifies its water supply by filtering
the water, then forcing it through an aviator.
Most of the houses in France are made of
plaster of Paris.
The people who followed the Lord were
called the 12 opossums.
The spinal column is a long bunch of bones.
The head sits on the top and you sit on the
bottom.
We do not raise silk worms in the United
States, because we get our silk from rayon. He
is a larger worm and gives more silk.
One of the main causes of dust is janitors.
A scout obeys all to whom obedience is
due and respects all duly constipated
authorities.
One by-product of raising cattle is calves.
To prevent head colds, use an agonizer to
spray into the nose until it drips into the
throat.
The four seasons
are
salt,
pepper,
mustard and vinegar.
The climate is
hottest next to the
Creator.
Oliver Cromwell
had a large red nose,
but under it were
deeply
religious
feelings.
The word trousers
is an uncommon noun
because it is singular
at the top and plural at
the bottom.
Syntax is all the
money collected at the
church from sinners.
The
blood
circulates through the
body by flowing down
one leg and up the
other.
In
spring,
the
salmon swim upstream
to spoon.
Iron was discovered
because someone smelt
it.
In the middle of
the 18th century, all
the morons moved to

ARCHIVES GETS DOCUMENTS
ON JFK ASSASSINATION
From the INTERNET, 7/22/98: [quoting]
The FBI has sent 41,811 more pages of
documents about the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy, including some related to
organized crime and Cuba, to the National
Archives for public release. The FBI said
Tuesday that with the latest batch, the bureau
has now turned over 746,000 documents related
to the assassination. On the most recent
transfer, 5,903 pages contained material that was
edited out and will not be disclosed. [End
quoting]
Little by little, more of the truth—and lies—
come out.
THE

KIDS SAY
DARNEDEST THINGS

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 7/16/98:
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Utah.
A person should take a bath once in the
summer, not so often in the winter. [End
quoting]
This leaves me speechless.
A SLAP ON
THE HAND
From ANGELS ON EARTH, May/June 1998,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]
Free as a bird. That’s how I felt that day
in 1991, zipping along the Interstate in northern
Oregon, my Chrysler’s cruise control set at 60
mph. I was alone in my car and it seemed as
if I had the world all to myself. Endless acres
of flat, forested land stretched to the horizon. As
far as I could see ahead of me or behind there
were no other cars on the four-lane highway. The
only sound I heard was my growling stomach.
It was about 10:00 A.M. and I’d been up for
hours without breakfast. I grabbed a banana
from the bag at my side and relaxed.
I was headed for the great Columbia River,
a natural wonder I’d been curious about all my
life. When I finished my snack I picked up the
brochure I’d gotten at a tourist center. I’d
always tried to see as much of the world as I
could, and since my divorce I was traveling
more than ever, making the most of my
independence.
I looked in the rearview mirror and smiled
at the lucky man I saw reflected there. “No
one to answer to, nothing but open road ahead,”
I said. Adjusting my legs, I unfolded the
brochure on the seat, eager to see pictures of
the Columbia.
The captions under the
photographs caught my attention. I switched
the brochure to my left hand and spread it
across the wheel. I kept reading, steering with
my right hand and occasionally glancing at the
road. I lost all sense of time.
Then somebody slapped my hand, knocking
it away from the wheel. “Hey!” I yelled,
annoyed. For a split second I thought it w a s
my big brother. He’d always hit me on the arm
to get my attention when we were kids. But
no, Leo had died a few years earlier. I let the
brochure fall to the floor and looked around,
alert. My car was no longer on the highway
but speeding along the shoulder. Dead ahead
loomed the concrete abutment of an overpass.
My hands were off the wheel, and I couldn’t
get my feet to the pedals. Everything was
happening too fast. The car barreled forward,
aimed for disaster.
A thought popped into my mind: I’m not
afraid. I was able to watch myself in the car
like a bystander, ready for the inevitable. Thy
will be done.
But the car didn’t keep going straight. It
turned, purely on its own! The car made an
impossibly abrupt left turn back onto the road,
then centered itself in the lane and continued on
down the highway, still cruising at 60.
Taking the wheel again, I pulled to a stop
by the roadside.
So much for total
independence. I’d been whacked a good one—
by Somebody who watches over me with
brotherly care. —Vincent J. Luciani, Verona,
Virginia [End quoting]
Isn’t it nice to have a God who loves us
enough to help us out of our goofs, at
times?
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Bilderbergs & Other Crooks
Of The Shadow Elite
7/21/98 #1

HATONN

CRIME PAYS—OR, SETTLE
ONE OF THE BOYS!

AS

Clark Clifford has been around the political
Big Boy scene since he was born 91 years ago.
He and his protege Robert Altman were the
major players in the U.S. Bank of Credit and
Commerce International (BCCI) that served
Bush, Saddam, etc.
We offered this little tid-bit that surfaced
briefly in the news last February, 1998. Keep
in mind that the incidental use of BCCI as a
drug and arms laundromat was caught playing
the game in 1991. BCCI pleaded guilty in
December 1991, as a matter of fact, and
forfeited $550 million. Of course BILLIONS
of dirty money flowed through—along with a
lot of taxpayer (YOURS) funds were redirected
through the rathole.
Anybody doing what Clifford and Altman
did would, of course, be hanged—but we all
know that with insiders—they are hardly ever
even mentioned a second time. Since we have
been writing on the topic and I have had
correspondence insisting that Clifford and
Altman did get punished, I will just reoffer
the article.
[QUOTING: The Orlando Sentinel, Feb. 4,
1998:]
$5

MILLION SETTLES BCCI
BANK SCANDAL

Clark Clifford, 91, and protege Robert
Altman agreed to the settlement with the
Federal Reserve Board. [H: Please read that
again! Note that they didn’t “settle” with
the Treasury Department, the Banking
Commission, the Judicial System—they
settled with the Federal Reserve Board (Alan
Greenspan), a PRIVATE CORPORATION,
and you can get your proof by this very
statement that the Federal Reserve System is
a Banking system for criminals, crooks and
the New World Order. However, it is also
NOW responsible for such outstanding debts
of the U.S. as Bonus Contract 3392-181! It
has been since its conception in about 1913
when the debt represented by prior valid
gold-backed certificates and contracts in
private hands were of necessity shifted from
the Treasury to the Fed.
Just as the certificate, 3392-181 was
updated, qualified, calculated as to value by
the Federal Reserve for Lloyd Bentsen, Bush,

et al., as special services to political power,
so too were BCCI, BNL and other Bancos
created or utilized by these same criminals
for their own shady purposes.]
Compiled from Wire Reports:
WASHINGTON—In a quiet end to an affair
that rocked the capital in 1991-92, venerable
Washington insider Clark Clifford and his
former law partner agreed to pay $5 million to
settle civil fraud charges in the BCCI
international banking scandal.
Under the settlement with the Federal
Reserve Board announced Tuesday, the 91-yearold Clifford and protege Robert Altman will
pay the money to compensate what the Fed
called the “innocent” depositors and creditors
of the now-defunct Bank of Credit and
Commerce International.
Altman and Clifford, a defense secretary
under President Lyndon Johnson and adviser to
several other Democratic presidents, did not
admit wrongdoing. [H: Do they ever?]
In addition, Altman, 50, who practices law
in Washington, agreed not to re-enter the
banking industry without the Fed’s approval.
Because of Clifford’s age and ill health, the
central bank dropped such an action against
him.
BCCI was shut down by regulators in 1991
amid allegations of arms smuggling, drug
running and financing of terrorists. The
Luxembourg-chartered private bank—once the
world’s largest—operated for a time in about 70
countries, with its headquarters in London.
Regulators charged that it engaged in wideranging fraud and lent billions of dollars to
insiders without requiring collateral or keeping
proper records, among other misdeeds.
In a joint statement, Clifford and Altman
said they were confident that they would have
prevailed in fighting the reduced charges
against them. However, they said, citing
Clifford’s frailty, “to continue for years and at
great expense” “made no sense”.
Clifford and Altman were charged in July
1992 in separate federal and New York state
indictments, and in the Fed’s civil action, with
making millions in illegal profits. They
pleaded not guilty to charges of accepting
bribes and participating in a massive criminal
conspiracy that officials said was designed to
give BCCI secret control of U.S. banks.
BCCI illegally owned four U.S. banks,
including First American Bankshares,
Washington’s biggest bank holding company at
the time. Clifford and Altman were BCCI’s

principal lawyers in this country and were
chairman and president, respectively, of First
American.
The Justice Department later dropped its
charges against the two, and Altman was
acquitted of New York state charges in 1993
after a lengthy trial.
A New York judge dropped all charges
against Clifford.
The Federal Reserve also eventually
dismissed some of its civil fraud allegations
against them.
“When this case arose seven years ago, we
publicly denounced the sensational charges
against us as wholly untrue,” Clifford and
Altman said in their statement Tuesday.
“Subsequent events have proved the accuracy of
our statements.”
BCCI pleaded guilty in December 1991 to
federal fraud charges and forfeited $550 million
in assets, the biggest forfeiture in U.S. history.
In a plea bargain, the bank acknowledged
that it illegally owned First American and the
three other U.S. banks.
For 45 years, Clifford was a powerful figure
in Democratic politics.
The lesser-known Altman is a figure in
Hollywood circles, husband of Wonder Woman
television actress Lynda Carter.
[END OF QUOTING]
But you heard BCCI was still in business?
Of course, and to find out some interesting
details check out the Luxembourg charter status.
And I DO suggest that some of you do that.
Any international bank which simply owned
banks for convenience of such political
transactions in the US would not give up a
CHARTER just because a few branches might
be closed. One of those “branches” owned by
BCCI was a whole established operation set up
and run for the sole purpose of international
dealings in criminal activities. It’s main
“runners” were Eagleberger, Scowcroft, and was
“silently” backed by Kissinger. It got play
ONE time in the news media prior to silently
just closing shop. These were the Banks of the
Bush Superfund collateralization and reached out
around the globe. Some banks were destroyed
and Credit Lyonaise was burned TWICE to get
rid of records regarding Bush’s activities with
his “Superfund”.
Would these banks still deal in that
commodity? Of course. Moreover, the Israelis
want in the worst way to corner that contract
resource and be quite generous with it. This
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would be aided in a very round-about way by
such as Jerry Falwell’s new world religion. Oh
well.
Let us turn now to the Bilderbergs:
In the case of the Bilderberg Group we have
to again rely on a down-chain use of
SPOTLIGHT with special notice to a “Special
Report” on the topic which is taken in turn
from publications and research through London
and Scotland.
Spotlight
editorial
staff
states:
“PLUTOCRATS: Read our special investigative
report inside and weep. Your conspiracy is
finally unraveling...”
Please, if you can do so, support the
SPOTLIGHT as they have a viable paper that
accepts advertising and therefore maybe can stay
in business. If you don’t wish to subscribe to
the paper please at least contact them for a
listing of their special reports and books
available through Liberty Lobby, 300
Independence Ave. SE, Washington, D.C.
20003. I ask that a copy of the small order
blank be reproduced in this paper for these
special items. Spotlight can be ordered through
the same address or call toll free: 1-800-5226292. Of course, our accolades go forth to Mr.
James P. Tucker Jr. who seems to most annoy
the Bilderbergers and who writes for Spotlight
and is always underfoot in the SECRET
meetings. Long live such wonderful and daring
people!!
[QUOTING,
SPOTLIGHT,
SPECIAL
REPORT. FULL CREDIT IS GIVEN TO THE
RESOURCES
WHO
DID
THE
INVESTIGATIONS:] [H: My suggestion is to
gather the information offered “otherwise” by
Spotlight on this “group” if you wish to
become truly informed. Information was
offered in yesterday’s writing.]

Media Expose International Cabal.
Special Report, July 20, 1998.
WHAT IS THIS
SHADOWY CREW AND
WHY DOES IT MATTER
WHAT THEY DO?

The wide-ranging and heavy hand of highlevel financial clout is evident behind the
appointees named to high office by President
Bill Clinton. However, Clinton is not the only
president of recent memory whose appointees
have moved in the sphere of influence of the
Rockefeller family and its colleagues in the
global plutocracy. The same can be said for
virtually all top-ranking policy makers in both
Democratic and Republican administrations since
World War II.
Many of these appointees have been
affiliated with three distinct Rockefeller-created
and Rockefeller-financed international policy
power blocs which are often confused by their
critics: the Council on Foreign Relations, the
Trilateral Commission, and the Bilderberg
Group.
(Bill Clinton is a member of all three. He
attended his first Bilderberg meeting in BadenBaden, Germany in 1991 and first lady Hillary
Clinton attended the Bilderberg meeting at Lake
Lanier, Georgia in 1997.)
A reason why many people confuse the three
power blocs is that, aside from the fact that
each is controlled—fully or in part—by the
Rockefeller empire, the three groups are very
similar in content and have a largely
overlapping membership, usually working in
direct concert toward the same goals.
The membership in each of these groups is
always composed of members of the Rockefeller
family, their paid employees and consultants,
PART 1. THE BILDERBERGS
allied international financiers and industrialists,
academics from the major universities and taxFrom: The Bilderberg Group, Major U.K. free foundations, high-ranking union leaders, key
media personalities and controllers,
and selected political figures.
However, each of the three—the
Council on Foreign Relations, the
Trilateral Commission and the
Bilderberg Group—is very different.
Here is a brief summary of each of
the three groups in question:
ORDER
THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN
THE PAPER THAT
RELATIONS. Based in New York
and comprised solely of U.S.
citizens. It publishes the quarterly
GIVES YOU THE OTHER SIDE
journal Foreign Affairs and conducts
regular meetings and seminars. Key
OF THE NEWS
meetings are strictly confidential and
off the record. Created in 1921 with
Rockefeller funding, the CFR has
REPORTS ON EVENTS WHICH ARE
emerged as the American branch of
the British Royal Institute on
VITAL TO
International
Affairs
(RIIA),
YOUR WELFARE
succeeding an earlier, less organized
entity already established in that role.
The RIIA was the brainchild of
MAKE UP YOUR OWN MIND WHO IS BEING
English financier Cecil Rhodes
HONEST WITH YOU—
(founder of the Rhodes scholarship)
THE ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA OR THE SPOTLIGHT
and devoted to the concept of
(YOUR WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FROM WASHINGTON SINCE 1975)
reuniting the United States with the
British Empire. David Rockefeller
TO SUBSCRIBE
served as a longtime chairman of the
CFR and remains its virtual master.
call 1 (800) 522-6292 toll free.
THE
TRILATERAL
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COMMISSION. Organized exclusively by
David Rockefeller in 1973. Holds an official
regular annual conclave closed to the
independent press, but conducts seminars and
other gatherings that are less exclusive.
Membership is limited to elitists from the
United States and Canada, Western Europe and
Japan, several hundred in number. Issues
periodic reports known as the “Triangle Papers”
and press releases and published a journal called
Trialogue (now defunct). David Rockefeller has
continuously served, since its inception, as
“North
American
chairman”
and
is
acknowledged as its primary mover.
THE BILDERBERG GROUP. Takes its
name from the hotel in Holland where the group
met in 1954, during the earliest period of its
inception. Meets regularly (presumably on a
once-a-year basis) at various locations around
the world, always in extreme secrecy, usually at
resorts controlled by either the Rockefeller or
Rothschild families or their associates. The
Rothschild is the leading European force within
the Bilderberg Group, sharing its power with the
American-based Rockefeller empire. Has a
revolving membership of several hundred
participants composed of elites from the United
States and Western Europe, primarily—almost
exclusively—from the NATO countries.
(Representatives from the former Soviet Union
and East bloc countries have attended recent
gatherings.) Maintains an extremely low
profile; seldom, if ever, publishes reports or
studies (for the public, at least) under its own
official aegis. Bilderberg participants denied the
group’s very existence for decades until forced
into the open by the glare of the media,
publicity, generated largely by Liberty Lobby’s
weekly newspaper, The SPOTLIGHT, and its
predecessors. The gatherings of Bilderberg and
the policy decisions made by the participants are
never reported in the major media in America.
Among these three groups, the Bilderberg
Group is by far the most powerful and
influential, and, at the same time, the most
secretive.
However, on a shoestring budget, longtime
SPOTLIGHT correspondent Jim Tucker has
followed the Bilderbergers around the world for
over a decade and he wants [you] to know the
rest of the media isn’t interested in the
deliberations of this powerful clique of policy
makers.
As Tucker puts it: “If a group of the
world’s most popular TV personalities or
football players met together for a secret
meeting at an exclusive resort once a year, the
worldwide media would be demanding to be
admitted. But when the world’s richest bankers
and industrialists and powerful politicians and
heads of state get together for a secret meeting,
the media looks the other way. Why? Which
is more important to the world at large?”
The SPOTLIGHT has led the way. Now it
is up to the rest of the world media to take up
the challenge and bring the truth about the
Bilderberg Group’s activities to the world
public. [H: We try but alas we are limited
as well—but, we will do what we can to
support this fine Paper and staff until such
time as we can contribute more than just a
bit more audience.] If there’s nothing “wrong”
with what the Bilderberg is doing and the group
has nothing to hide, then the media must
demand that the group open its conclaves to the
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media’s inspection. [H: By the way, for you
who are still hung up on “Jew” vs. “Jewish
people”, it should be noted that no “just little
Jewish people” are ever included at this
annual trek to the places of the “most high”.]
WHEN “CONSENSUS”
BECOMES POLICY
The following is excerpted from the June 14,
1998 Night & Day, the magazine of London’s
Mail on Sunday, a sister publication of the
Daily Mail. Some “Britishisms” have been left
in to preserve the flavor of the article. One
British pound sterling is worth approximately
$1.6. The reporter is Malcolm Macalister Hall.
MASTERS OF
THE UNIVERSE?
As the opening sequence of a B-movie
thriller, this had everything. Remote country
area; huge, white five-star hotel shrouded in
mist; police guards stationed in the woods;
vehicles being searched for bombs; helicopters
landing on lawns; fleets of black cars arriving
and leaving; an international cast of American
and European billionaires, politicians,
powerbrokers and fixers; bemused locals; and a
small knot of conspiracy theorists who claimed
that the people meeting in private in the white
hotel were the undeclared Masters of the
Universe, an unofficial world government which,
in secret, was carving up the planet for its own
ends.
It was a gray, biting-cold morning. The
vast Turnberry Hotel looked out under leaden
skies to a leaden sea in south-west Scotland.
Across the road, by the clubhouse of the famous
golf courses where Nick Price won the ’94
British Open, stood a man in a dark suit, with
highly polished shoes, close-cropped hair and a
radio earpiece.
“Are you waiting for someone?” he asked,
in conversational tones. I was. “Are you
anything to do with the conference?” he
inquired chattily. “Well, yes and no.” I
explained that I was hoping to catch some
billionaires and global power-brokers who might
get bored with scheming the new world order
and stroll out for a round of golf. Henry
Kissinger, teeing off with the ex-head of the
CIA, that kind of thing.
“Well, all this is a sanitized area,” he said,
gesturing at the hotel atop the ridge, the
manicured lawns, the trimmed shrubs, the tennis
courts, the winding driveway up to the front
door, the police checkpoint, more police again
in the woods. “Really, you’re wasting your
time,” he said. “Really, you are—there’s no
one booked to play today.”
He was a plain-clothes member of Operation
Orchid, the code name given by Strathclyde
police to the impenetrable security ring
surrounding this year’s Bilderberg meetings: a
highly exclusive, little-known and barely
reported conference which has been held since
1954 at grand hotels, across Europe and the
U.S.A. Attendees debate the state of the world
and, critics insist, manipulate global politics and
economics from behind the scenes.
At Turnberry last month, the 120-strong
guest list made intriguing reading. It ran from
global heavy-hitters to obscure European
business types. There was Henry Kissinger;
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David Rockefeller, billionaire chairman of the
Chase Manhattan Bank; James Wolfensohn,
president of the World Bank; Giovanni Agnelli,
head of the Fiat empire; Javier Solana,
secretary-general of NATO; Jurgen Schrempp,
chairman of Daimler-Benz; the chairmen or
chief execs of the Xerox Corporation, BP,
Reuters and a bunch of big-league banks and
law firms; John Deutch, former head of the
CIA; Tory leader William Hague; Kenneth
Clarke; Leon Brittan; Defense Secretary George
Robertson; assorted other politicos (the prime
minister of Finland, the leaders of the Greek
and Canadian opposition parties, John Bruton of
Fine Gael), Telegraph boss Conrad Black, a few
editors (Who don’t mention the conference in
their papers) and even the “chairman of the
board, Hellenic Bottling Company”.
What enrages Bilderberg critics is that, from
their beginnings in the fifties, the meetings have
been attended by a near-total news blackout.
No reporters are admitted, no press conferences
held, and no record of what was said is
published; no detailed agenda, no list of
speakers, no minutes, no nothing. Just a onepage press release before the conference starts,
and a list of the participants marked
“Confidential. Not for Circulation”.
So far, so weird. And what was this
friendly bizarre grouping of industrialists and
politicians actually on about? Carving up the
planet? Laying the groundwork for a global
government? Comparing notes on how their
kids were doing at school? Admiring the cut
of each others’ suits? Damien Mearns reckoned
he knew.
An accountant for a clothing company in
east London, Mearns, 31, had traveled up to
Scotland on the train with his rucksack, a few
bananas to keep him going and a placard
announcing Bilderberger. “I’m a one-man
pressure group,” he smiled. Now he was
standing by the gates of the Turnberry Hotel, as
close to the conference as he could get.
“I don’t like Bilderberg and the things they
do,” he said. “I don’t like them planning wars,
picking presidents and prime ministers, and
telling us what we can and can’t read in the
supposedly free press—which they own—and I
don’t like them telling us to go into a European
super-state run by unelected bankers. I don’t
like them crashing economies around the world,
attacking currencies and causing Third World
debt. And they’re doing it in hiding. There’s
an old adage: ‘The best cure for bad democracy
is more democracy,’ not secret meetings like
this.”
A scattergun conspiracy theorist who, in a
few sentences, can link the Kennedy
assassination with the murder of the Italian
Prime Minister Aldo Moro, the Yom Kippur
War, the 1974 oil crisis, Third World debt and
abortion, and then can blame a good chunk of
it on the Bildergergers, Mearns quickly held up
his placard as the first of the official cars
turned into the driveway.
On the back seat was Lord [Peter]
Carrington, Margaret Thatcher’s first foreign
secretary, former NATO secretary-general and
current chairman of Bilderberg. He looked
mildly bemused, but wouldn’t have had time to
read all Mearn’s allegations, set out on the
placard which he had run up at his local
copyshop in east London.
“Bilderberg Group, international sleaze,
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corruption and conspiracy. Fact!” it screamed,
going on to accuse the group of planning the
OPEC oil crisis, picking and choosing
presidents and prime ministers, telling the G-8
summit what to think, and being behind the
ousting of both Margaret Thatcher and John
Major from Number 10 Downing Street.
“Bilderberg Go Home!” it concluded.
Just then, a couple of hotel workers came
out. “Hello!” Mearns called. “If you hear of
any wars being planned in there, or any
currency crashes being organized, can you listen
and leak it to the press here?” The workers
seemed less than enthusiastic. “I’ve got my
work to do in there—d’ye want me to get a
bullet in the head?” came the curt reply.
A couple of hundred yards along the road,
delivery vans were being searched by a squad
of police with bomb-detection mirrors and
sniffer dogs. The vans were escorted ‘round to
a back entrance, a police officer in each cab:
bakers, butchers, S.L. Neill the seafood
specialist, the antique van of the Regency
Laundry (“professional shirt valeters”), and
another from “Glasgow’s most exciting
bathroom showroom”.
Just then, a striking figure hove into view.
In his raincoat, dark glasses and battered fedora,
and sucking hard on an untipped Camel, he
looked like an old-style newspaperman straight
out of The Front Page.
This was “Big Jim” Tucker, here from the
States, a reporter for The SPOTLIGHT, the
journal of the right-wing, ultra-nationalist,
Washington-based Liberty Lobby. It sees Reds
and corporate demons everywhere, not just
under the bed. Tucker has been trailing the
Bilderbergers for nearly two decades, trying to
break through the security ring.
One of Tucker’s big claims was splashed on
the front page of a May 1989 issue of The
SPOTLIGHT. “The Bilderberg group was
discovered hiding out on the island of La Toja,
off the Atlantic coast of Spain... plotting the
political assassination of British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher,” wrote Tucker.
But he offered little solid evidence and no
direct quotes, beyond unnamed “sources inside
the secret society of international financiers and
political leaders”, who allegedly said that their
meeting that year had “emphasized the need to
bring down Mrs. Thatcher because of her refusal
to yield British sovereignty to the European
superstate that is to emerge in 1992.” She left
Downing Street 18 months later. But, with the
rows and the poll tax fiasco, a lot of people
could have seen that coming.
Meanwhile, Jim Tucker and three protesters
gathered to compare conspiracy theories in the
lair of a cheap guesthouse a few miles away.
Swirly carpet, the telly blaring, and a big,
soppy photograph of two sheepdogs gazing
down from the wall—Turnberry it wasn’t.
Dragging on yet more Camels, Tucker
recounted how he had been hired from the
Akron Beacon Journal to set up The
SPOTLIGHT, back in 1975. “Willis Carto, the
founder of Liberty Lobby, asked me what I
thought about Bilderberg,” Tucker recalled. “I
thought he was talking about some kinda cheese
sandwich. But he told me a few things about
it—and I said this just wasn’t possible! I’d
been 20 years in the newspaper business,
reading wire-service stuff day and night, and I’d
had high positions on three metropolitan
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papers—and after all that, if such a group
existed, there was no way I could not know
about it. But Carto gave me a big file of stuff
about Bilderberg—and I became enraged that
this could be kept from the American people.
That rage inspired me to go after them. I’ve
been trailing them for the past 15 years.”
Tucker claims to have found “sources within
the Bilderberg venues” for most of those
years—bar staff, waiters and so on. “Why do
I do this? First, it’s for the public’s right to
know,” he said. “They call this a private
meeting, but there are British and U.S. officials
here doing business behind closed doors, heavily
subsidized by the taxpayer. If it’s a private
meeting, they should go in their own time, at
their own expense—and when they’re making
big decisions, like they’re gonna spill the blood
of our young men in some idiot war, or decide
that Margaret Thatcher should go, then I don’t
give a rat’s a— whether they claim it’s private
or not. They’re making decisions that affect
millions of people on this Earth.”
Not shy of wearing his politics on his
sleeve, Tucker dismissed a former Bilderberg
attendee, Bill Clinton, as a “draft-dodging
hippie”, and said he was ashamed that he was
U.S. president.
“Ah’m a straight-votin’
Republican,” he said, knocking back one of
several pints at the bar. “And when I’m
speaking to students, I introduce myself as a
‘reactionary, rightwing Neanderthal’.”
AFTER THE MEETING, I called a few
people to see if they might bend the privacy
rules. Could they tell me what it had all been
about? Lord Carrington’s office said he “would
prefer not to”. William Hague’s press secretary
sent a polite fax with his answer: It was no.
Kenneth Clarke’s office said his schedule of
foreign trips was so tight that he could not get
back to me—and he didn’t. Of two writers for
The Economist listed as “rapporteurs”,
apparently this means preparing discussion
papers—one very politely told me he couldn’t
comment because he was “employed by them”.
And incredibly for a conference of such

apparent importance to Economist readers, there
was not a peep about it in the following week’s
edition.
Maybe an American on the list would be
more forthcoming. I left a message on the
voice mail of Jim Hoagland, associate editor of
the Washington Post. His secretary confirmed
she’d got it. She would get the message to
him. He never called.
I had a number for Charles Muller, who is
cited as head of a Bilderberg office in New
York. I dialed. “I’m sorry,” said a perky,
recorded female voice, “the number you have
reached is not in service at this time. No
further information is available.”
Maybe Stratheclyde Police would have
something to say. Like how many officers were
involved in the four-day, 24-hour security
operation? “I’m sorry,” said the press office,
“but we can’t reveal that. We never give out
that kind of information.” How much did it
cost, then? “We don’t say.” “Who paid for
it—the taxpayer?” “I’m sorry, you’ll have to
call the organizers about that.” I did. On the
second to last day of the conference, a lady at
Turnberry—who, strangely, asked not to be
described as a “Bilderberg spokeswoman”—said
that it was “not the taxpayer”.
So, any news on the agenda? “It’s all very
general, just sort of pretty general conversations
rather than anything very specific.” So why the
element of secrecy? “For some reason, [the
media] seem to prefer ‘secret’ rather than
‘private’,” she said. “The reason is that people
feel able to speak freely without being quoted...
That doesn’t mean that there are some sort of
nefarious goings on.”
What about the critics’ allegations: ousting
Mrs. Thatcher; laying the groundwork for the
European Union and the single currency; a
driving force for “globalization”?
“I just don’t know where they come up with
these ideas,” she said. “I mean, what sort of
proof do they have for any of this? It’s totally
bonkers, to be perfectly honest.”
Given that Bilderberg says its participants
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attend in a private and not an official capacity,
I called the office of Defense Secretary George
Robertson to see who had paid for his military
helicopter flight out of Turnberry. “He was
fulfilling an official engagement as secretary of
state for defense and, as such, transport was met
by public expense,” said his spokesman. Given
the maze of stone walls so far, this was a minor
triumph for open government. The spokesman
added that “one of the subjects discussed was
the impact of technology on the Northern
Alliance.”
Did George Robertson feel Bilderberg had a
genuine influence on the course of world
affairs? “Only in that it is a forum to discuss
aspects,” said the spokesman. “There’s been
criticism of it being a colluding organization,
but that and the conspiracy theories are
nonsense, frankly.”
At last: the tiniest chink of light. One
former Bilderberger, Jack Sheinkman, president
of the Amalgamated Bank in New York, has
gone on the record and was reported as saying:
“Yes, in some cases discussions do have an
impact, such as when the group discussed a
single European currency before it became
policy.”
Each year, “steering committees” in the
U.S.A. and Europe pick new guests, of all
political shades. Clinton, Thatcher, Blair and
Gordon Brown have all attended Bilderberg
before taking office. The group seems to have
a knack of backing the right horses. One elder
statesman who attended Bilderberg from its first
meeting until seven years ago was Denis—now
Lord—Healey.
“There were always conspiracy theorists who
thought it was a secret society trying to
manipulate global politics and economies,” he
said, “but those were people who knew nothing
about it, had never been to the meetings and,
quite frankly, were often journalists on the
make.
“Its purpose was not to make policy at all,
nor did it do so,” he added. “It was really to
enable people who were on the way up in the
politics or economies of their countries to meet
each other before they actually acquired power
and responsibility.”
He dismisses all the critics’ allegations.
Nothing sinister about politicians and industrialists
hobnobbing in private? “Oh_ _ _ _!” he said.
“Have they never heard of the National
Economic Development Council? That had
exactly the same function.”
What about the alleged ousting of Mrs.
Thatcher? “Real nonsense!” he retorted.
“Plenty of people wanted rid of Thatcher, and
once she’d decided on the poll tax, the Tory
Party knew she was poison and had to get rid
of her. Who on Earth at Bilderberg would
have been concerned with that?”
Did it influence world affairs? “Well, yes,
but not in terms of particular policies,” said
Healey. “We always discussed what was
happening in the world economy, Europe, the
NATO area, the Far East and so on, but it
wasn’t with a view to reaching an agreement.
... It was purely a discussion group where you
could meet in a relaxed way.”
FINALLY, I got a recent former delegate
prepared to spill more beans—on condition of
anonymity. “Because they’re not open at all,”
said Delegate X, “groups like Bilderberg have
gained a kind of mystique in a democratic
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world which they don’t really deserve—of a
sinister world elite who operate behind closed
doors, making policy against the will of
democratic governments.”
But he says that Bilderberg is part of a
global conversation that takes place each year
at a string of conferences, and it does form
the backdrop to policies that emerge later.
“There’s the World Economic Forum at
Davos in February, the Bilderberg and G-8
meetings in April/May, and the IMF/world
Bank annual conference in September. A
kind of international consensus emerges and
is carried over from one meeting to the next.
But no one’s really leading it.
This
consensus becomes the background for G-8
economic communiques; it becomes what
informs the IMF when it imposes an
adjustment program on Indonesia; and it
becomes what the president proposes to
Congress.”
Delegate X holds a senior position in the
media. So what was his view of all the
secrecy? “The feeling is that officials and
ministers can’t speak honestly if they think the
next day it’s going to be front page news in the
papers ... I don’t think it’s wrong, particularly,
as long as institutions like the IMF or the
European Central Bank, or whoever it is who
has to implement the emerging consensus are
themselves fully accountable.”
In the end, it was just a classy talking shop.
“It’s sonorous speechifying, people doodling and
snoozing, looking forward to the coffee break
and then not coming back because they’ve met
someone they fancied—just like any conference
you’ve ever been to, and just as dull. But
you’d be quite surprised how liberal the agenda
is—how worried they were about global
warming, they worried about the socially
excluded. I was certainly taken aback by the
liberalness of the agenda ... God, it’s half-past
one! I’ve got a lunch and I can’t believe how
late I am! Bye.”
(THE MAIL ON SUNDAY CAN BE
REACHED BY E-MAIL AT jgs@globalnet.co.uk.)
[END QUOTING OF ARTICLE ONE]
You may wish to pay careful attention to the
names given herein for they are valuable assets
in possible business or even just in reviewing
governmental affairs. We have written much on
these organizations but I think these current
updates are both eye-opening to the newly
informed and very good review for you who
already are aware and quite informed about
same.
I would point out, however, that here is where
you really can begin to piece together who in
the New World Order and Global Control are
p l a y i n g what again st who. Don’t for on e
minute think this is NOT REAL. It is powerful
and it is long-distance planning utilizing players
chosen to accomplish the ultimate goals of the
group. Clinton, for instance, was chosen so
that exactly what is happening could be allowed
proper sequence of development. Lady Hillary
was included last year so she would be apprized
of those plans and be reminded TO PLAY HER
PART—OR ELSE. Of course she likes the
game even better than Zipper so it fits exactly
with the global plan of international
manipulation of all facets of societal structures.
Thank you and good morning.
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Confronting The Challenges
In Fantasyland
7/23/98 #1
TODAY

IN

HATONN

FANTASYLAND

Today seems a bit like any other day in this
place—except where it has been frying hot, it
is somewhat cool this morning—in fact, just a
bit on the chill side of cool. Minds turn to the
happenings expected within this day and I
would have you, like we here, check your
feelings as you ramble through the expected
events.
Dharma, for instance, has to face an
appointment with one of the media channels this
afternoon and there is dread in the outcome.
Then there is preparation for two legal court
encounters on next Monday and Tuesday.
The details of what to do with the California
FDA visitations brought to me—have to come
through her with logical, human input. Then,
a writing? Perhaps from God on who and what
is God? Oh my, that’s heavy for no one wants
to believe in the actuality of GOD of LIGHT.
Even the Egyptians in the time of Akhnaton and
Aton believed the idiots were talking about the
Sun star.
So we look at the bright side with whatever
humor could be brought to the scene and yes,
there always is humor. The young journalists
who have been working with Mr. Martin and
Dr. Young came unexpectedly to the door—
doing their job properly and asked to speak for
a few minutes with the Ekkers. They had
viewed the Extra taping of last year and
groaned at the blatant disrespect and stupid
presentation. They had gone to check with
anyone they could find who might speak for or
against whatever unknown thing is supposed to
be happening here. They had gone to Jason
Brent and got a real earful of personal nothing
and a statement that he had written the Mensa
depopulation paper and “was very proud of it”,
this Malthusian project to get rid of the
procreation, the elderly, the infirm and the
stupid. Since he fits every category in one way
or another—he surely wouldn’t like what was
left would he? Well, yes he would because
what is planned to be left are the Elite World
Controllers and he, of course, plans to be
among them.
But that doesn’t matter this morning, other
than a tiny smile of recognition of how trivial
this is in the overall status of a spinning world,
a White House with “spin”, criminal actions
with “spin”, other nations with “spin”, and a
media “spinning” everything to suit the target of
the day. So, do we tramp gayly into the trap

of possibilities—and offer another opportunity
to “spin” our very own dignity? Ah, but one
notable thing: Ringo the Amazon Blue Front
parrot who rules the Ekker family room—fell
instantly in love with Bekka, the lady
journalist. He never shuts up, having grown
up with small children, UNLESS you would
like him to speak and then with strangers and
callers you get nothing but silence. Not so
yesterday—he chattered into her ear, groomed
her hair, sat on her lap and bit “Dad” when we
put him home so he wouldn’t have an accident
on her clothes. Now what is that all about do
you suppose?
Dharma overriding Doris in some attempt
to escape the possibilities reached through and
simply said, “you want to know—then we will
let the Commander tell you himself.
Tomorrow when you come to meet again with
Dr. Young, we will ask this ever-so-curious
entity to simply speak to you—ok?” Funny?
Well, these youngsters have enough to fill
three hours without interruptions, already, and
they have two segments of 3-1/2 minutes to
excerpt something of value and tell the story
of stories.
They certainly noticed right away that there
IS NO GROUP. There is, after all, no palatial
COMPOUND, and there weren’t any UFOs
anywhere to be seen sitting on the lawn. And,
after all, all they want is the history and
ongoing unfolding of the UNIVERSE in 30
seconds or less.
The FDA is leaving massive problems—
like, after three visitations, taking of products,
they find two minor details—a ceiling tile
needing replacement over Margie’s head, and if
there is continuation of any product being
handled in California instead of Nevada—a
street address is required on the label.
The agent left tired, hot and irritated at the
ones who would turn in something that doesn’t
exist. But readers, that is today in life—turn
in your neighbor, your mother, your whoever
because the world no longer loves in giving—
you hate in envy and revenge—because of your
own actions.
We remind everyone that there is
NOTHING happening in Tehachapi in August,
no fly-in and no “gathering”. Our good
enemies alerted the police and “peace corp”
that there would be an “Annual Pilgrimage” to
the area—be prepared for heavy action. Well,
there is a “Mountain Festival” but we know of
nothing else actually planned. Certainly, a lot
of our people will be off and to court in the
ongoing harassment.
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I understand that someone in Canada is
planning a get-together of some friends during
that time since nothing is happening here. If
people are looking for Mecca or Zion—I
suggest you not look too long at Tehachapi,
California for such outrageous misperceptions.
And, GOD IS WHEREVER YOU ARE so look
closely at wherever you happen to be and see
if you can’t find the truth of that statement.
Perhaps we can have our own family and friends
in at another time when the bored public goes
back to sleep in visions of Clinton and Monica.
One of the most interesting things we have
had happen in the last couple of days comes
from a long way away—but is remarkable in its
happening. We just had someone announce
that, AGAIN, Hatonn speaks through “them”
and their instructions are to get some several
billions of dollars value in contracts and make
out the contracts payable to one of the
individuals in point. These representatives have
handed out several billion dollars worth of
funds on paper and haven’t gathered up a single
one so far from the ding-a-lings they gave them
to. They tell us that, if we shape up and get

with giving them what they demand through
Hatonn, that they “MAY” again work with us.
Is there something WRONG with this picture?
WE HAVE THE CONTRACTS. I warn you
people: BE CAREFUL—lest you follow the
piper right out and over the cliffs.
Be
extremely careful of self-expressed psychics who
claim to take another’s guru and become same.
They are put there for your distraction and will
cost you every dime and belief you ever had or
have as to wisdom and intelligence. They will
alienate every one backing you and leave you
landed on your face, or ass, as the fall might be.
All you have to do is read the dialogue to KNOW
what is going on in the selfish, greedy, ego path.
First we are told this accompanying “guide”
is from India, now we are told she is from
China and working with the top-level people in
the Ukraine. In six months in a foreign land
where they are unwelcome as the plague, and a
year or so prior to this big journey into
nowhere—nothing but negative results have been
seen or forthcoming. What would YOU do,
reader? Well, nobody has to DO anything—the
“or else” was aimed at us—so fine, we accept
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their “or else” but I really don’t know where
they think they are going to get the multibillions in contracts demanded—to keep us
somehow in the honor of working with them.
Worse, they don’t even SEE the idiocy of their
approach. “Hatonn said...” it reads, that if “you
don’t do what you are told you are in SERIOUS
TROUBLE.” Wow! Oh, of course, I forgot:
“AND SEND MONEY, WE HAVE USED UP
OURS!” Ever had any know-it-all teenagers off
to college? Indeed!
We are further told that the making out of
the contracts in the billions of dollars to an
individual (who would certainly ruin her tax
status) is “the Asian way...”. So, I guess we
can rule out the Asian way and other
assumptions of our insanity. It usually doesn’t
work well to give God or His Hosts in charge
of this ‘THING’ an ultimatum OF “DO THIS
FOR US OR ELSE—YOU’RE OUT” Guess
who usually ends up OUT?
There is something worthy of note here,
however. This is the first party since George
Green who literally has said that “Hatonn left
that dharma, AND NOW SPEAKS THROUGH
ME.” Green even said I dumped Dharma and
went with them (Greens) to Nevada. Indeed,
my friends, I suppose to help him bury the gold
he STOLE and the other things he embezzled?
He also said that TRUTH would continue to
flow from Hatonn THROUGH HIM, so not to
worry, readers. Oh well.
So, how long will it take me to define God?
About a second and a half. God is that which
is Creator—in LIGHT, and of which every
physical human being with SOUL is an
experiencing fragment. This is how you come
to call him FATHER.
God is not a “religion” for that is man’s
doctrines at work as guidelines for Church
Clubs and cults. “(g)od, however, is found
anywhere MAN chooses to place It, Her, Him
to his best advantage.” Mankind clings to that
which is handy, expeditious and advantageous to
HIMSELF. This is not such wise assumption
though, for GOD is the most advantageous and
abundant one “thing” around and always willing
to share it all with those who live in intent of
HIS laws.
I get back with that statement, “It can’t be,
for God would never work around money or...”
Wouldn’t He? What do you pray to GOD to
do and give? Right, you demand good health,
abundance in money and things, win at every
cost to the “other side” and thus and so. How
can GOD ANSWER YOUR CALL without
dealing in these things of human physical?
AND, IF YOU CAN’T SPEAK DIRECTLY TO
GOD, HOW CAN GOD GIVE BACK THAT
WHICH YOU ASK? IF YOU ASK THROUGH
A PRIEST, ETC., ISN’T IT LIKELY THAT
THE PRIEST WILL GET WHAT YOU
WANTED? NO, IT DOESN’T WORK THAT
WAY EITHER.
And now to a simple answer to a simple
question: Why would I meet with two young
journalists when we have been asked by the
largest networks in the media and have
emphatically declined. Because they ask in
honest intent of finding some truth here and not
in gaining the comedian award of the year.
THEY COME IN RESPECT!
And as a
reminder, dear ones, all God asks for Himself
is RESPECT AND REVERENCE—HE ASKS
NONE TO WORSHIP.
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But you might argue that others are talking
about extraterrestrials. AND JUST WHAT, DO
YOU SUPPOSE, IS NON-TERRESTRIAL
GOD?
You want insects and animals and
frightening little green men to suit Spielberg?
You won’t find them out here in extraterrestrial
land because those are fabrications of MAN’S
MIND.
You ARE what you think and
manufacture. And, you can know that you are
going to find some of those amazing creatures
you seek—all around you very soon now, for
you have cloned, and created hybrids, and
soulless beings—all of which are unnatural.
Good luck, world. You will find exactly that
which you seek.
Are you stuck with these things? Only if
you choose to be. Let us consider a plague of
infection-bearing mosquitos that comes in clouds
of the insects upon your space. Can you WISH
them away? Yes, but you won’t, so what is
next best? BE PREPARED! PUT ON THE
NO-SEE-UM SUITS YOU PUT IN YOUR
NEEDS KIT, MOVE INSIDE WHERE YOU
CAN HAVE SOME REPELLANTS, AND
CLOSE UP THE HOUSE AND YOU WILL BE
FINE. But you have to do it for yourself for
Uncle Sugar is not going to come in time to
cover you and stop those annoying buzzing
bugs. Oh, he may spray poison around—but

that isn’t going to be too good either, IS IT?
In Utah, for instance, THIS YEAR, almost
all the mosquitos tested in widespread areas—
CARRY ENCEPHALITIS.
If your children are out to play—can’t you
give them shade AND security by setting up
netted tents and shades for them? If you are
going to picnic—can’t you set up some netted
shade canopies in which to relax and eat? I
told you over two years ago that you needed
those protections then and you REALLY need
them now in some areas of your country(S).
And KNOW that the mosquitos are going to
have to eat something, suck blood from
something—and that will be your animals and
livestock if they can’t get to YOU—so how do
you feel about infected meat, sick pets, etc.?
Fearful stuff? If you are NOT a bit frightened,
readers, YOU DON’T GET THE MESSAGE!
Ah indeed, what can you do? Well, that is
hard for us to say because the most interesting
product the FDA wanted to know about—were
the colloids and even confiscated a bunch of
bottles “to test”.
What will be found?
Exceptionally GOOD products. What are you
going to do, people, when these things are taken
away by law? I don’t know either.
The assault was made against New Gaia so
all is well in the long-haul. There may well
be some delays in deliveries until all stock
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operations that have nothing, actually, to do
with California—are transferred. There will
also be a MAJOR SHORTFALL in funds going
to CONTACT as pay to the people of
CONTACT has been from New Gaia. Who will
help? I don’t know, for ones who have helped
prior to now are pretty much “used up” just as
are we all here doing this task.
I tell you this here, however, because it may
not be long that you can get the New Gaia
products, and yes, there are some things you
can’t get anywhere else. We have chosen to not
advertise for obvious reasons and there must
now be changes of a very expensive type made.
The corrections ordered are nothing—the
expenses come in the moving in order to stop
the infernal harassing.
Is this harassment from the government?
NO, it is from the usual group of opponents
trying to keep the gold and grab their fees. It
is always thus, readers. The government
doesn’t “give a damn”, pardon the language.
And—some people just make BAD
CHOICES.
No, we certainly do NOT have as much fun
as is presented by Mafu, Ramtha, Lazarus or
Shirley MacLaine, Linda Evans and/or Yanni.
Oh my, doesn’t Yanni or Yannis have a
twang about it—Greek and all? Well, it means
JOHN. Does that ruin the music or the soul—
no, but it may deflate your ego bags a bit.
Gyeorgos, my own label, simply is Greek for
“George”. Of course it would be logical that
my more annoying opposing parties would be
named “George”—but so too, are my most
precious friends.
Remember also, friends, that “Mystery” is
that wondrous not-yet-explained substance of the
Universe. “Magic” is of the development of
man physical—just an illusion.
So too,
however, is “mystery” for once the mystery is
solved there no longer is a mystery. God and
Universe are filled with great and wondrous
mysteries. There is nothing MYSTICAL about
it except as Man presents it to be in his
unknowing. Things may well be “mysterious”
but that is NOT the same thing as “mystical”.
Let me example: If I come forth today and
tell you that I shall change the sky from blue
to green, I have just made a blunder. I then
have to change the sky, for you SEEING
persons hearing my proclamation, from blue to
green. If however, you are blind and in the
DARK, all I have to do is tell you I changed
it from blue to green, and it is now green, and
who knows the difference? I think you better
ponder on this one for a good hard look at how
easy it is to fool the uninformed puppets called
the masses. BUT, I can also take certain
chemical particulate lighter than air to place
between the Sun and you—and I can literally
turn the sky GREEN—or purple or, as in the
evening sunset—golden pink. BUT, again, SO
COULD YOU! If you knew how!
So, we have a full day of “rather nots” but
I note that most would “rather not” do much of
anything and thus the reason you find yourself
in these predicaments of circumstances. We
most surely find that doing the “rather nots”
produces the strength and capabilities of which
nothing else can measure up to the learning.
CONFRONT THE “RATHER NOTS” AND
PERHAPS YOU CAN STOP HIDING FROM
THE DEMONS.
Good morning.
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Immaculate Deception
More On The Bush
Family’s Crime Syndicate
7/20/98 #2

HATONN

BUSHES

AND BILDERBERGERS
AND OTHER
INTERNATIONAL DISASTERS

I promised to offer you the last chapter in
the book, Immaculate Deception ; The Bush
Crime Family Exposed, by Russell S. Bowen. I
will do that in a minute. I want to express
gratitude to the author of this volume and am
in hopes that he will contact CONTACT so that
we can give ordering information for the book.
George Green shows America West as Publisher
and Distributor and this means that the Phoenix
Institute would have been charged for the
publications—as well as the author and his
crew. We do not know where George Green
keeps his business crews working as our last
update was a newly-titled company in Carson
City, Nevada. He spread the word about that
he was getting out of the publishing business
but the other things he promised at the same
time have been blatant lies. He did move for
bankruptcy when it got time (within a couple of
days) for open TRIAL to cause him to honor
his signed and authorized obligations and return
books to rightful owners in all instances,
including Immaculate Deception. This would
also include Dr. Coleman’s Conspirators’
Hierarchy: The Story Of The Committee of 300
in which the people of the Phoenix Institute
DID THE ACTUAL TYPING, LAYOUT AND
PROVIDED A “LOAN” TO GREEN FOR
PUBLISHING (PRINTING). THE WORK WAS
CAMERA-READY. Is there something wrong
with this picture?
In the case of Immaculate Deception it is
probable that the NEW FEDERALIST ran the
complete book (manuscript) in series format
before Green got rights to publish the book.
We were left out of the business loop except for
the major complaints against Green by
VARIOUS AND NUMEROUS AUTHORS
HURT EXACTLY AS WERE, AND ARE,
WE.
Immaculate Deception is becoming ever
more and more important as an information
resource the closer you get to the elections of
2000. And, of course, little Jebbie Bush is
trying to gain the governorship of Florida so as
to not allow interference with the flow of

products through Florida and from Zapata Oil
and off-shoot corporations such as the NEW
INTERNET COMPANY. We need a resource
so that our readers or interested parties can
ORDER THE BOOK from its rightful owners or
current holders.
[ Q U O T I N G, I m m a c u l a t e D e c e p t i o n , b y
Russell Bowen, Chapter II (the last chapter in
the book):]
AND

THE

BEAT

GOES

ON

“Excuse me, George Herbert, irregular
heart-beating, read-my-lying-lipping,
slipping in the polls, do-nothing, deficitraising, make less money than Millie the
White House dog did last year, Quayleloving, sushi-puking Bush. I don’t
remember inviting your ass to my show.
I don’t need you on my show. My
ratings are higher than yours.” Talk
show host Arsenio Hall.
“George Bush, he’s on bad drugs, he’s
sick mentally and physically, if he was
a dog he’d be shot. He’s a scumbag.
That’s why he won’t be re-elected. He’s
not morally, physically or mentally fit to
be the President.”
Christopher Hitchens, columnist for
The Nation,
Washington Editor for Harpers,
on CNBC talk show live with Steve
Edwards
[Going back to 1992]
As 1992 began to unfold, Texan George
Bush should have been riding high. He was
president of the world’s most powerful country.
He was the leader of the Western world.
But he was an emperor with no clothes. As
a president, he was an abject failure, a fact that
was obvious to many. Even worse, perhaps, his
ineptitude had made him a national joke, prime
fodder for the late night talk show hosts such
as Arsenio Hall whose depiction captured
national attention because of its obvious
accuracy.
In 1988, when Bush assumed the presidency,
he had promised 30 million new jobs. He was
about 29 million short, but that was far from
the only failed campaign promise.
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In 1992, he presided over a national
economy in ruins. Foreign policy, once seen as
his strong suit, was in disarray. There was no
policy.
At some time during his four-year reign,
Bush had hoped to glide into re-election on
cruise control, presenting himself as the general
at the helm of the once-popular Persian Gulf
War. That was the strategy his handlers
recommended to him: Wrap yourself in a
patriotic mantle of a tough, no-nonsense
commander.
In typical elitist fashion, the Bush
administration was apparently so focused on that
image that they did not even see the economic
problems that caused so much suffering for
millions of Americans. Those very problems
came home to haunt Bush.
But 1992 was a troubling time for another
reason. It was not a typical election year, when
the two parties mount their candidates and hire
their spin-control doctors to find the right
prescription for winning.
This time, the system was turned upside
down. The reason was the most popular
independent candidate in many years—Ross
Perot, whose candidacy at this writing was
officially unannounced.
The immediate allure of Perot with the
voters, topping Bush in some polls, was bad
enough. But even worse, Bush had to be
concerned particularly about this opponent
because Perot knows a lot about Bush.
Perot had been intimately involved with
Presidents Nixon and Reagan in his search for
missing Vietnam prisoners of war. In the
course of those activities, sources tell us, Perot
had access to various secretive acts in which
Bush was a participant. So the questions arise:
What bombshells will Perot unleash on Bush
during the course of the campaign? Or, rather
than exposing Bush, will he just drop out and
fade into the sunset leaving his supporters in
the lurch?
[H: Well, what you ended up seeing was
Bush just about get caught in his own traps,
Perot basically having to retire from major
running due to death threats to his family
and hurtful public gossip about his family as
well. You then WATCHED Bush throw the
election to Clinton. NOW YOU SEE WHAT
IS HAPPENING TO CLINTON AS HE
TRIES TO FINISH OUT HIS SENTENCE
TO THE PRESIDENCY. Clinton doesn’t
stand a prayer to escape unscathed because
he is between choices of getting out or getting
killed and those are not pleasant choices.
Bush was in collusion with the criminal acts
and DRUG DEALINGS in Mena, Arkansas—
so cahoots makes bed-pals.
Bush and
Clinton WERE TOGETHER in the same
bedroom at the Bohemian Grove WITH
CATHY O’BRIEN AND HER DAUGHTER
(ADOLESCENT). PERHAPS YOU SHOULD
GO RE-READ TRANCE FORMATION OF
AMERICA.]
Bush, already facing a defensive campaign
in which he will have to explain a lot to the
Perot faction, already is looking at a national
inquiry into the myriad of intrigues he has
concocted.
Indeed, evidence of his misdeeds and his
corrupt practices are so widespread that they are
no longer recounted only by dedicated
reformers. Undoubtedly spurred by accounts
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such as those told in these pages, even the
conventional establishment news media have
caught on to the elaborate Bush acts of intrigue.
The latest development, which was unfolding
as we went to press, was the perjury indictment
of former cabinet member Caspar W.
Weinberger in the Iran-Contra scandal.
Weinberger’s notes, which led to his
indictment, are so explicit that they may lead
to more charges of other ranking officials.
At press time, Clair George, former top
spymaster, was in court facing nine criminal
counts of lying and obstructing inquiries into
the scandal.
In the latest chapter in the Bush-Noriega
saga, at press time, the former Panamanian
dictator was sentenced to 40 years in prison for
racketeering and drug smuggling. In a three
hour speech, he angrily denounced Bush.
“Panama was invaded because I was an obstacle
to President Bush, who preferred me dead,” he
said.
[H: This is correct and guess what—Col.
Gritz had been in charge of the “get
Noriega” campaign as well. The entire
invasion was to cover Bush’s assets—
remember that he had a Hyatt resort that
was just about to be taken hostage and that
would really have been a no-no for the Bush
family. Further, it was for the convenience
of the Bankers who were laundering drug
money in Panama—and guess what?—Bush
also was supporting the Mossad and Israeli
honchos in the middle of everything. The
Israelis barely got out in the skin-of-teeth
timing and several later had to be
“sacrificed” from an aircraft door to keep the
cover on. And yes, this is known and wellwritten about. I do NOT put my scribe in
jeopardy by being the first forth with this
intriguing trashing of a world.]
Meanwhile, congressional Democrats were
calling for another special counsel to investigate
what they said were criminal acts by the Bush
Administration in its policy toward Iraq and
particularly in its handling of the BNL affair.
“Such an investigation, at the least, would
be embarrassing to the administration,” wrote
the Wall Street Journal. “It would highlight
how the White House aggressively backed
Saddam Hussein with taxpayer-financed
programs, helping to create the very Iraq
military machine the U.S. and its allies had to
subdue in the 1991 Gulf War.”
The newspaper reported the Atlanta branch
of BNL or Banca Nazionale del Lavoro, an
Italian-controlled bank, provided $4.5 billion in
loans to Iraq between 1986 and August of 1989,
some of which helped to build its war machine.
The Bush Administration has sought to portray
the loans as the isolated work of a few BNL
officers in Atlanta.
But Rep. Henry Gonzalez, who is heading
the BNL investigation, tried to show in a recent
speech that the White House had intervened
directly in the criminal probe.
The Texas Democrat quoted notes made by
a Treasury Department official who had talked
with Gail McKenzie, the assistant U.S. attorney
handling the BNL case.
One of the notes, which date from Nov. 7,
1989, reads: “McKenzie: She has been called by
the White House—got impression concerned
about the embarrassment level.”
This
conversation occurred just as the Bush
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Administration was preparing to authorize a $1
billion Commodity Credit Corp. loan for Iraq.
BNL itself had earlier provided many U.S.guaranteed CCC loans.
Gonzalez also cited the notes of an
administration official that showed the White
House—including Bush himself—was directly
involved in 1991 in trying to limit the
information given to Congress about the
administration’s policy toward Iraq. Typically,
the administration has used executive privilege
to limit congressional access to documents
dealing with Iraqi policy.
But Gonzalez disclosed a CIA report dated
Nov. 6, 1989, that was sent to the State
Department and the National Security Council.
The report indicated that Iraq was using BNL
loans to finance its “clandestine missile and
nuclear weapons procurement program”. Just
two days later, the administration approved $1
billion of Commodity Credit Corp. loans for
Iraq, which had trouble raising money
elsewhere.
The Journal reported that a probe by a
special counsel would likely focus on the
alleged doctoring of information relating to
exports to Iraq that was provided to Congress
by the Commerce Department.
“Many
congressional Democrats maintain these
allegations were designed to mislead Congress
and are criminal,” said the newspaper.
“Democrats believed that an investigation of
the BNL affair by a special counsel would also
turn up more incriminating information of the
administration’s use of taxpayer-financed
government programs, or an attempted cover-up
by the administration once Iraq became an
adversary, or even of interference in the judicial
process to prevent information from coming to
light,” said the newspaper.
In addition to the serious issues of Bush’s
corruption, effectiveness and direction have been
harshly criticized, not from partisan opponents,
but from all sides of the political spectrum.
Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist David
Broder, for example, castigated the President for
his unconvincing mixture of “blue-sky optimism
and the scapegoating of Congress”.
“The problem, very simply, is that whenever
Bush is pushed out of the protective cocoon of
the presidency into some kind of direct
communication with the American people, the
shallowness of his rhetoric and the thinness of
his domestic program is exposed.”
So much for the emperor with no clothes.
Newspaper columnist David Gergan
described Bush’s current tenure in the White
House as a presidency “on the edge of a cliff”.
He labeled Bush a “Mexican jumping bean” who
traveled too much, gave speeches about nothing,
neglected to have any vision and frittered his
time away on details. Bush, he charged, knows
nothing about being president.
[H: Well, come now, he certainly did
know how to use the office of the presidency
with all its cover and power to produce A
SUPER-FUND RESOURCE, do business with
the dirtiest dealers on the globe for
PERSONAL GAIN and, boy, did he know
how to use that power to protect himself and
having his own personal wars fought by the
children of the United States of America.]
Bush the blueblood has never been in touch
with the average American. His stay at the
White house has further calloused him from the
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problems of everyday people.
Washington consultant Lynn Nofziger, a
former aide to Ronald Reagan, interviewed in
Newsweek, said Bush is in serious trouble
because “these guys over at the White House
don’t understand the American people. They
never had to worry about a job. As a result,
they came at this matter of the economy rather
casually.”
The Bush Administration, he
charged, viewed the recession as nothing more
than another political issue they could dismiss
with a catchy slogan.
[H: Oh come now, readers.
Bush
understood and still understands “the
American people” and EXACTLY what he
could get away with in power. He stood
before you-the-people, got angry over
questions regarding the Constitutional right
to act as he was acting and he said: “I know
EXACTLY what the Constitution allows and
I know exactly what I am doing.” What
more do you need, citizens?]
But continuing unemployment numbers show
that Bush remains unable or unwilling to
confront America’s many problems. Mortimer
Zuckerman, Editor-in-Chief of U.S. News and
World Report, wrote recently that Bush has
failed in every way—domestically and in foreign
policy. [H: Bush succeeded 100% in his
PERSONAL foreign policy.]
Bush blames Congress, even though he has
no fix-it political agenda of his own. “He says
with astonishing transparency, ‘I will do what
I have to do to be re-elected,’” writes an
incredulous Zuckerman.
“He gives the
impression that his political survival is above
the national interest. We have a deficit of $400
billion, soaring costs to service it and a national
debt that has quadrupled over the past 12 years,
placing a hammerlock on the ability to govern.
But all that Bush can say is that violating his
pledge on taxes was a mistake because it cost
him too much politically. What of the national
interest?”
Domestically, Bush distinguished himself by
his now laughable “read my lips” pledge not to
raise taxes. “The U-turn on the budget added
flip-flop-flip to the political lexicon,” writes an
outraged Zuckerman.
Overall, Bush comes across in Zuckerman’s
words as a politician “who substitutes
campaigning for governing, who used polling
instead of judgment, pandering instead of
politics, and attacks on Congress instead of real
debate. He seems more worried about losing
his job than about the fact that millions of
Americans have already lost theirs.”
Under Bush, Air force One has become a
glider. It goes whichever way the wind is
blowing.
Are the American people better off than
before Bush? No Way.
Author Arthur Frederick Ide writes in BushQuayle that the supposed gains of Americans
have so far allowed “only a few to enjoy the
better things in life. The majority of people
actually have suffered a reversal of prosperity
and plenty—taking pay cuts, accepting increased
work hours, giving up special holidays,
holidates and bonuses.”
Many of the “new poor” have been pushed
out of jobs and homes. But under Bush, his
well-to-do friends have prospered. “While the
wealthiest families’ income has skyrocketed 67.3
percent, the income of the average middle class
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family has dropped 17 percent. This means that
the United States society is experiencing
downward mobility and that poverty is
rising.”
To Ide, the situation is similar to the Great
Depression. He compares George Walker
Herbert Bush to Herbert Hoover, finding
“startling similarities”. Both presidents were
convinced the “good life” was here and would
stay here with little government intervention.
They idly and callously stood by while
Americans suffered great pain. Banks failed,
farms were foreclosed and vast numbers of
unemployed Americans stood in bread lines then
and now.
[H: And you think it has changed in the
capable hands of Democrat Clinton? Come
on America—you have so many DISASTERS
that you can’t even keep count while your
wonderful President buys grain at a high
price from the farmers because “they are
overstocked”—TO SEND TO FOREIGN
LANDS!!?? You in America do NOT even
have a full two weeks surplus EMERGENCY
GRAIN SUPPLIES and you are experiencing
calamities in the growing fields from smut,
scab, drought and floods totally ruining the
growing fields and weather not permitting, in
some places, a regular planting. Are you
nuts?
I also want to point out something sinister
and VERY IMPORTANT TO NOTICE:
When Clinton did win the election, guess who
stayed on as Secretary of the Treasury until
the Bonus contracts could be pulled and the
letters of conformity and responsibility
buried—ah indeed: Lloyd Bentsen. Not only
did he stay on, but REMEMBER
SOMETHING readers: THE TREASURER
AND THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, AT THE
LEAST IN NUMBER OF CABINET
POSTS—ARE
PAID
(SALARIED)
EMPLOYEES OF THE INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND—NOT THE GOOD OLD
U.S.A.
NOW JUST WHERE DO YOU
THINK LOYALTIES LAY? AND WHY
WOULD BENTSEN STAY ON AFTER ALL
THE
OTHER
MEMBERS
WERE
EXCHANGED? I ASSURE YOU, GOOD
READERS, BONUS CONTRACT 3392-181 IS
AS REAL AND AS VALUABLE AS THE
TONNAGE IT WOULD TAKE IN GOLD TO
COVER THE THING.]
As seen in prior pages of this book, Bush
has failed miserably at every undertaking.
Drugs? As we have documented, the drug trade
is going stronger than ever.
Bush’s competence even in national defense
has been totally discredited. He’s the same
president who said, as quoted in Columbia
Journalism Review, that the “Patriot is proof
positive that the missile defense works.” He
made that comment at a February speech at
Raytheon’s Andover, Mass. plant. Not much
later, a congressional committee was showing
war footage to illustrate how the Patriots had
been highly ineffective. [H: Lies, lies and
more lies—backed up by those war heroes
that then got KNIGHTED by their Most
Royal Highness Elizabeth of England, thus
transferring loyalty to the British and away
from the U.S. Doesn’t anyone know anything
at all about your Constitution?
Bush? The educational president? All
hype. Bush? The environmental president who

was going to clean up this country? More
hype.
Tough on the environment was the “right” or
politically correct rhetoric when Bush was
running for president. But it’s typical of Bush
in that his other face was exposed when he had
to deliver.
“President Bush saluted that law, the Clean
Air Act, and said it would make the 1990s the
era for clean air,” wrote The New York Times.
That was two years ago. There was no election
then.
“During the 1988 campaign Mr. Bush often
said he wanted to be known as ‘the
environmental president’. But critics say that
while he took strong stands on environmental
matters for the first two years of his
administration, his approach changed in the
midst of the recession.”
There’s no doubt also that the one area
where Bush claimed competence because of his
experience as an ambassador has not escaped his
general incompetence. That’s in foreign
policy.
Foreign affairs expert David Ignatius,
commenting in The Washington Post, admitted
that Bush won two wars during his tenure.
They were the 40-year-cold war against the
Soviet Union and the 100-hour war against
Iraq.
But considering that dictator Saddam is still
in office, it’s questionable how much Bush
accomplished in crushing a tiny country with
our immense armed forces. As for the Soviet
Union’s break-up, it might be argued that Bush
was the lucky beneficiary of a timely event. In
both events, Bush has typically failed to follow
up.
“At the postwar conference table, Bush has
been something of a loser,” wrote Ignatius.
“Instead of acting decisively to shape postwar
Russia and Iraq, he has coasted along without
a clear policy. In place of careful coalition
building that led to the two victories, he has
fallen into quarrels with such key allies as
Germany, France and Japan.” [H: Ah, but not
to let us forget: BUSH KEPT PUSHING THE
NEW WORLD ORDER AND GUESS WHAT,
THAT’S WHAT YOU’VE GOT!]
Then, there was the recent Earth Summit at
Rio. The victor of Desert Storm, reporters said,
arrived in Rio “isolated and on the defensive”.
Newsweek characterized Bush’s appearance there
as the “grinch who stole the summit”.
Another damning commentary on the
President is that he has allowed the U.S. to
become the “black knight of the environment”
despite the fact that it was America which
created an Environmental Protection Agency as
early as 1970, long before most countries were
involved at all.
In addition, it was in America where a
tough clean air bill was passed 22 years ago
and a tougher one in 1990.
Americans spent an estimated $800 billion
over the last ten years cleaning up our land,
water and air. And yet, under the leadership of
President Bush, America, tragically, now is
perceived as the black hat.
Why in the world did the American people
over several decades allow the Bush family clan
to victimize them through its greed-motivated
search for raw power and high positions?
The answer is not entirely apparent but it is
clear that American history has been fortunate
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to have produced families of great achievement
who passed down their sense of responsibility
from generation to generation. [H: Well, NOT
Mr. Bush senior—he has taught his boys to
be exactly what HE IS with all that
encompasses. Read Trance Formation of
America!]
These families have brought honor to
themselves while greatly contributing to their
nation. [H: NO, THEY HAVE NOT, SO
WHY IS OUR AUTHOR GETTING
SQUISHY
IN
HIS
CLOSING
STATEMENTS?
Please name me even
three!] They brightened the American dream
and for this they will be rightly remembered by
historians. [H: Say what? Does he possibly
mean presidents like Wilson who sold out
your entire world to a Federal Reserve
banking system—oh BARF.]
But as this book has shown repeatedly,
scandalous intrigues, outright deceptions and
downright lying have been the continuing modis
operandi of the Bush clan.
They have established an unmatched and
unprecedented history of self-aggrandizement.
They have dimmed the dream of their country.
That will be their dubious legacy, not only for
those Americans who will later chronicle and
expand on these events, but also for those of us
who have lived through them.
And where was George:
* When his shipmates were drowning in
the plane from which he parachuted
to safety. [H: And without whom
they COULD NOT GET OUT OF
THE PLANE ITSELF.]
* When the Bay of Pigs fiasco was
planned and executed. [H: Oh yes
he WAS very, very involved.]
* When the triangle fire teams were put
together and trained for an infamous
mission in Dallas.
* When former Attorney General and
candidate for president Robert
Kennedy was killed in Los Angeles,
after stating it would take an
executive order to open the files of
the Warren Commission Report and
Records.
* When Martin Luther King was
assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee.
* When Ronald Reagan was nearly
assassinated in Washington BY A
KNOWN
BUSH
FAMILY
ASSOCIATE.
* When the deal was made to hold the
Iran hostages until the inauguration
of Reagan.
* When the Iran-Contra deals were being
made.
* When the truth about his association
with Iraq should have been made
clear to the American people.
Don’t ask George. He’s more acquainted
with deniability than telling the truth. [H: Oh,
aren’t’ they all?]
I think we’ve got a fairly accurate handle on
your past, George. Maybe we can make your
future as uncomfortable as you have our past.
We’ll see in November.
[H: : And we all saw that it doesn’t make
a whit of difference as no political icon ever
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pays anything for their misdeeds and crimes.] trying to serve God and country. The program STOLE the three corporation records right from
was a Green idea and orchestration, peddled the Agent in Las Vegas. Then she moved to
[END OF QUOTING]
and seminared—the rest got caught and are Las Vegas where you, Green, and your agents
doing everything within possibilities to keep it Horton and Abbott got her to move the agency
Now readers, do us all a favor, please. As going.
for the people in point to another agency, and
it says on the following page as this chapter
Since our best readers are Mr. Green’s when that theft didn’t work, you guys moved it
ends: “Write for FREE catalog of other books groupies—we hope you understand that you are TO HER PERSONALLY. She was told in
by AMERICA WEST, P.O. Box 2208, Carson in real hot mustard with your latest idiotic court, with YOU PRESENT, GREEN, to return
City, NV 89702, OR CALL: (800) 729-4131.” tactics. How much is it costing Betty Tuten for those corporate records. Well?? The Judge
P l e a s e a l s o a s k a b o u t l o c a t i n g t h e you to lose every last cent the lady has? She stated that he wanted the books returned and he
AUTHORS of CONSPIRATORS’ HIERARCHY: claims you promised to bail her out if she wouldn’t press anything further since THE
THE STORY OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300, by would play your advocate and she has told on NOTES WERE NOT DUE AND PAYABLE
Dr. John Coleman; CHAOS IN AMERICA by Dr. you cutie-pies. She told the Secretary of the A N D T H E R E F O R E T H E C A S E W A S
John L. King (actually presented to be printed Phoenix Institute—PERSONALLY—when she DISMISSED.
by Dr. King’s son, John Jr., and in the agreed to file the Las Vegas suit that “it won’t
What happened to honor and integrity in the
process destroyed the wonderful legacy of ever come to trial—it isn’t intended to be tried, world today? And you expect GOD to fix it
the father’s superb work); TODAY’S it is to put pressure on ‘them’ to settle out.” for you? Oh, I don’t think so—if you want it
HEALTH ALTERNATIVE by Raquel Martin; I think enough said here—we wouldn’t want to fixed you will fix it. GOD WILL HELP IF
SURVIVING THE AIDS PLAGUE by Taki g i v e a w a y o u r s t r a t e g y n o w w o u l d w e ? YOUR INTENT BE WORTHY.
N. Anagnoston, M.D.; CONVERSATIONS Remember something, Green: Betty Tuten
Good afternoon.
WITH NOSTRADAMUS, His Prophecies
Explained, by Delores Cannon (more than one
volume); THE BRIDGE TO INFINITY by Bruce
L. Cathie.
Please keep in mind that Mrs. Green opened
a new distributorship but still advertised the
same books and lots of survival and holistic
“stuff”, calling it something like Global Insight.
We might also mention, however, that you
will not find Mr. Green in his office at America
West in Carson City, for the next update was
P.O. Box 3300, Bozeman, MT 59772. This was
in
the
Fall-Winter
1993-94
catalog
advertisement. He then, WE KNOW, was in
HOT WATER and stated he was “run out of
Montana” and next he was in Idaho up near
where Bo Gritz had his “covenant” community,
then to Las Vegas, Nevada where we assume he
must still reside. Last heard of was HIDDEN
Mrs. Green, said to have escaped to Hawaii and/
Checking Your Expiration Date
or with a home base of San Diego, but bank
accounts in Hawaii. My, my, isn’t this a fun
“getcha” game while he continues to file
You can always easily check your subscription
lawsuits in order to regain the loot of Dave
Overton from whom the gold was stolen (by
expiration date! It appears at the top left-hand
him) in the first case. He even suggested that
side of your mailing label (e.g., 010698 = 01/06/98).
if he was not GIVEN back the gold that he
wanted to be appointed ADMINISTRATOR of
Dave Overton’s estate.
Automatic Renewal
I must tell you that people left holding the
BAG in the Phoenix Institute GREEN GAME
are pretty fed-up. George and Desireé GREEN
Automatically renewing your subscription with a
are the only parties from these parts involved
in any way with this Institute who ever made
credit card is an easy w ay t o get arou n d
public presentations, sales pitches, etc. And,
remembering! Just give us a call at (800)800-5565,
George claimed to have association with at least
Neil Bush and such as Paul Volcker—is there
allow us to have your credit-card number on file,
no end to the lying and cheating of these
and one month before your subscription expires we
people? And in the interim of the legal
shenanigans costing the Phoenix Institute
will charge your credit card the amount you
hundreds of thousands of dollars to defend
specify (e.g., $30, $60 or $110).
against the very thieves themselves, they have
USED 80- and 90-year-old women, a mentally
infirm man with a 90+ year old mother, NOW
Of course, you can always cancel the automatic
DEAD people, and their corporations which no
longer ARE, and then accuse our people of
renewal at any time. Renew automatically for a
somehow spending up “their” attorney’s rightful
year and you still see a $10 savings compared to
fees money. Oh yes, you read it correctly! By
LAW a Corporation (i.e. Phoenix Institute) is
3-month and 6-month subscriptions!
REQUIRED to have legal counsel—PERIOD!
Facts do not deter these buffoons and
carpetbaggers.
Automatic renewal is an easy and
We will defend this just as long as we
cost-effective way to renew!
possibly can do so—but we are getting pretty
tired of the lashing being taken simply by

Are you a subscriber
who forgets to renew
your
CONTACT
s u b s c r i p t i o n
by its expiration date?
Heres some help:
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News Desk Special Report

El Nino Or La Nina?
Earth Changes Report
7/25/98

DR. AL OVERHOLT

EARTH CHANGES
REPORT
Excerpted from the INTERNET, a chat
group, 7/8/98, from one chat group participant
we read what many CONTACT readers know to
be standard operating procedure for the dark
elite:
[quoting]
I am of the opinion that we have been
intentionally “duped” into blaming El Nino for
everything that veers from the norm. Now, it
looks as though La Nina will be the next
culprit.
[End quoting]
Another chat group participant, who claims
connections with extraterrestrial information
sources, shares the following remarkably
insightful update on Mother Earth’s status:
[quoting]
Our attention has been drawn to the many
changes occurring on the face of the planet
over the past few days: The volcano activity,
the increase of minor earthquake activity and
more.
We said that prior to the poles of the Earth
moving to new locations, which is when the
human consciousness usually moves into the
Fourth Dimension, there would be a period of
time where there may be worldwide chaos. All
social systems, financial systems, political
systems, etc., collapse and the planet is plunged
into total chaos. This time period traditionally,
throughout the universe, has been about three
months to two years directly prior to the actual
poles of the planet shifting. We’ll call this
time period the Translation Period. The chaos
is caused when the geomagnetic poles of the
Earth drop to zero.
This causes chaos because the human being
needs the magnetic field of the Earth to
maintain its emotional balance and memory.
This Translation Period is the time when
religious orders, such as the Mormons, have
prepared for for years. The Mormons, for
example, must have food and water to last for
two years, the maximum time the Translation
Period usually lasts. However, to believe that

if you prepare in this way with food and
supplies and that everything will be the same
after the Translation Period, is unrealistic. At
the end of the Translation Period you
will change your consciousness and begin
to move through the void, the birth of the
new consciousness into the Fourth Dimension.
From there on out, everything you do to
physically prepare on Earth will be of no use
to you in your new world. No more than it
was when you were born on Earth in the body
you now have. Almost every year since 1984
people have asked me when this Translation
Period will begin, and I have always said, “I
don’t know”. I have also said, “I don’t want
to know” meaning that if a person spends too
much time worrying about what will happen
in the future, they can hinder their spiritual
growth. It would be kind of like knowing the
exact minute that you will die. Would you
live your life in the same way? Probably
not. This knowledge would interfere with
your purpose on Earth. Only in the eternal
now can we make changes that will transform
us.
However, the now of the Translation
Period may now be upon us. I do not
know for sure, but the evidence is very
powerful. If we are entering this period, we
will now have to prepare at least internally
if not externally.
Each one of us will
have to decide how they will live their lives
during this period. The following is all of
the evidence that has been given to me from
around the world. You must decide if it is real
or just imaginary. You must decide how to
respond to this information.
DEEP SPACE: On December 14, 1997, a
huge explosion was received on Earth from deep
space.
GALACTIC CENTER: Since December 14,
1997, the center of our galaxy has also begun
to pulse huge amounts of energy out to the
universe. This also is unexplainable, according
to the scientist that I was talking with. In fact,
the satellite that was destroyed in June of 1998,
the “beeper” satellite, was destroyed from one
of these blasts from the center of our galaxy,
according to this same scientist. This man
believes that if this energy continues to rise and
pulse that it will eventually destroy all of our
satellites around the Earth.
SUN: In 1992 everything was normal with
our Sun. It had a magnetic north and south
pole. It was functioning normally by scientific
standards. In December of 1994, the Ulysses
spacecraft from NASA arrived at the Sun to
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measure its magnetic field.
NASA was
astonished to find out that the magnetic field of
the Sun no longer has a north and south pole.
The Sun’s magnetic field had changed
dramatically into a homogeneous field. There
was, of course, no scientific explanation. No
one had ever seen anything like this before.
Then the SOHO satellite was launched to study
the Sun for a two-year period. Early in June
1998 two comets entered into the Sun. This is
not unusual. As many as twenty-s five or more
comets or asteroids a year will either enter the
Sun or graze it.
Nothing has ever happened before when the
Sun was struck by a cosmic body. But this
time the Sun reacted in a way no one has ever
seen before. Approximately 30 to 35 solar
flares erupted on the surface of the Sun, all in
two parallel circles at the 19.5 north and south
latitudes. These are the latitudes where the
interlocking tetrahedrons cross the sphere of the
Sun. It is the same with the Earth or a human
being. If even two or three solar flares were
to erupt at one time, this would be a great
concern because of the magnetic storms that
could be caused on Earth. 30 or 35 is
outrageous.
Further, according to Gregg Braden, the
solar proton flux which is measured in PUI rose
to about 2500 PUI in the late 1980s. The
scientific community was very concerned about
this much energy reaching the Earth. Do you
know what it was a few days ago? 42,000
PUI!!!! No one is saying anything. What can
they say? Gregg is sending this data to me
now.
Another interesting point, on June 25th,
1998, the SOHO satellite that was watching the
Sun suddenly became inoperative according to
NASA. No more information to us. Could this
be real—or a manmade problem to stop the flow
of information to the public?
Another interesting point, on June 26th,
1998, we had a major magnetic storm on Earth
that reached 6 or 7 magnitude. Usually the
whole world is informed preparing us for this
potential problem. NASA did not inform the
public? Why?
1. THE EARTH.
A.
We are being
told here in the States that the fires in Mexico
are being caused by farmers burning fields to
make room for more crops. Eye witnesses in
Mexico that I have talked with have a different
story. They say that Mt. Popocatepetl about 40
miles SE of Mexico City has been erupting for
over a year now, and the ground in the
surrounding area is becoming very hot.
Eyewitnesses say that the trees are
spontaneously breaking into flames, which
would mean that the ground would have to be
over 459 degrees Fahrenheit. One report said
that they even saw animals spontaneously break
into flames. One eyewitness that I spoke with
said that even a long ways from Mt.
Popocatepetl the ground is so hot that the
rubber soles of shoes will melt while walking
in the forest.
B. In June 1998 another huge volcano,
Pacaya, erupted near Guatemala City.
C. In California the Mammoth Lake area
appears to potentially be ready for a possible
eruption.
D. Mt. Saint Helens is receiving about 170
earthquakes per day.
E. Mt. Rainier also appears to be
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dangerously close to a possible eruption.
F. An underwater volcano is forming off the
coast of California.
What is being said here is that the entire
coastline from Guatemala to Washington State
is becoming dangerously close to some kind of
major reaction. Exactly what, no one knows.
2. The South Pole is melting. There are
three volcanoes going off under the ice cap.
They have been active for many years now.
Last year the biggest piece of ice ever known
broke off, about 800 square miles of ice. At
the moment another huge piece is about to
break off. This one is called Larson’s Ledge
and is about the size of the state of Texas and
about 3 or 4 miles deep. It is cracking fast.
If this piece of ice breaks off, according to the
press releases, it will raise the world oceans by
65 feet. Two countries will disappear forever
and almost every coastal city in the world will
be destroyed. Just think what would happen to
Florida when the highest point is 90 feet. This
would happen in about one day.
Our
government is telling the world that it will be
about 500 years before Larson’s Ledge breaks
off. We don’t talk about it much here in the
states, but in Australia it is discussed almost
every week because they would be effected first
and much more.
Obviously the tidal wave coming off of a
piece of ice as big as Larson’s Ledge would be
huge, perhaps over a half-mile high or more.
About 10 days ago Dr. David Suzuki and
another scientist went on Australian television
and made a daring statement. They said that
they could not allow this disinformation to go
out. They said that, as scientists, they believed
from all the scientific information that they have
seen that Larson’s Ledge will break off
sometime “within three years or less”.
Before Dr. Suzuki even said this to
Australia, the aboriginal tribes said that they
expected a huge wave to be coming, and many
of these tribes are at this moment heading for
the center of the continent to get inland as far
as possible.
3. The geomagnetic field of the Earth is
undergoing huge changes. For 2000 years the
Earth’s geomagnetic field has been growing
weaker. 2000 years ago the field measured
about 4 gauss. About 500 years ago the
geomagnetic field began to drop at a much
faster rate. The field now measures only about
0.4 gauss. In the last 20 years the field has not
only been dropping, but has become erratic.
Birds that use the geomagnetic field to migrate
with are now ending up at the wrong location
because the field has changed.
This is the same with Dolphins and Whales.
They use the geomagnetic lines to migrate,
which have been stationary for thousands of
years and have now changed. Some of these
lines now move inland and this is the reason
why many whales have beached themselves.
They were just following the geomagnetic lines
that have always guided their migration, but
which now lead into land.
In the last two weeks of September 1994,
the world experienced a geomagnetic field
wobble. Airlines worldwide were forced to
manually land their airplanes because the
geomagnetic field of the Earth began to move.
By the beginning of October it seemed to return
to normal.
In June, July, August, September, October
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and part of November of 1996 we had a much
bigger and longer anomaly. Especially during
July and August of 1996. The South Pole was
actually moving around. If you had a compass
set up you could see it moving on a daily and
sometimes hourly basis.
It was moving
anywhere from 2-and-a-half degrees to as much
as 17 degrees in a single day. At one point,
according to Gregg Braden, the South Pole of
the planet actually moved off the coast of
California for a few hours.
This info can easily be checked. Just look
at almost any aeronautical map in the world for
any major airport prior to June of 1996, and
then get a new one (they had to make new
maps in order to land their planes) and compare
them. You will see that the error correction for
the magnetic North Pole has changed which
means that the South Pole has moved. Chicago
O’Hare International changed by 2-and-one-half
degrees. That map I personally verified.
Then everything became quiet until recently.
There were a few movements, but not much. In
the last couple months, again there is
movement. This time potentially with great
consequences.
I was just talking with a German scientist
who was concerned enough to give me this
information even though it could mean his loss
of freedom. He said that he was working with
the Russian government. He said that he would
send me the proof of what he was about to tell
me. (He did not know that I had been
following the changes in the geomagnetic fields
of the Earth.) He said two things. First, that
the Schumann resonance frequency (SRF) of the
Earth, which many people have been talking
about, is in truth changing. According to the
Russian satellites, the SRF is raising
dramatically. We were first told by Gregg
Braden, who is a geologist, that it was raising.
It normally is at about 7.8 Hertz. We were told
by Mr. Braden that it had risen up to as high
as 11.2 Hertz. Then suddenly the University of
California at Berkeley said that there was no
change. That everything is normal. It did not
make sense. According to Russia, it is now at
about 13 hertz and still climbing.
The second thing that my German source
said is extremely important. He said that both
Germany and Russia have documented that the
geomagnetic field of the Earth is at this moment
racing toward zero. He said that the Russian
computer models showed that about 10 days ago
we passed the point where it could be reversed,
meaning that whenever a system gets to this
stage, it will go to zero. He then said that the
Russian government now believes that the
Earth’s geomagnetic field will go to zero in the
near future. Possibly as early as the end of
July 1998 but definitely before the end of the
year.
My German source said that the Russian
space program has done extensive research
around this subject. He said that when the
Russians took people outside the Earth’s
magnetic field they recorded specific human
reactions. First the astronauts became agitated.
Then they became aggressive toward other
human beings. Then they went completely
insane which they discovered was incurable.
They even studied and discovered exactly what
happened in the human brain when the field
went to zero that caused this insanity. The
Germans have created an electronic belt to wear
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that will create a personal balance of the SRF
and the 0.4 gauss geomagnetic field around the
human body. This is being given out to key
personnel to keep the government running in
case this really happens.
In addition, three other human discoveries
have happened that also indirectly point to this
time being the time of the Translation Period.
First, the discoveries that are taking place in
Egypt, of the underground city that is 6-andone-half miles by 8 miles and at least 12 stories
deep, are important.
On May 23, 1998, the discovery of Atlantis
off the coast of Bimini was announced by
Aaron Du Val. They found Atlantis three-anda-half years ago, but refused to release this
information until they had scientifically proven
it beyond any doubt. This they have now done.
This is another great sign.
Edgar Cayce, the sleeping prophet, predicted
around 50 or 60 years ago that the Earth’s pole
would shift in the “winter of 1998”. The
timing appears to be right. This is not the
geomagnetic pole, but the actual pole the Earth
turns on [as an axis]. This was considered
impossible at the time of Cayce’s prediction.
They believed then that such an event would
only happen over millions of years. Now they
know that it happens often. In fact it happened
just 13,000 years ago and before that it was
26,000 years ago [the approximate photon belt
cycle].
According to the Precession of the Equinox,
we are at that point in history where this should
happen, if it is to happen.
Now you have seen the evidence. This may
or may not happen now. I do not second-guess
God. But I believe it will happen someday in
the near future. Even the Bible speaks of this.
So what do we do? This is the question.
It will be almost impossible to live in a
major city during this time. All electricity, gas
and water will be shut off. The United States
only has a 30-days’ supply of food [Don’t count
on that much.], so after about one month or
less, people will be without food and will do
anything to get it. Travel will be impossible.
Broken down automobiles will block most
roads. All airlines, trains, buses, etc., will not
be working. Where ever you are is where you
will be. And if that is not enough, most of the
people will be hungry, angry, and dangerous.
At first thought, the forest or woods seems
to be the safest place to go, but it became clear
that this would become a very unsafe place.
Everyone will head for the forest!!!! People
will be everywhere, walking around with guns,
freaked out and dangerous.
The place that community has in this
process could prove to be very important. If
you have thought about forming a community in
nature somewhere (especially where you can
grow food) this may be the time. People of
like mind that love one another may be your
best preparation for this Translation Period,
even if you are in a city. Helping and loving
one another is an essential part of the teachings
of the Ascended Masters, which leads to higher
consciousness.
Do not be afraid. Remember your holy and
intimate connection with God—God lives within
you.
You are about to be given the greatest
opportunity to move up in consciousness that a
human can ever reach. [End quoting]
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Examining The Life Of Henry Ford
He Dared To Tell The Truth
Post-International Jew Retraction
Shapiro & Bernstein
Libel Suits Dropped
Part II: The Twilight Years
7/21/98

RICK MARTIN

H av i n g e x a m i n e d p o s t -I n t e r n a t i o n a l Jew
events in Henry Ford’s life, let us now turn our
attention to the period immediately following
Ford’s “apology” to the Jewish people and to
some of the press coverage at that time.
We ’l l t h e n m ov e o n t o ex a m i n e t h e
circumstances surrounding his death.
Ford’s life spanned from 1863-1947.

on American soil. Happily the enlightened press
of this country treated them with contempt and as
unworthy of notice. But we Jews none-the-less
suffered the anguish of tortured memories, the
nightmares of a hor rible past, and the sor row
that, in spite of the progress of civilization, there
were those who stood ready to misunderstand us.
What seemed most mysterious was the fact that
you whom we had never wronged and whom we
had looked upon as a kindly man, should have
lent yourself to such a campaign of vilif ication
apparently carried on with your sanction.

CORRESPONDENCE
In a letter from Louis Marshall to
Henry Ford, appearing on Guggenheimer,
Untermyer & Marshall letterhead [This was
t h e l a w - f i r m re p re s e n t i n g H e r m a n
Bernstein in the $200,000 libel suit against
Fo rd , wh i c h a c t u a l ly p re c e d e d t h e
$1,000,000 libel suit against Ford by Aaron
S h a p i ro — m o re d e t a i l s t o fo l l ow. T h i s
article is laid-out in chronological order
fo r e a s e o f u n d e rs t a n d i n g s e q u e n c e o f
e v e n t s . ] a n d d a t e d J u ly 5 , 1 9 2 7 ( a n d
marked “received” by Henry Ford on July
7), we read the following: [Quoting]
I am in receipt of your letter to Mr.
E a r l J. D av i s a c c o m p a n i e d by yo u r
statement regarding the long series which
s i n c e M ay, 1 9 2 0 , h a s a p p e a r e d i n t h e
Dearborn Independent and which contains
the most violent attacks upon the Jews.
You now declare that after an examination
of those ar ticles you feel shocked and
mortif ied because of the harm which they
have done, and you ask our forgiveness.
For twenty centuries we Jews have been
accustomed to forgive insults and injuries,
persecution and intolerance, hoping that we
might behold the day when brotherhood and
good-will would be universal. We had
fondly hoped that in this blessed Republic,
with its glorious Constitutions and its just laws,
it would be impossible to encounter the hatred
and rancor to which our brethren have been and
still are subjected in other lands. We could not
at f irst credit the information that the Dearborn
Independent had permitted itself to be made the
vehicle for disseminating exploded falsehoods
and the vilest concoctions of vicious minds,
invented by adventurers who had barely found
asylum here when they attempted to introduce the
exotic growths of anti-Semitism.
Happily such excrescences could not flourish
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God. Referring to the teachings of the Sermon
on the Mount, Israel Zangwill once said that we
Jews are after all the only Christians. He might
have added that it is because essentially the spirit
of forgiveness is a Jewish trait.
It is my sincere hope that never again shall
such a recr udescence of ancient superstition
manifest itself upon our horizon. [End quoting.]
On July 8, 1927, the following headlines
appeared:
“FORD REPUDIATES
ATTACKS ON JEWS”;
“JEWS OF CITY AMAZED
OVER FORD APOLOGY”
In this July 8, 1927 edition of the newspaper
(specif ic paper unknown), we read, under the
heading: [Quoting]
I DEEM IT MY DUTY AS A
MAN TO MAKE AMENDS
Nobody can accuse me of being hostile to the
Jewish people as a race. I employ thousands of
them.
T h ey i n c l u d e m a ny o f my a bl e s t
associates. This building which I believe to be
the f inest of its kind in the world, was
b u i l t f o r m e by A l b e r t K a h n , J ew i s h
architect here in Detroit, a man in my
opinion with no superior.
I am hostile to concerns that seek to
control others and make money hard to
ge t , n o m a t t e r wh a t t h e i r ra c e o r
religion, but I am not hostile to Jews.
[End quoting.]
In an article by Charles Michelson
appearing, apparently, in the World, in the
July 9, 1927 edition, we read: [Quoting]
FORD’S RECANTATION
SEEN AS A BID FOR
PRESIDENCY CHOOSING
HEARST NEWSPAPERS FOR
DISSEMINATING HIS
CHANGE OF HEART
AS TO JEWS
BELIEVED TO
FORESHADOW HEARST
SUPPORT

The statement which you have sent me gives
us assurances of your retraction of the offensive
charges, of your proposed change of policies in
the conduct of the Dearborn Independent, of your
future friendship and good-will, of your desire to
make amends, and what is to be expected from
any man of honor, you couple these assurances
w i t h a r e q u e s t f o r p a r d o n . S o f a r a s my
influences can further that end, it will be exerted,
simply because there flows in my veins the blood
of ancestors who were inured to suffering and
nevertheless remained steadfast in their trust in

Henry Ford’s recantation of his antiSemitism, his abandonment of the theory
of a vast Jewish plot to dominate the
world, and his declaration that the socalled “Protocols of the Wise Men of
Zion”, on which he based his attacks, are
“ ex p l o d e d f o rg e r i e s ” i s t a k e n by t h e
politicians to be his f irst step toward
entering the 1932 campaign for the
Presidency.
The circumstance that he made the
Hearst newspapers his vehicle for the
dissemination of his change of heart is
interpreted as indicating that William Randolph
Hearst is about to push the candidacy of the
f l iv ve r k i n g [ f l i v v e r: d e f i n e d a s “ a s m a l l
inexpensive automobile; hence, anything small
and cheap”]. Mr. Ford, according to the editor of
his own magazine, the Dearborn Independent,
which he employed to keep his views as to the
danger of a Hebrew despotism through f inancial
control of banks and industry before the public,
had not even let him know of his conversion or
his purpose that “hence-for th the Dearborn
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Independent will be conducted under such
auspices that articles reflecting upon the Jews
will never again appear in its columns.” [End
quoting.]
Turning to portions of an article appearing in
the Canadian Jewish Chronicle on July 15, 1927,
with the following headline: [Quoting]

Sapiro, announced that the f inancial terms
between his client and Mr. Ford would remain
conf idential. It is reported, however, that Mr.
Ford paid Mr. Sapiro a tidy sum of money and
promised a full retraction of the anti-Semitic
charges in the forthcoming issue of the Dearborn
Independent. [End quoting.]
Turning now to another article in the July 22,
PRESS HAILS FORD’S
1927 edition of the Detroit Times, comes the
CONDEMNATION OF PREJUDICE following: [Quoting]

Leaders of all shades of Jewish thought in
Europe expressed relief at the announcement that
the “nightmare of American backing” for the
propaganda and activities of European antiSemites has been removed, and, as a means of
preventing the further spread of racial hatred and
prejudice, the publications pur porting to bear
Ford’s name will be withdrawn in the United
States.
J ew i s h l e a d e r s o f t h e E u r o p e a n
communities express the hope that this decision
of Mr. Ford will also extend to the translations of
his International Jew.
The entire American press as well as the
Jewish press commented widely on the Ford
apology. While the overwhelming opinion was
that Ford’s apology was to be taken at its face
value, there were not voices lacking expressing
doubt in the sincerity of the recantation.
Particular surprise was expressed by some of the
metropolitan newspapers at Ford’s admission that
up till recently he was unaware of the nature of
the articles and the extent of the damage caused
by them.
In the Yiddish press in New York City, The
D a y a n d t h e Fo r w a rd, t h e o n ly t wo p a p e r s
a p p e a r i n g S a t u r d ay, c o m m e n t e d o n t h e
development.
“We also want to believe in Ford’s sincerity,”
says The Day editorially. “We want to believe in
his real recantation and firm decision to right the
wrongs which he has done to Jewr y both in
A m e r i c a a n d t h r o u g h o u t t h e wo r l d . T h e
recantation itself will accomplish much in this
regard.
“However, we are not fooled. It is easier to
speak of righting the wrongs of the Ford agitation
than to really do so. Followers of Ford have been
created who will continue the work on their own
responsibility. There were created conditions
which cannot be changed overnight. The nails
which were driven in [can] be drawn out, but the
holes will remain and it will take a very long
time until the wounds will be healed. But we
have suffered much and are patient indeed, ready
to burn our accounts of yesterday. We demand no
vengeance, no pound of flesh. What we demand
is our recognition in the world as equals among
equals. Justice among the just is what we ask.
He who denies our right, he who robs our rights
is our foe. He who recognizes our right, to him
we stretch out our hand. Today we stretch out
our hand to Ford, or rather we accepted his
extended hand. [End quoting.]
In the July 22, 1927 edition of The Jewish
Tribune, we read the following: [Quoting]
SAPIRO-FORD LIBEL SUIT
SETTLED OUT OF COURT
The $1,000,000 libel suit brought by Aaron
Sapiro, Chicago attorney, against Henry Ford,
which a few months ago was declared a mistrial,
was settled out of court last week.
William Henry Gallager, chief counsel for Mr.

SAPIRO WANTS TO
MEET FORD
A a r o n S a p i r o , C h i c a g o a t t o r n ey, t o d ay
d e p a r t e d f o r N ew Yo r k t o a d d r e s s s ev e r a l
gatherings.
“I have never met Henry Ford personally,” he
said. “But I certainly would appreciate telling
him f ace-to-f ace how much I appreciate the
a d m i r a bl e s t a n d h e h a s t a ke n i n h i s r e c e n t
retraction.”
Sapiro again refused to conf irm reports that
he had received a $140,000 cash settlement from
the motor king in his $1,000,000 libel suit. [End
quoting.]
Then we read in the July 25, 1927 edition of
the Detroit Times, under the headline: [Quoting]
FORD’S NEW RETRACTION
STOPS SECOND LAW SUIT
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and in your profession as an author, editor and
newspaper correspondent by the articles of which
you complain in your suit and the expense, which
you could ill afford, to which you have been put
by the protracted litigation to vindicate the good
n a m e o f t h e J ew i s h p e o p l e a n d yo u r ow n
reputation against the charges contained in those
articles.
“I quite agree that no mere money damage
will make good the harm done you and that it is
not in my power to compensate for that injury.
“ M e a n t i m e , I s h o u l d l i ke t o p ay t owa r d
reimbursing you for the expense incident to the
suit.
“I am informed through your counsel that the
articles in the Dearborn Independent have been
translated into many languages and distributed
throughout many countries of the world in book
form under the title of The International Jew.
Neither I nor the Dearborn Independent, so far as
I k n ow, h ave h a d a ny t h i n g t o d o w i t h t h e
translations, publications or distribution and am
not only willing but anxious to actively cooperate with you to the end that the volumes
shall be withdrawn and destroyed.
“I hope you will accept this assurance of my
deep regret for whatever was said in either of
these articles. I have been made to realize that
the articles in which you are charged with having
fur nished me with infor mation on which the
publications in the Dearborn Independent were
b a s e d h ave b r o u g h t d ow n u p o n yo u t h e
undeserved wrath of your people from which you
have greatly suffered both f inancially and in your
p e a c e o f m i n d a n d c a n o n ly h o p e t h a t t h i s
apology will set you right in this respect.”

H e r m a n B e r n s t e i n ’s $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 l i b e l s u i t
against Henry Ford, based on anti-Jewish articles
published by Ford’s Dearborn Independent, will
be discontinued following a settlement arranged
between counsel for both sides.
The suit was settled at the home of Samuel
Untermyer, counsel for Bernstein, after two weeks
of negotiation between the attorney and Ford’s
lawyers, Clifford B. Longley of Detroit, and
Delancey Nicholis Sr. and Jr., and Martin C.
Ansorge of New York.
The suit was begun about four years ago in
the Federal Court at New York, before the Sapiro
case. It was the f irst of the cases to be brought
to call Mr. Ford into account for his articles in
the Dearborn Independent assailing the Jews.

“Your letter of retraction and apology of July
2 3 , t a k e n i n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h yo u r p u bl i c
statement addressed to the Jewish people, make
the ‘amende honorable’ to the fullest extent
within your power to right wrongs that, from the
nature of the case, cannot be fully repaired, and
is accepted by me without reservation in the
spirit in which it is extended.”

FORD’S LETTER

ONLY MEANS AT HAND

M r. Fo r d ’s l e t t e r t o B e r n s t e i n r e a d s a s
follows:
“You are, of course, familiar with the context
of the public retraction and apology for the
articles appearing in the Dearborn Independent
that I have made and had spread broadcast. I
sincerely regret any harm that may have been
occasioned to the public of that great race and am
anxious to make whatever amends are possible.
“I take this occasion also to retract and
apologize for those par ts of the ar ticle that
appeared in the Dearborn Independent concerning
yo u , a n d f o r t h e a l l eg e d i n t e r v i ew w i t h m e
assailing you that was published in that paper.
“It was not intended in that article to imply
that any of the matters concer ning the Jews
appearing in the Dearborn Independent were
based upon information furnished by you. You
have at no time said anything to me that would
justify such an inference.
“From the explanations made to me by my
c o u n s e l t h r o u g h yo u r c o u n s e l , M r. S a m u e l
Untermyer, I realize the damage that may have
been caused you among the people of your race

“I assume you fully realize that no matter
how great the wrong and injury to me personally
I would not have brought the suit, nor would Mr.
Untermyer have consented to act for me, except
as a vehicle and the only responsible means for
judicially exposing and disproving the issue of
unspeakable falsehoods and forgeries against the
Jewish people. Fortunately for the Jews, it so
h a p p e n e d t h a t t h e o ff e n d i n g a r t i c l e s , whi c h
falsely and without semblance of excuse charge
me with having imparted to you personally on the
p e a c e - s h i p t h e i n f o r m a t i o n u p o n wh i c h t h e
a s s a u l t s u p o n t h e J ew s i n t h e D e a r b o r n
Independent were based, made the proof of the
f alsity of the charges themselves competent
which would not otherwise have been admissible
under the rules of law.
“This was a unique situation which would not
o t h e r w i s e , u n d e r a ny c o m b i n a t i o n o f
circumstances, have been possible, although an
individual may recover for a libel uttered against
him, there is, strange to say, no way by which
f alsity may be proved or redress secured for
libels perpetrated upon an entire nation or people.

MR. BERNSTEIN’S REPLY
TO MR. FORD:
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Under these circumstances, Mr. Untermyer and I
felt it our duty to our people that I avail myself
of the exceptional situation to establish the
falsity of the articles. I am advised that the
limitations placed by the court on the range of
the testimony in the Sapiro case would not have
applied in my case. That closes this unfortunate
chapter and I trust in a way that will go far to
prevent future assaults upon the people of my
race and will thus promote the arrival of the era
of the true brotherhood of man. If that shall
provide the result, you will, by your present
attitude, have accomplished even more toward
confounding and discouraging anti-Semitism than
was accomplished by the offending articles in
fanning and keeping alive the flames of bigotry
and race hatred.”

insistent on bringing about the withdrawal and
destruction of these books.
“Mr. Ford has now done all that mortal man
can do toward cor recting the g rievous wrong
perpetrated against the Jewish people, the vilest
campaign of persecution since the Inquisition and
far more insidious. Not being a disciple of Dr.
Enelow or Stephen S. Wise, I cannot, however,
j o i n i n t h e p e a n s o f p r a i s e t h a t h av e b e e n
s h owe r e d u p o n M r. Fo r d f o r h av i n g exer t e d
himself after the constant reiteration of these
libels over a period of seven years, to try to right
the evil that has been done. Although the injury
can never be wholly retrieved so long as lies
travel faster than the truth we can now do no less
than join with Mr. Ford in declaring the ugly
chapter closed and to hope that time will
a c c o m p l i s h m u c h t owa r d h e a l i n g t h e s e s t i l l
bleeding, gapping wounds.” [End quoting.]
In another article, this time from the July 22,
1927 edition of the Los Angeles Times, it opens
with: [Quoting]
Henry Ford seems to have settled down to a
steady diet of crow. For the second time within
a few weeks he has apologized to settle a libel
suit out of court, permitting Herman Bernstein,
plaintiff in one of the suits, to designate as a
“tissue of unspeakable falsehoods and forgeries”
articles in the Dearborn Independent, of which
Ford is publisher and bill-payer. This, on top of
an apology of distinctly abject tone, indicate that
powerful and compelling considerations have
moved the Dearborn Independent manufacturer to
a t t e m p t t o m a ke h i s p e a c e w i t h t h e J ew i s h
people, whom he admits having insulted without
reason. [End quoting.]
In a daily editorial appearing in the Detroit
Times on September 27, 1927, Dr. Frank Crane
writes: [Quoting]
Race hatred is the most pernicious and least
intelligent form of mania extant. It causes and
promotes wars, is guilty of persecution and
wreaks all other kind of injustice upon the human
race.
A nation or a race should not be blamed for
what separate individuals of that group commit.
This is the most common fault of critics,
because some preachers are vile, some lawyers
are crooked, some doctors are venal, that is no
s i g n t h a t a l l t h e m e m b e r s o f t h e s e va r i o u s
professions are wicked.
Because some scientists are atheists, all are
not godless, and because some religionists
denounce science, all religionists are not
unscientif ic.
T h e t r u t h i s , t h a t a l l m e m b e r s o f a ny
profession, race or nation are human and liable to
error.
A g r e a t wave o f s a t i s f a c t i o n m u s t h ave
pervaded the country recently when Henry Ford
announced that he was not responsible for the
attacks in the Dearborn Independent upon Jews,
that he deplored those attacks, and that he
apologized for anything he may have said against
the Jewish race.
Those who admire the business ability and
the general character of Mr. Ford have often
wondered why he attacked the Jews. It seems
absurd to them that a man of so much common
sense and balance could so far allow himself to
come under the influence of ignorant propaganda.
Many will be slow to excuse Mr. Ford from
all blame and say that he should have known all
the time what was being carried on in his name,
but the majority of us are glad to accept any

IN MANY LANGUAGES
By arrangement of counsel, Mr. Untermyer
declined to state the sum agreed upon to be paid
by Mr. Ford toward the expenses of Mr. Bernstein
in the suit.
M r. U n t e r mye r s a i d c o n c e r n i n g t h e
settlements:
“ I a m , o f c o u r s e , a s i s M r. B e r n s t e i n ,
gratif ied at the outcome. For a long time it
looked as though we would have to go to trial.
The chief obstacle was over the question of the
withdrawal from circulation and the destruction
of the four volumes containing the Dearborn
Independent articles under the title of The
International Jew that had been translated into
almost every known language and distributed all
over the world, containing the most colossal lies
and forgeries, concer ning the Jews and their
h i s t o r y, eve r k n ow n t o h ave b e e n g a t h e r e d
together.
“And yet they were believed the world over.
Wherever I went on my recent tour of the world,
even into the most remote corners of the Earth in
every country, city and hamlet the Ford cars were
found. Where there was a Ford car there was a
Ford agency not far away, and wherever there was
a Ford agency these vile libelous books in the
language of that country were to be found. They,
coupled with the magic name of Ford, have done
more than could be undone in a century to sow,
spread and ripen the poisonous seeds of AntiSemitism and race-hatred.
“These articles are so fantastic and so naive
in their incredible phantasy that they read like the
work of a lunatic and, but for the authority of the
Ford name, they would never have seen the light
of day and would have been quite harmless if
t h ey h a d . Wi t h t h a t n a m e t h ey s p r e a d l i ke
wildf ire and became the veritable Bible of every
anti-Semite.
“Mr. Ford denies that he or the Dearborn
I n d e p e n d e n t h a d a ny t h i n g t o d o w i t h t h e
expensive undertaking of translating, publishing
and circulating these books outside the United
States and we accept these assurances at their
face value, especially as Mr. Ford has f inally
agreed and couples this with the undertaking on
his part to actively co-operate with us to secure
their withdrawal and destruction. As we intend
to apply ourselves to that task, his co-operation
in that direction should be valuable.
“Mr. Ber nstein had no f ir m marketing or
other plans to promote and no other ax to grind,
and did not care for the assistance of Mr. Ford or
to serve any personal or private “interest”, in any
direction. But he and I have been throughout
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excuse that he might give which will exculpate
him from the crime of Jew baiting.
The Jews are upon the same standard as other
nations. It is as absurd to accuse the entire
Jewish race of evil as it is to accuse all Negroes,
all Germans, or all Japanese of wickedness. They
are all human and they all have their peculiarities
and we are not entirely free from objectionable
qualities ourselves.
The world breathes easier to see that at last
Mr. Ford has come out in the open and declared
himself free of any desire to attack the Jewish
race.
Those Frenchmen who persist in their efforts
to make out all Germans to be criminals, thus
Americans who seem to take an impish delight in
twisting the British lion’s tail, those English men
who despise all things American, and all others
subject to race hatred are a menace to the
business of the world. [End quoting.]
In an article appearing in the Vol. XIV., No.
9 edition (possibly November 25, 1927) of The
Jewish Chronicle, we read the following headline:
[Quoting]
SAPIRO ACCLAIMED AS
HE TELLS FORD TRIAL STORY
BEFORE CROWDED AUDIENCE
Temple B’nai Abraham Packed
To Hear Speech By
“Modern David”
Who Faced
“Commercial Goliath”
Speaker Gives Vivid Tale Of Proceedings
Applauds Ford Apology—Will Visit Temple
B’nai Jeshurun
A a r o n S a p i r o c a p t iva t e d t h e h e a r t s o f
Newark’s Jews Monday night.
Tall, dark and alert, he stood before a densely
crowded audience of more than 3,000 persons in
the auditorium of Temple B’nai Abraham and told
them in a lucid, dramatic address the story of his
t r i a l a g a i n s t H e n r y Fo r d a n d i t s s e q u e l l a s t
March.
AUDIENCE

ENTHUSIASTIC

Standing four and five deep on both floors of
the spacious auditorium, sitting huddled close on
additional chairs, the audience hung keenly on
every word and every gesture of the young man
who dared to f ight against two billion dollars.
And after listening for an hour to his vivid and
eloquent tale, they rose excitedly to the shout of
a young man for cheers for Mr. Sapiro, anxious
to applaud him aloud, as his fluttering hands
refused to permit them during his speech.
When he was f inished many of the audience
could not restrain themselves from ascending the
platform to shake hands with the man who is
probably the most eligible candidate for the title
of modern Jewish hero. [End quoting.]
And then on March 7, 1928, in an article
a p p e a r i n g i n t h e N ew Yo rk Po s t , we r e a d :
[Quoting]
SAPIRO TALKS ON BIGOTRY
Man Who Sued Ford Says Riches
Cannot Buy Right To Criticize
Not even $2,000,000,000 can say anything it
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pleases, Aaron Sapiro, who sued Henry Ford for
$1,000,000, alleging libel, told a gathering in
Temple Beth-el here last night.
“The poor man has a chance today before the
public, if not in the courts,” Sapiro said. “Jews
can now work openly
a n d f r a n k ly f o r t h e
promotion of human
brotherhood and wellbeing without fearing
the attacks of bigots.”
[End quoting.]
In
a
speech
appearing in the Free
S y n agog u e P u l p i t ,
titled “An Experience
Wi t h
American
Justice”,
Aaron
Sapiro, Esq. ends
w i t h t h e f o l l ow i n g
statement: [Quoting]
I will tell you it
was a g reat moment
f o r a l l o f u s wh e n
Fo r d d i d h i s a c t o f
justice to the Jews. It
was a g reat moment
to me because I felt
a s a J ew, I a m
justif ied;
as
an
American, and as an
American Jew, I am
justif ied. And all of
us who have tried to
do work that we think
is social in viewpoint
can go ahead a little
m o r e s u r e ly n ow,
without feeling that
there are men along
our paths pulling us
away and saying to the world about us, “Watch
o u t f o r h i m ; h e i s a J ew. T h e r e f o r e h e i s
representing hidden masters and secret influences
that are bad for you and not good for the entire
people.” That scare is removed; and those of us
who think in terms of social progress, those of us
who think in terms of constructive work, can go
up and down this land and do our work and do it
as Jews as well as Americans; better, in fact, for
being Jewish and Americans. And we can do it
safely, without the fear that our motives will be
suspected and without the dread that our
construction will be undone.
That’s the story of this trial, a story which to
me was vital; to you, perhaps of less interest; but
as time goes on, will prove to have been a real
factor in the fight for freedom of opportunity and
in the spirit of justice in all this land. [End
quoting.]

s u r r o u n d i n g t h e l aw s u i t s a n d t h e n eg a t iv e
publicity surrounding The International Jew that
Ford began to better appreciate the works of one
Nikola Tesla.
T h e “ o ff i c i a l ” l i n e f r o m t h e H e n r y For d
M u s e u m , h oweve r,
is: “having checked
through the museum
data
bases,
p h o t o g r a p h
collections, magazine
articles,
Thomas
Edison
papers,
indexes to other Ford
Motor
C o m p a ny
papers, books, and
the Fair Lane papers
and
found
no
personal connections
between Henry Ford
and either of these
t wo
gentlemen.
Nikola Tesla worked
for Thomas Edison
for a time and they
of course knew each
o t h e r. I n f a c t , t h e
o n ly m e n t i o n o f
either name was in
connection with a
series of articles
done on Mark Twain
by t h e D e a r b o r n
I n d e p e n d e n t,
a
newspaper owned by
H e n r y Fo r d . T h e
only large collection
I did not check was
t h e H e n r y Fo r d
Off ice papers. This
collection is arranged
by year and then by correspondent’s name. It is
comprised of over 3000 boxes and has no general
index.”
I t c e r t a i n ly i s n o
secret that Mark Twain
(Samuel Clemens) and
Nikola Tesla were close
f r i e n d s . I n M a rga r e t
C h e n ev ’s b o o k Te s l a :
Man Out Of Time, we
read: [Quoting]
A s t h ey t u r n e d t o
the stairs there came a
ring of laughter from
the street entrance and a
vo i c e
that
Te s l a
recognized.
“Ah, that’s Mark.”
He opened the door
again to welcome Twain
and the actor Joseph
J e ff e r s o n . B o t h h a d
come directly from the
Players’ Club. Twain’s
eyes
sparkled
in
anticipation.
“ L e t ’s h av e t h e
show, Tesla. You know
what I always say.”
“ N o , wh a t d o yo u
say, Mark?” the inventor asked with a smile.
“What I always say, and mind you they’ll be
quoting me into the hereafter, is that thunder is
good, thunder is impressive, but it is lightning

N ikola Tesla

WHEN GREAT MEN MEET
Turning our attention in a seeming tangential
turn of focus to a slightly different matter, I
inquired at the Henry Ford Museum whether they
h a d a ny d o c u m e n t a t i o n c o n f i r m i n g a n
acquaintance or friendship amongst Henry Ford
and Nikola Tesla and Mark Twain. My “inside”
Nikola sources tell me that Henry Ford did know
Nikola Tesla while he was working with the
Edison Company in the early 1890s. Ford’s
natural inclination, however, was more in favor
with Edison’s style of mass-production. It was
only in later years, I am told, after the events
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that does the work.”
“Then we’ll get a storm of work done tonight,
my friend. Come along.” [End quoting.]
F u r t h e r i n t h e b o o k o n Te s l a we r e a d :
[Quoting]
Wa l l S t r e e t wa s d o m i n a t e d by p e r s o n a l
adventurers, including such legendary f igures as
Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, the Vanderbilts,
Edward H. Harriman, Jay Gould, Thomas Fortune
Ryan, and others more ephemeral but equally
colorful specimens. Some might bloom for a
day, only to be trampled and forgotten. Most
thrived on trading of such dubious legality that
anyone who tried to emulate them today would
probably be obliged to live in a foreign capital
beyond threat of extradition. Dealing in coal,
railroads, steel, tobacco, and the new f ield of
electrical utilities, they plunged, cornered, and
sold short.
According to the irreverent Twain, the gospel
as preached by the robber barons during this
galloping phase of the industrial revolution was,
“ G e t m o n ey. G e t i t q u i c k ly. G e t i t i n
a b u n d a n c e . G e t i t d i s h o n e s t ly, i f yo u c a n ,
honestly, if you must.” [End quoting.]
Reading, still later, we find: [Quoting]
M a r k Twa i n , s eve n t y ye a r s o f a g e a n d
relishing his fame, returned to America. He and
Tesla sought each other’s company as often as
their work and other demands permitted, meeting
usually at the Players’....
M a r k Twa i n d i e d i n 1 9 1 0 , a n d t h e l o s s
affected Tesla deeply....
On a bitter day in early January 1943, Tesla
called his other messenger boy, Kerrigan, and
gave him a sealed envelope addressed to Mr.
Samuel Clemens, 35 South Fifth Avenue, New
York City. The boy set forth into the whipping
wind and searched fruitlessly for the number. As
it turned out, this had been the address of Tesla’s
f irst laboratory, but now South Fifth Avenue was
West Broadway, and no one by the name of
Samuel Clemens lived in the area.
Ke r r i g a n m a d e
his way back to the
Hotel New Yorker and
repor ted to the sick
man.
I n a we a k
voice, Tesla explained
that Clemens was the
f amous Mark Twain
a n d t h a t ev e r yo n e
k n ew o f h i m . H e
sent Ker rigan for th
once more, and this
time asked him also
to take care of the
pigeons.
The
perturbed messenger
fed the birds and then
consulted
his
supervisor, who told
him that Mark Twain
has been dead for
t we n t y - f iv e ye a r s .
Once again Kerrigan
trudged through the
cold afternoon to
Tesla’s rooms, where
h e ex p l a i n e d a n d
tried to return the
envelope.
The inventor was indignant and refused to hear
that the humorist was dead. “He was in my room
last night,” he said. “He sat in that chair and talked
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t o m e f o r a n h o u r. H e i s h av i n g f i n a n c i a l
diff iculties and needs my help. So—don’t come
back until you have delivered that envelope.”
Once again the messenger went to his supervisor
a n d t og e t h e r t h ey o p e n e d t h e e nve l o p e . I t
contained a blank sheet of paper wrapped around
twenty f ive-dollar bills—enough to help an old
friend through a little fainting spell.
O n t h e f o u r t h o f J a n u a r y, t h e i nve n t o r,
although very weak, went to his off ice to make
an experiment that George Scherff was interested
in. Scherff dropped in to help him prepare for it.
The work was interrupted, however, when Tesla
felt a recurrence of some sharp pains in his chest.
Refusing medical aid, he retur ned to his
hotel. Next day a maid came in and cleaned. As
she left, he asked her to put the Do Not Disturb
sign on his door to keep visitors away, and not to
bother cleaning. The sign remained there the
following day and the one after that.
Early on the morning of January 8, Alice
Monaghan, a maid, ignored the sign and entered
the apartment to f ind the inventor dead in bed,
his sunken, emaciated face composed. [End
quoting.]

Determining it previous to then is diff icult. One
reason is that Mrs. Ford protected Henry Ford to
a great measure. She had started this by 1939.
I n a d d i t i o n , M r. Fo r d, h i m s e l f , r e f u s e d
examinations. [End quoting.]
The following statements are presented in a
Memorandum putting forth statements made by
Dr. Mateer, on July 17, 1951: [Quoting in full]
Dr. Mateer had seen Henry Ford occasionally
since 1922, but attended him frequently only
since February, 1945. Since this time, there were
two lines of evidence of the condition of senility
which had been developing gradually:
1. Loss of Memory—This condition existed
when Dr. Mateer saw Henry Ford in Georgia in
Fe b r u a r y, 1 9 4 5 . H e n r y Fo r d t h e n h a d n o
recollection. He had a memory of past events
but not recent things, which is usual and typical
in the development of senility. During rides with
Henry Ford, he would ask the same question
several times to which the Doctor would make
the same answer, and of this Mr. Ford had no
recollection. During the next few years in which
D r. M a t e e r a t t e n d e d M r. Fo r d, t h i s l o s s o f
memory continued.
2. Loss of Spontaneity—At the time Dr.
Mateer began his close observation of Mr. Ford
in Febr uary, 1945, he did not note this loss.
However, within two months, he did notice that
M r. Fo r d l o s t h i s i n i t i a t ive i n s t a r t i n g
conversations. This became more and more
marked which was in striking contrast to Mr.
Ford previously. Mr. Ford became limited to
“yes” and “no” answers and was characterized by
Dr. Mateer as a “pleasant vegetable”.
Mr. Ford’s General Health—In Febr uary,
1945, Henry Ford was so weak physically he
could not walk upstairs. He was given tonics
and vitamins, and during the next twelve months,
he picked-up in general vitality. The puff iness in
his face, which existed in April and May, wore
off and this characteristic is not to be relied upon
as any medical evidence of his mental condition.
Henry Ford didn’t get excited or angry about
anything in the last two years, and probably
knowledge of the Bryant claim would not have
affected his physical health. At the same time,
Mrs. Ford was probably embar rassed at the
mental angle.
C e r t a i n o t h e r p o i n t s wh i c h D r. M a t e e r
emphasized:
1. During 1945, Mrs. Ford recognized her
husband’s mental impairment and protected him
from any business talks. Henry Ford probably
would not have been able to conduct business
conversations intelligently. While Mr. Ford, even
i n h i s l a s t ye a r, wo u l d g o t o s o m e s o c i a l
f u n c t i o n s , M r s . Fo r d wa s a lway s t h e r e a n d
protecting him. In fact, he attended a wedding
on the Saturday before he died.
2 . M r. Fo r d ’s c o n d i t i o n wa s p hy s i c a l ly
characterized by thick arteries. This condition
wa s o b s e r ve d a s t o t h e a r m s a n d l eg s , a n d
undoubtedly was the same for the arteries in the
brain. This need not always be so, but the two
are likely to be found together.
Mr. Ford’s only stroke before he died was
that of 1936, a cerebral thrombosis or
h e m o r r h a g e . T h i s wa s d u r i n g a p e r i o d o f
observation of Dr. McClure and Dr. Sladen.
There can be such an accident without
i m p a i r m e n t o f t h e m i n d, ye t i t m e a n t t h e
presence of arterial disease, and that eventually
tends to affect the mentality.
I n M ay, 1 9 4 5 , M r. Fo r d d i d k n ow a n d

RETURNING TO HENRY FORD
THOSE CLOSE TO HIM
REMEMBER
In focusing our attention, now, on Ford’s
“final days”, we read in a statement from Dr. F.
J. S l a d e n , o n J u ly 2 6 , 1 9 5 1 , t h e f o l l ow i n g :
[Quoting portions only]
Dr. Sladen recalled an incident in 1927 when
Henry Ford ran off a road. Immediately after
that accident Henry Ford had no memory of what
happened. It is not known whether he was forced
off the road by another car or blacked-out. Mr.
Waddell said there had been evidence that the
hub cap was scratched indicating the former.
However, Dr. Sladen said Mr. Ford was proud of
his health and might well have covered up a loss
of consciousness while driving.
By study it is possible to pick up the early
t r a c e s o f s e n i l i t y wh i c h b eg i n s w i t h t h e
irritability stage. This was true of Mr. Ford from
the thirties on.
The f irst serious accident was about January
1936. Mr. Ford was in the habit of having an
osteopath, Dr. Coulter, massage him. The night
before, Dr. Coulter had manipulated Mr. Ford’s
neck, putting pressure on the vessels in the neck.
This was a very dangerous matter for a man of
Mr. Ford’s age. There resulted a cerebral vascular
accident and consequent brain injury. The facial
paralysis which followed was cleared up in about
three weeks which was exceptional for his age
and this condition. Dr. Ensign and Dr. Steiner
were with Mr. Ford during this three-week period
in 1936.
Another event of some importance occurred
on April 3, 1939. Dr. Sladen attended Mr. Ford
then at the request of Mrs. Ford. The major
trouble then was general weakness and related
complaints.
This also is a symptom of
d eve l o p i n g s e n i l i t y a n d m a d e D r. S l a d e n
suspicious then of that condition. Also it should
be noted that Mr. Ford had hard arteries and used
them hard. While the accident in 1936 and the
trouble in 1939 showed the signs of senility, they
cannot be connected in any tangible deg ree.
Senility, of course, is a very gradual development
although there may be a sudden change. Dr.
Mateer pictured the precipitous change in 1945.
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recognize his immediate family, but probably not
many others beyond the family. As to knowing
what he owned, Dr. Mateer did not ask him and
stated only that he felt Mr. Ford was doing no
reasoning.
The Doctor did not know whether Roy Bryant
was aware of Henry Ford’s condition but suspects
that he was. [End quoting.]
MR. ROBERT RANKIN
Turning now to the October, 1951 recounting
by Mr. Robert Rankin, we read: [Quoting]
I drove Mr. Ford on the last day of his life. I
wrote a little diary page about it. He called me
and said he wanted to go for a ride. We left the
house about 1:30 P.M.
The place was flooded at the time, you know,
and there wasn’t very many places you could go,
but we thought we’d go around and see the floods.
He usually left that up very much to me.
The only thing that he said that day was about
the little cemetery up on Joy Road. He wanted to
stop there. I guess that was about our last stop
on the way coming back. We’d been up to this
other cemetery.
A l l h e h a d o n wa s wh a t h e ’d c a l l h i s
“clodhoppers”, a pair of bedroom slippers. They
had all open work and were real comfortable. Of
course, he didn’t get out of the car.
Strange, that last day where we stopped at that
l i t t l e J oy R o a d c e m e t e r y. H e s a i d t o m e ,
“Rankin, this is where I’m going to be buried
when I die. In among the rest of my folks here.”
He asked me, “Will you take care of that?”
Of course, I always said yes, but later on, it
didn’t mean a thing.
I don’t think he had any idea that the end was
near. He had made arrangements about breakfast
for the next morning. There were no cooking
facilities at the house and my wife had cooked the
breakfast that morning. He asked me, “What are
we g o i n g t o h av e f o r b r e a k f a s t t o m o r r ow
morning?”
I t o l d h i m , “ T h e s a m e a s yo u h a d t h i s
morning—pr unes, oatmeal, bacon, toast, and
coffee.”
He said, “Your wife makes the best oatmeal
that I’ve ever tasted in my life!”
I said, “I sure don’t know. On account of my
being Scotch, she ought to be able to make good
oatmeal!”
He laughed at that. He said, “All right.”
That was about the last he said—that about
breakfast—before he got out of the car. That was
really quite a shock to me, because he was just
like his old self that day.
On our ride that last day, we stopped f irst at
the power-house at the Institute. We went down
the back-road there and we walked in through the
power-house. He didn’t do anything particular—
just walked in and then walked out again.
Then we came over to Mr. Dahlinger’s off ice
and he phoned Mr. Benson. We found out Mr.
Benson was out of town. Then we went over to
the Village and saw the Suwannee. You could
only see the top of it, it was sunk. He kind of
laughed about it; he said, “We’ll soon put it back
on an even keel again.”
Then we went to the Rouge Plant. It had been
a long time before that, that I had been to
Bennett’s off ice. I knew that young Henr y’s
off ice was down in the same quarters; in the
vicinity, anyhow.
I got on the wrong driveway, there was one-
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way traff ic there. This was there under the Ad
B u i l d i n g . I g o t h a l f - way d ow n t h e r e a n d I
stopped. I’m just showing how bright he was
that day. I stopped and said, “Oh, oh, we’re
going the wrong way.” I noticed it just before.
He said, “Let’s go anyhow and see what will
happen!”
I said, “All right.”
So we went down there and caused a lot of
commotion. People were hollering, “Hey, where
you going?”, till they saw Mr. Ford.
He decided he didn’t want to see Mr. Henry
while we were down there.
Then we came out and went up Schaefer
Road.
N o , we we n t ove r t o t h i s l i t t l e
Congregational Church on Rotunda Drive. He
d i d n ’t g e t o u t o f t h e c a r a s h e h a d o n h i s
bedroom slippers. It was pretty wet around there.
But he did speak to the preacher.
He didn’t tell me why he wanted to see young
Henry that last day. In the past, he very seldom
went over to see him. It had been for quite a
while; more than a month. Henry used to come
over to the house and see him quite often. I
shouldn’t call him “Henry”; I should call him
“Mr. Henry”. I’ve know him long enough that I
slip up once in a while.
When we went to the boat-dock and saw the
Benson Ford and the Henry Ford, he said, “Yes,
that’s my yacht.”
Then we went to the Catholic Cemetery at
Schaefer and Warren. We looked at the O’Hearn
tombstone, the Demmick, and the Thiesen.
That’s where he told me the story about Demmick
and Thiesen. Of course, he had told me the story
two or three times before that. It was one of
those things he always remembered.
He got out of the car and went through the
cemetery. There was a path there. It was pretty
dry and we walked through there.
T h e n we c o m e b a c k d ow n t o t h e l i t t l e
cemetery at Joy Road from there. From there we
come down Greenf ield to Ford Road and down to
Southf ield. We come down Southf ield and there
was a big freight-train there. It was just making
it; the wheels were just turning. He said, “Wait
a minute. Let’s see if this fellow is going to
make it or not.”
The engine was going on the railroad there,
coming up-grade. The water was well down by
then. He said, “Well, I guess it’s going to make
it.”
So we pulled into the house. And then we
went back down to the power-house. We met
Charlie Voorhess down there. It just happened
that while we were there, the lights came on. He
said, “Well, let’s go, Rankin. The lights are f ixed
now. Come on, let’s go.”
A f t e r, h e s a i d t o m e , “ Yo u d o n ’t t h i n k
Charlie’ll be thinking we’re taking credit for
f ixing the lights?”
I said, “No. He knows me. He knows we’re
just joking about that.”
But the lights went out again. They were out
until the next day. They had heat in the house.
John McIntyre, who had charge of the powerhouse, was standing there with rubber-boots on
and was handing logs in through the window. He
was keeping the f ire of logs as he couldn’t get
anything else in there; he couldn’t get into the
coal bin. But there was heat in the house.
Mr. Ford wasn’t upset by the flood. He
thought it was a lot of fun. I took them over to
I m O b e r s t a g ’s t h a t d ay a n d t h ey we n t t o t h e
Dearborn Inn for lunch.
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We had to go all away around Robin Hood’s
Barn. In fact, we had to go around Robin Hood’s
Barn into Melvindale to head into Dearborn Inn.
From Dearborn Inn, we went up to ImOberstag’s
house. I said to Mr. ImOberstag, “Do you think
it’s doing down—the water going down?”
He said, “Oh, yes. Look at these cars down
on Brady Street. You can see the tops of them!”
There was a big apartment on Brady Street.
Mr. Ford laughed at that and said, “Yeah, the
water must be going down. You can see the tops
of the cars now!”
That was on a Sunday; the Sunday before he
died. I got him home at 3:15 and he was bright
as a dollar. He said, “Good night,” and he would
see me in the morning at breakfast-time.
He never had to be helped out of the car. A
lot of times he walked down to the garage to get
me. In fact, he’d walk around with you; go
anywhere you wanted to go.
The way I heard about his death—she didn’t
call me; she couldn’t. There were no telephone
communications. You know, there was a strange
thing about that. I asked Walter Temple if I
could put a man in a car over there at night just
in case anything would happen. He said he
didn’t have a man in a car over there. I said,
“Well, you get one.”
Walter and I were awfully good friends and he
asked, “Is that an order, Rankin?”
I said, “Yes, it is.”
He said, “All right. The man will be there.”
So the man in the car was over at the house.
Buhler, the maid, was awakened by Mrs. Ford.
She told her, “There’s something the matter with
Mr. Ford. You’d better get Rankin right away.”
Buhler threw on a bathrobe and her bedroom
slippers. She came downstairs and flashed a
flash-light. This fellow came around to the door
and asked, “What’s the matter?”
She said, “Go and get Rankin right away!”
That was 20 minutes to 12. He hopped into
the car. I was just sitting up with my wife before
I went to bed. A knock came at the back door.
He said, “There’s something happened over at the
house. They want you right away.”
It never dawned on me that it was Mr. Ford.
I thought maybe it was Mrs. Ford. I thought,
“Well, nothing could happen to him.”
W h e n I we n t ove r t h e r e , s h e t o l d m e
something had happened to him and I’d better get
the doctor right away. Well, I went over to the
garage to take the car and come over to the
Engineering Lab. I came right to this off ice
there, Mr. Dahlinger’s off ice. I called the Henry
Ford Hospital to get Dr. Mateer’s telephone
number. I didn’t know if it was listed and I
didn’t want to take the time to look it up.
They gave it to me and I suggested to Dr.
Mateer that I meet him down at Jefferson and
Woodward and bring him out. He had to come
from Grosse Pointe. He said, “Let me come right
through, Rankin, in case there are any mix-ups.”
I said, “Well, all right.”
It wasn’t 35 minutes after I called Dr. Mateer
that he was down in Dearborn here. I don’t know
how he did it but I couldn’t have brought him
that fast. He came from Maumee and Cadieux.
This was about one o’clock in the morning. I
called young Henry and he and his wife came
out. Benson didn’t come as he was out of town;
t h a t ’s t h e r e a s o n why B e n s o n d i d n ’t c o m e .
Benson didn’t get in until the Tuesday—that was
the day after. He got in around about noon, he
flew in.
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Mr. Ford died at 20 minutes to 12. He was
dead when I got over there. There was a dispute
about that. The reason I say 20 minutes to 12 is
b e c a u s e i t ’s s o s t r o n g i n my m i n d . T h e r e ’s
something about insurance there—another day.
Mrs. Ford took it very, very calm; even up
until the last. She just seemed as if she didn’t
know what it was all about.
Of course, there was times after that—it was
a big shock. In fact, now that I look back, it was
maybe the beginning of the end for her. A lot of
times when she would grieve like that about him,
I used to say, “Why, Mrs. Ford, you ought to get
down on your knees and thank God that he went
before you did.”
And then she’d say, “Oh, wouldn’t that have
been tragic?”
She’d say to me, “All you could do would be
to move over into the house.”
I’d tell her, “Well, it wouldn’t be for long
anyhow, ’cause he—the man could never have
lived without you. But, now that he’s gone, Mrs.
Ford, you have yourself to take care of. And all
your grieving—just grieve to your heart’s content.
The way that he passed was the main thing. He
never—he didn’t suffer a bit.”
That was a blessing; oh, ’tis, yes. [End
quoting.]
Let’s turn now to the recollections of Miss
Rosa Buhler and Mr. J. D. Thompson: [Quoting
portions]
MISS ROSA BUHLER &
MR. J. D. THOMPSON
Buhler: You just couldn’t trust Mr. Ford the
last few years. He was away in his mind. He
had moments when he was better than at other
times. Any excitement that came up a bit more
than the usual thing confused him more.
Thompson: The night Mr. Ford passed away,
that was one of his best days.
Buhler: You would never have noticed that
there was anything wrong with him, never.
Thompson: He was normal and bright and
cheerful. In the last few years, he realized that
he couldn’t do the things he used to do.
Buhler: In his later years, he read very little.
Mrs. Ford read to him. He usually just followed
Mrs. Ford around the house.
Thompson: The social activities almost
ceased altogether.
Buhler: Almost completely. Occasionally
some relative would come over.
Thompson: In the last few years, Mr. Ford
went out for a ride with Rankin. He perhaps
went out occasionally with Mrs. Ford. The walks
he used to take stopped.
Buhler: In the last few years, there were
times when he seemed to take an active interest
in how young Henry was coming along running
the Company. At times I overheard Mr. and Mrs.
Ford talking together, and then the next minute it
could slip his mind. Now and then it appeared
that he could go just as much as at the beginning.
The day Mr. Ford arrived back from his last
ride with Rankin, it was just like any other day.
He seemed very well that day, a very intelligent
man. They retired early, 9:00 P.M. Thompson
we n t d ow n t o s e e t h e d a m a g e d o n e t o t h e
powerhouse. I took over. Mr. Ford came out and
asked for a glass of milk. He said, “I sleep so
well at night if I have a glass of milk. We’re
g o i n g t o b e d n ow.” H e s a i d, “ W h e r e i s
Thompson?”
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I said, “He went down to the powerhouse to
see the damage.”
He said, “Oh, yes! He’ll f ix it all up.”
Just by little things like that you could tell
his mind was far off. They went to bed, and I
retired too. I was in a deep sleep when Mrs.
Ford knocked on the door. Mrs. Ford came to my
room, woke me up and said, “I’m afraid that Mr.
Ford seems very ill.” We had no electric light,
no heat and naturally no telephone.
She asked if I wouldn’t go, and look for the
watchman and send him over to the chauffeur’s
house to get Rankin to get Dr. Mateer. I went
out, and she said, “Hurry back, and come right away
to our bedroom.” So I did. When I got into the
room, I saw right away that Mr. Ford was dying.
I just didn’t know what to tell Mrs. Ford. He
was breathing very heavy, and I suggested to
Mrs. Ford that we prop him up higher. He was
uncomfortable. After we had given him another
pillow, he tried to get up in bed, and we went
around to the other side and helped him. He was
able to sit up and he put his head on Mrs. Ford’s
shoulder, just like a tired child.
Mrs. Ford kept saying, “Henry, please speak
to me!”
After a while we laid him back. His heavy
breathing had stopped. Mrs. Ford said, “If only
the doctor would come! What do you think of
it?”
I said to Mrs. Ford, “I think Mr. Ford is
leaving us.” Mrs. Ford couldn’t grasp it. She
seemed as if she was paralyzed.
She said, “I think I’d better get dressed before
the doctor comes. You stay with Mr. Ford.”
While waiting, I could see the change in his
face, and I called Mrs. Ford back to his bedside,
and she said, “What is it?”
I said, “We’d both better stay here now.” We
both sat on Mr. Ford’s bed and watched him. I
knew it was just a matter of a few moments.
He died on his own bed, but we sat on the

edge of Mrs. Ford’s bed, between the two beds. I
felt his pulse and listened to his heart. It was
just ebbing out. I told Mrs. Ford, “I think he has
passed away.”
Thompson: You know a funny thing, that
day was one of Mr. Ford’s best days. He ate a
good lunch and was feeling f ine. He went down
to the powerhouse—I think we both went down—
and he came back and went to bed. I took him
up the elevator. That was a night! A couple of
hours after that he died.
Buhler: Mr. Ford didn’t say a word before
he went. But I understand it now, because the
d o c t o r s a i d, “A f t e r t h ey g e t a c e r e b r a l
hemorrhage, they are unconscious.”
Mr. Ford did ask Mrs. Ford when they went
up to bed for what he called “his little pill”, his
sleeping pill. He went to bed, and Mrs. Ford was
still f ixing her hair and getting ready for bed
when he called for a glass of water. That was the
time Mrs. Ford came to my room and called for
me.
The doctor came about twenty minutes after
Mr. Ford had passed away. I still was doubtful if
Mrs. Ford realized that Mr. Ford was gone, but
when the doctor came, I met him in the hall and
told him that Mr. Ford has passed away. He
came in and sat next to Mrs. Ford and said,
“You’re a wonder. You’re brave.”
She said, “What else could I do? I’ve got to
take it.”
Then, of course, the doctor called Mr. Henry
and the family arrived.
At four o’clock Mr. Ford was taken out of the
house, never to return, because he was laid out in
state at the Museum until he was buried. [End
quoting.]
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following: [Quoting a portion]
DETROIT DYNASTY
Hours before the funeral, umbrellas bobbed
a l o n g t h e s i d ewa l k s i n f r o n t o f S t . Pa u l ’s
Cathedral. Along Detroit’s Woodward Ave., the
curious hung out of windows, perched on roofs
and climbed the trees to get a better view. At the
cathedral’s entrance, the limousines disgorged the
a u t o c i t y ’s g r e a t . Fr o m a m a r o o n L i n c o l n
limousine, Clara Bryant Ford stepped out, leaning
on the arm of her grandson, Henry. Inside St.
Paul’s in a sealed casket, lay the pinch-faced,
fragile remains of her husband.
All day, the day before, the body of Henry
Fo r d h a d l a i n i n s t a t e i n t h e l o b by o f t h e
recreation building at Greenf ield Village, while
105,000 people had f iled past. Now, inside St.
Pa u l ’s , t h e Ve r y R eve r e n d N ow K i r k B l .
O’Berrall read the service. The crowed f iled out
and a Packard hearse carried the body of Henry
Ford out along Joy Road to the small family
cemetery beside a four-lane highway. Henry Ford
had never ridden comfortably in any car but one
of his own make; he wouldn’t have liked it. They
lowered the coff in into a hole in the wet, clayey
mud. The rain came down in buckets while the
police hustled 20,000 sightseers on their way and
opened the highway again to traff ic. The cars
rushed past, f illing the night with the smell of
gasoline. [End quoting.]
THE FINAL NAILS
IN THE COFFIN

As if adding f inal insult to f inal injur y,
Bernard G. Richards, one of the founders of the
FORD REMEMBERED
American Jewish Cong ress and a prominent
J ew i s h w r i t e r, w r o t e t h e f o l l ow i n g a r t i c l e
In an tribute to Henry Ford appearing in the appearing in the April 18, 1947 edition of the
April 21, 1947 edition of Time, we read the Congress Weekly, titled: [Quoting]
THE PASSING OF
HENRY FORD
Ripe in years, rich beyond
the dreams of avarice—in a most
literal sense—laden with honors
and decorations and famed to the
ends of the Earth, Henry Ford,
monarch of the machine,
departed this life on April 7 at
t h e a g e o f 8 4 . [ T h e Ti m e
m aga z i n e a r t i cl e re fe r re d t o
above states he died at age 83.]
His
passing
wa s
a c c o m p l i s h e d by r e s o u n d i n g
acclaim
of
his
great
a c h i ev e m e n t s a s i nv e n t o r,
industrialist, public benefactor;
with scarcely a discordant note
on his eccentricities, his personal
per versities,
his
mental
aberrations
to
mar
the
encomiums. Here and there in
the long obituaries there was
tucked in a brief and opaque
reference
to
anti-Semitic
c h a rg e s , b u t t h i s wa s s o o n
glossed over by the assurance of
a disavowal and the incident was
disposed of—as if one could
i m a g i n e t h a t s ev e n ye a r s o f
c a l u m ny, h u m i l i a t i o n a n d
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anguish heaped on a people could be wiped out
with a mere pencil-eraser.
The elaborate obituaries went on to recite the
marvels wrought by the man who put “America
on wheels”, illustrating a chapter of industrial
advancement that was truly epochal, but the rest
of the stor y of reaction, resistance to social
progress, relentless war on labor and, darkest of
a l l , t h e t h r ow - b a c k t o m e d i a eva l b i g o t r y,
remained shrouded and obscure.
Will this be the end of the story, the f inal
c o n c l u s i o n , w i t h o u t a ny r ev i s i o n ? Wi l l t h e
German dictum that “the world’s history is the
world’s judgment” prevail? The answer rests with
the future of America and humanity, with the
triumph of truth and the moral law before which
all spurious histories will stand for reexamination and just condemnation.
B e f o r e t h a t d ay c o m e s t h i n k i n g J ew s o f
America, on contemplating Mr. Ford’s career, will
reflect sadly on their position of exposure to all
forms of frenzied whims or mental viciousness,
all types of mania and paranoia, whether it came
to possess a crackpot bum or crackpot billionaire.
They will or should ponder also their fate and
future and the lessons in self-defense and
intellectual and spiritual fortif ication which
should have accrued after seven years of the Ford
agitation and ten years of the Hitler holocaust.
The question will now be asked again how a
m a n o f t h e l a rg e a ff a i r s a n d c o r r e s p o n d i n g
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y c o u l d h ave c o m e u n d e r t h e
influence of the g rotesque hallucination of a
Jewish conspiracy to dominate the world.
How could an upstanding Christian gentleman
yield such a virulent form of anti-Semitism and
lend himself to the spread of such extravagant
and fantastic claims and assertions. Many and
various were the conjectures and speculations of
the time and even the frivolous admonition of
cherchez la femme carried a certain amount of
p l a u s i b i l i t y. B u t R o s i k a S c h w i m m e r, t h e
Hungarian Jewish pacifist who presumably “sold”
Mr. Ford the idea of the Peace Ship is able to
d i s p r ove t h e t h e s i s t h a t wh e n t h e ve n t u r e
collapsed and was met with universal derision she
became the f irst object of the automobile king’s
anti-Jewish malevolence. The S.S. Oscar II did
not sail until December 4, 1915, but on
November 17 Miss Schwimmer and other invited
guests at Dearborn heard Mr. Ford say that he
knew who started the war and that the guilty
persons were the German-Jewish bankers.
Miss Schwimmer told of her f irst contacts
with Ford in an article of December 5, 1924 for
The Jewish Tribune which was then edited by the
late Herman Bernstein, who like Aaron Shapiro,
the lawyer, was afterward to be involved in the
Dearborn Independent’s charges against the Jews
and to be engaged in one of the two famous libel
cases against Ford. Miss Schwimmer, writing of
her f irst meeting with Ford, says he spoke with
logic and conviction about the evils of war, but
uttered rather mechanically and without any feeling
his statement that the war was caused by “GermanJewish bankers” and that “I have the evidence here.
Facts,” as he slapped his breast-pocket—indicating
that he was automatically repeating some notions
that had been palmed off on him.
But Miss Schwimmer is still dazed almost a
decade after the sensational events, just as she
was confused when she innocently initiated the
quixotic adventure to “take the boys out of the
trenches by Christmas”. Other witnesses who
were dispassionate and thorough investigators
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point unmistakenly to the source of the poison
wh i c h i n f e c t e d t h e a u t o m o b i l e m a g n a t e o f
Detroit.
Norman Hapgood, distinguished editor and
jour nalist, appointed by President Wilson as
United States minister to Denmark, Upton
Sinclair, famous novelist, John Roy Carlson,
historian of our lunatic-fringe adventurers, E.G.
Pipp, f irst editor of the Dearborn Independent,
who resigned in protest when this paper was
made the cesspool of anti-Semitic vitriol, and a
lengthy list of other trusted chroniclers proved
h ow T h e P ro t o c o l s o f t h e E l d e rs o f Z i o n ,
manufactured in Czarist Russia, was sold directly
t o H e n r y Fo r d by a R u s s i a n s a l e s m a n , t h e
foremost master of intrigue and hate-monger of
his time.
Boris Brasol, who as Russian secret serviceman engineered the ritual murder charges against
Mendel Beiles, came to the United States in
1916. He was followed by Major General Count
C h e r e p - S p i r i d ov i c h . S h o r t ly a f t e r wa r d t h e
writings of Brasol, alleged inter pretations of
Russian problems, began to besmirch the name of
the Jew. Count Cherep-Spiridovich, ensconced in
a dilapidated old castle on Staten Island, sent out
lurid mystic pronouncements about pending world
destruction by Jews and liberals. The passion of
both frustrated Czarists and pillars of the Black
Hundreds was the restoration of the Romanoff
d y n a s t y, a n d a s C a r l s o n r e m a r k s , A m e r i c a n
dollars and American suckers were to be the chief
mediums to this end. Presumably through E.G.
Liebold, Ford’s most private secretary of German
origin and pronounced Jew-baiter, ChereepSpiridovitch made a prof itable contact with the
Ford organization in Detroit.
In the war-time chaos and disorder of the
period Lieutenant Brasol was able to penetrate
inner circles in Washington and to obtain an
appointment in connection with the secret service
work of the government. It was then that a
mysterious and curious document about Jewish
d es i g n s u p o n t h e wo rl d m ad e t h e ro u n d s o f
c e r t a i n h i g h g ove r n m e n t o ff i c i a l s , w i t h a
knowledge of it reaching certain Jewish leaders
a n d a g g r ava t i n g t h e i r u n e a s i n e s s a b o u t a
projected American Jewish Congress. But the
Ford Motor Company was a better customer for
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion than any
c u r i o s i t y - s e e k i n g g ov e r n m e n t o ff i c i a l s a n d
Brasol’s connections in Washington aided by the
c o n t a c t a l r e a d y e s t a bl i s h e d by S p i r i d ov i t c h
undoubtedly facilitated the arrangements made in
Detroit. Soon Liebold, the most evil genius of
the establishment, and William J. Cameron, the
editor, welcomed to the Dearborn Independent as
star contributor the notorious Brasol who in 1921
had written to Spiridovitch to inform him that:
“Within the last year I have written three
books, two of which have done the Jews more
injury than would have been done to them by ten
pogroms.”
There is later on in this hor rible story an
appalling and incredible echo of this letter in the
testimony given by Norman Hapgood that the
s i m p l e a n d g e n t l e Fo r d wh o a s p i r e d t o t h e
Presidency of the United States gave ear to the
idea of physical attacks upon the Jews close to
home.
The naivete and gullibility of Ford, the simple
uninformed mind of a man, who having met with
certain obstacles in the financial and commercial
world could not f ind an explanation and had to
seek a scapegoat in the shape of international
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bankers—whose identity was quickly revealed by
Brasol and the other Russian soldiers of
fortune—all this is skillfully analyzed by Upton
S i n c l a i r, t h e n ov e l i s t . O t h e r w r i t e r s f r o m
Hapgood to Carlson have vividly depicted the
motley horde of shady and shadowy characters
with which this Jew-baiting campaign surrounded
itself, giving comfort and material support to
subterranean fascists and incipient Nazis in all
parts of the country.
ADMIRED BY HITLER
The wide ramif ications of this unholy crusade
e x t e n d e d f u r t h e r a n d i n G e r m a ny t h e o n ly
American that was referred to favorably in Adolf
H i t l e r ’s M e i n K a m p f wa s H e n r y Fo r d . T h e
original prog ram of the Nazi Party cited “the
f inest and most universally known example of
this kind of manufacturer”—Henry Ford. The
f irst American to be honored with the Grand
Cross of the German Eagle was Henry Ford. For
years a large picture hung beside Hitler’s desk in
the Brown House—that of Henry Ford. In his
biog raphy of Hitler, Konrad Heiden asserted:
“that Henry Ford gave money to the NationalSocialists, directly or indirectly, has never been
disputed.” These reports were so rife that the
Berlin Tageblatt appealed to our ambassador.
And when in 1923 Hitler learned that Ford might
r un for President, he said, according to the
Chicago Tribune dispatch:
“I wish that I could send some of my shock
troops to Chicago and other big American cities
to help in the elections.... We look to Heinrich
Fo r d a s t h e l e a d e r o f t h e g r ow i n g Fa s c i s t
movement in America... We have just had his
anti-Jewish articles translated and published. The
book is being circulated to millions throughout
Germany.”
How the Jews of America bore up during the
harrowing experience of seven years inflicted by
this wanton and merciless attack, how the Jewish
leaders and Jewish organizations reacted to this
campaign of vilif ication, what the American
Jewish Congress in particular did to meet the
situation and how the f inal recantation of Ford,
h a s t e n e d by t h e l i b e l s u i t s o f S h a p i r o a n d
Ber nstein, came about in 1927—closing the
outbreak of madness of 1920—will have to be
told separately. [End quoting]
CLOSING THOUGHTS
Obviously Mr. Henry Ford was a complex
man. He experienced all the forces of political
and economic pressure and manipulation brought
against him. The fact remains that he was a great
man of vision, a man who brought this nation
i n t o t h e 2 0 t h c e n t u r y w i t h Q UA L I T Y
transportation at an AFFORDABLE price. No
small feat. He was single-handedly responsible
for the automotive assembly-line production
process. Ford paved the way. It’s easy to stand
on the sidelines and throw stones. This man was
hounded until his dying day by those who either
rejected his retraction of The International Jew or
merely wanted him to pay bitterly for what he
had published. The fact remains, in a free
society a free exchange of ideas must be exactly
t h a t — a f r e e ex c h a n g e . W h o wo u l d p l a c e
s h a c k l e s o n t h e wor d s o f Fo r d o r a ny o t h e r
writer? Many, I fear, many. Can we not give the
man his due credit? Let us give honor to the
man, Henry Ford, and may he rest in peace.
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Toward Balance
And Harmony
[Continued

from

occur—so too must all things be in exchange
that is suitable to all who observe. GOD
PROVIDES MIRACLES—NOT MAGIC OR
TRICKS. And ALL is held within the greatest
gift of all—the MIND of Man connected to the
Creator Force of capability. Ah, but only God
and HIS people have ability to CREATE for all
others of physical environment are forced to
work with the already manifest things of the
world. We, too, in physical presentation, work
with what is available in created form so that
there becomes brought forth that which is seen
and KNOWN by all men. God takes, through
His people, the most unlikely and most
incredible to develop unto and within HIS glory.
We, then, bring it forth in manifest form as a
gift back unto our Father. Doctrines of
religions or segments, cults or churches are not
the focus—GOD CONNECTED TO HIS
FRAGMENTS IS THE FOCUS FOR WE MUST
DO OUR WORK IN THE VERY SIGHT AND
PRESENCE OF GOD. Never mind what the
next, or last, preacher said to you about ritual
or doctrine. GOD IS—YOU ARE. The great
Teachers (Messengers) brought this message
over and over and yet MAN took and tampered,
demanded and deluded himself and his fellow
travelers. Just remember that we only stumble
when we find the pitfalls of man in which to
fall.
It is thus that the manufacture of one group
of mankind would develop something that would
be so powerful as to be able to PURCHASE the
world and hoard “things” unto himself. God
requires that we take that manufactured “thing”
and turn it into the LIGHT of TRUTH, and thus
walk toward freedom and away from the
enslavement come upon HIS people. Can you
actually believe that God is so shallow as to
allow the very enforcers of slavery to bind HIS
people in the traps of the downfall of planets
through such miserable tactics as a banking
union of greed and corruption? Oh, HE will
allow it UNTIL the very adversary provides the
final binding link in the chain of oppression—
then HE will see to the ability of HIS PEOPLE
to find the key and unlock the door to freedom,
justice and LIFE.
There need be no Armageddon or
Apocalypse—there only need be growth and
movement toward balance and harmony among
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mankind—all the rest will be achieved as the
wounds of eons of such warring and killing are
brought to a conclusion. You see nothing (as
children of a global imbalance) save the power
of man to protect, conceal or create. No, this
is a delusion for in the illusion of the play
itself—reality is WITH GOD CREATOR with
that which is greater and more advanced than is
mankind in his prison of physical unreality.
GOD IS REALITY, COSMIC UNIVERSE IS
REALITY AND WE ARE BUT THE WHOLE
THOUGHT OF GOD MANIFEST THROUGH
HIS WISHES AND CREATIVE REALITY.
And, WE are the warriors who refuse to take up
WAR. Wars are always for the convenience
and greed of man.
BUT, brethren, WE MUST BUILD IT,
THIS FREEDOM AND ABUNDANCE IF
THERE BE A BETTER AND MORE
WORTHY LIFE PHYSICAL. WE WERE
SENT AS STEWARDS TO A DAMAGED
LAND AND WE HAVE NOT DONE OUR
WORK IN HONOR AND JUSTICE. WE
MUST NOW ACCEPT THAT WHICH IS
AVAILABLE AND JOIN IN UNITY TO USE
THAT WHICH IS BROUGHT FORTH FOR
OUR NEEDS, AND SIMPLY WORK
TOGETHER—AND THE ENEMY SHALL
FALL AWAY IN THE ULTIMATE LOSS
THROUGH HIS OWN GREED.
Does this mean we might not consider the
worthy accumulation of wondrous things upon
this globe? No, GOD IS ABUNDANCE,
UNLIMITED, so why would we even consider
settling for the prisons of another’s concept of
his own power?
Ah, however, some ONES must, if it be
accomplished in God’s glory, step forward,
share and help with that which is
ACCEPTABLE to man as a WAY to bear up
the gifts, which if used, can plant the orchard
of abundance and remove the shackles of the
prison walls.
God provides THE WAY, I repeat—YOU
MUST BRING, WITHIN LOGICAL REASON,
THE WHEREWITHAL. Some of you are
abundantly wealthy, some are abundantly poor—
as nations. But one here cannot pull this off
without all in participation for it is the
experience of each, the WISDOM of each—
added unto the other THAT BRINGS HARVEST
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OF SWEET FRUIT.
Interchange is taking place in parts of Africa
and within lands of the Middle East as to how
and when to use the gifts provided through our
conduits. There will be no guarantees—for
YOU are the success or failure of any mission.
But if YOU put your hand and willing service
into the hand of the brother, this will be a cakewalk across the globe and into creative freedom
and plenty.
Just as the adversary of mankind has
garnered and set forth his injustice built upon
force, coercion and threat and yea, even death,
we shall build upon LIFE, freedom and
JUSTICE and we leave individual “justice” to
God and His confronting segment of mankind.
Remember that you may well not see the
underground river of life or water—but it is
there as surely as a well is a source of proving
the fact.
In a more practical focus, let me speak
again about the meetings being silently held
among great men and women of the world in
the best way to utilize what God has gifted.
There can be no GIVE AWAY for that would
negate the very gift itself. We must each
contribute so that we can each build. What I
have written over the last short years can be
verified. As for instance, if I speak of the
dialogue and partnership between, say, George
Bush and Saddam Hussein—YOU CAN CHECK
IT OUT—ASK SADDAM, you who are allowed
to speak with him. We from the U.S. are
forbidden to approach him because of boycotts
and sanctions.
CHECK ME OUT,
BROTHERS—JUST CHECK ME OUT, YOU
WILL LIKE WHAT YOU FIND.
In the area of the Southern Pacific rests
small nations and islands where God’s people
are oppressed by corruption, religions and
poverty. Is there no wealth there? Yes, indeed
there is wealth there and a need for respect of
those people who, for whatever reason, believe
on one religion or another without knowing of
what they speak or do. We RESPECT those
ideas and cultures—we DO NOT WORSHIP
THEM, for if they are of MAN, then they are
imperfect at best.
In the Southern Pacific is a mental triangle
where there is a large percentage of Moslems
but who have nothing upon which to base
constructive livelihood—they have no autonomy.
It is said publicly that the brothers of OPEC
would reach out to aid those people if other
things are presented. Cannot we reach out,
then, with people already there, who have found
Truth in the journey? Cannot the brethren of,
say, OPEC, reach out and take the hand of the
leaders of, in this example, the Philippines?
There are hurting and goodly leaders in the
Philippines who have been beaten and bashed
for the very act of being good. Can we not
BUILD that which allows leaders to step
forward and function WITHOUT the corruption
forced upon them by the sheer lack of funds
upon which to build?
Will there be greed and avarice? Of course,
but it does not have to become “the way” simply
because a few will outstep the bounds. Man is
fundamentally good in his desires and becomes
blind in his greed and ego establishment. It is but
the way of life physical. Does that mean that we
cannot do better?
The GIFT is precious and must be attended
properly so that out of the use of same, the
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growth of all people can be forthcoming. This
comes out of America, but we must not destroy
America just to seize power for she is a fragile
nation never given opportunity to become
great—she became bloated and BIG without the
ability to sustain GREATNESS. SHE, LIKE
ALL NATIONS, HAS BEEN DESTROYED
FROM WITHIN. We must turn about the tide
of that fall into poverty and decay, immorality
and injustice—we must turn the remaining lands
of sovereign reality of the Native Culture—into
the free state of America. NO MORE WARS,
just build, construct, and set forth better and
just ways. We will have all the help we can
use if we but move carefully and do not
collapse an entire system to produce chaos and
anarchy. IF WE DO OUR JOBS—THERE
WILL BE NO ANARCHY—THERE WILL BE
MOVEMENT INTO AND WITHIN THE
“BETTER WAY”. GOD HAS SENT HIS
PEOPLE WHO CAN LEAD AND GROW IN
TRUTH AND COMPASSION. GOD BLESSES
YOU WHO HAVE CHILDREN TO FOLLOW
ON AND LEAD THESE NATIONS BACK
INTO FREEDOM. NO, MY RECEIVERS AND
PLAYERS DO NOT WANT TO RULE OR
MANAGE ANYTHING EXCEPT THEIR
INTENDED MISSION AND SHARE IN THE
LABOR, BUT BEYOND THAT THEY FIND
THEIR REWARDS IN HAVING SERVED
WELL, IN DARING RISK, AND IN LOVE OF
THAT WHICH IS URGENTLY NEEDED IN
ATTENDING—THE PLIGHT OF GOD’S
THOUGHT-PATTERNS RUN AMUCK IN
INSANE TRICKERY UPON MAN. Their very
bodies and souls are tired—fatigued by the
assaults against them and they want nothing
save turning over this great task and
magnificent gift to you who would bear the cup
and go further. They have too much to do
within their dooryard to wish to attend that
which is in YOUR dooryard.
Remember the TRUTH in adage: “I looked
for my enemy and behold I saw that it was
myself.” Can we get out of our own way,
students, and remove the enemy?
Remember also that GOD did not promise
“easy” or “undisciplined” or grand accolades—
HE PROMISED “THE WAY”. YOU MUST
DO THE WALKING OF THE WALK AND
THE TALKING OF THE TALK—FOR HE
ALSO GAVE YOU FREE-WILL CHOOSING
OF DIRECTIONS AND INTENT. BUT HE
ALLOWS THE ERRORS AND MINDS THE
INTENT. HE SMILES AT YOUR “SINS” FOR
HE KNOWS THAT ERRORS AND TRIALS
MOLD THE VISION AND ULTIMATE
MOVEMENT TOWARD PERFECTION OF
SOUL KNOWING.
God does not, with His gifts, come and give
you ultimatums—HE lets you find your way—
be you nations or peasants. He brings forth
rain upon the just and the unjust, so KNOW
that it is UP TO YOU how the great gifts are
used. He asks for goodness in intent and
actions—He will not punish or destroy any who
are frail of Spirit and err. He is not in
punishment of you who have erred—He judges
not what you were but what you ARE. The
past is but lessons learned and is gone except
in memory; the future is only a vision of what
CAN COME TO BE. The PRESENT is all
there IS, children—the PRESENT IS ALL
THERE IS ON THAT WALK THROUGH LIFEJOURNEY IN THIS YOUR PHYSICAL FORM.
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What will you make of it? What will you leave
as legacy upon a land of your children’s
inheritance? Ah indeed, we must make it better
for having walked this way!
To those who diligently labor, I will say
that there are great meetings taking place across
the sea and lands which will bring fuel for your
own lamps. To those in those distant places,
they too shall find support from your house.
We did not name GLOBAL ALLIANCE
INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION (GAIA) lightly.
We can have a global alliance which brings
freedom and opportunity to move into construction
of wondrous things from the decay of the
destructive forces having moved through while
mankind slept upon his cots of either poverty or
wealth. What, for instance, has the Sultan of
Brunei done of worthy building this day? Would
he not have greater Spirit joy if he contributed to
that which is wondrous instead of simply a
showplace of gold facade? Give him opportunity
to share and you might well be surprised.
What of such as el Fayed? Is he not pained
by the murder of his children? Diana was
trying to put this CONTRACT together for a
worthy purpose—but it fell against the interests
of the House of Windsor. Is Diana a saint or
an angel of some kind? Of course, for all are
angels after they depart the physical highways.
But was she some saint to be crowned in more
lies to cover the intended destruction of these
two IDEAS within the two children? No—we
are each whatever we ARE, no more and no
less. The father should now leave a legacy
worthy of note—not to get within the rot of the
British Crown Society. You can only become
other than a watch-fob of the snobs in courting
society’s lies. Honor comes from greatness and
intent to even higher greatness in worthiness.
To go to the false queen’s court is not even
worthy of the worst among you.
Every scene witnessed on this stage of
expression is measured ONLY by the viewers
thereof. Perception is all that man has as guide
information even if it be a piece of tune scribbled
on a note-paper. Perspective is also very
important but perceptions and perspectives can be
changed if each individual will open his heart and
mind—for then the soul can be reached.
There was a little song written which
touched hearts and now I will either touch yours
or I will ruin my own image “in your
perception”: “Put your hand in the hand of the
man who calmed the ocean. Put your hand in
the hand of the man who calmed the sea; Take
a look at yourself and you may see me
differently. Put your hand in the hand of the
man from Galilee.” Ah, but was there such a
man in Galilee? No, not as presented through
your religious zealots. No MAN calmed the sea
or stilled the storms—GOD ALONE CALMS
THAT WHICH MAN CASTS INTO TURMOIL.
AND GOD HAS NO RELIGION OR EARTH
DOCTRINES—HE BIRTHS HIS LAWS
WITHIN EACH BEING AND YOU MUST
WALK YOUR WAY THROUGH.
HE
CONSTANTLY OFFERS “THE WAY” AND
THE “OPPORTUNITIES”—WHICH ARE
RARELY SEEN AND SEIZED AT THE
MOMENT OF THEIR VALUE. So, what of
this “Christ” in Galilee? The MAN Esu
Immanuel warned those of HIS DAY that a
great teacher would come and his enemies of
the day would fall before that teacher—and his
name would be called Mohammed. “CHRIST”
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is a word of definition of “being”. Christ is
not a man’s name—it is a state of grace, a
defined act of being in goodness. Churches
come and go and pronounce their opinions and
doctrines on the largest numbers of people
possible. But GOD is as individual and as
close as your breath—your own soul being. It
puts a lot of priests, rabbis, lawyers and judges
out of business, doesn’t it?
Well, they
SHOULD be out of business for they have
destroyed the very soul of your planet!
There is no Pentecostal Evangelical Rapture
a-comin’, friends. We have to stop playing in
the games of Satan and reach unto God, and if
any be “saved” it will be of self’s own doing.
I cannot speak without Spiritual reference
for that is ALL THAT I AM. But I must
consign myself in this journey to the facts of
living experience—just as do you. We can, in
this wondrous and probably soon-to-be-lost
opportunity, either make or break this planet.
Never mind whether you believe in
extraterrestrials or flying discs. God is not
rooted into your Earth—so HE is extraterrestrial.
YOU ARE EXTRATERRESTRIAL. All the rest
are fantasies of those who would destroy you
and bring you to their level of mud-wrestlers.
YOU ARE OF GOD AND THE COSMOS—
HEAVEN AND THE UNIVERSE. YOU ARE
CREATORS WITHIN THE POWER OF THE
CREATOR. WHY DO WE WAIT AND FEAR,
DALLY AND DANCE, AS IF WE ARE
CREATURES MEETING ON THE TUNDRA
WHILE SNIFFING AND VYING FOR
POSITION.
CAN WE NOT SIT AND
CONFER, HAVE COUNSEL IN OUR
COUNCILS, AND BE WORTHY OF BEING
THE SONS OF GOD?
Your next question might well be: “Why
me?” as in why you! WHY NOT YOU? GIVE
ME A GOOD REASON AS TO WHY NOT
YOU? YOU ARE THE DIFFERENCE IN LIFE
AND DEATH, SO WHY NOT YOU? IF IT IS
TO BE ACCOMPLISHED, THEN YOU MUST
DO IT! Why do most of you feel so fitted to
serve country and man and yet so unworthy to
BE CHOSEN BY GOD? Let us get up off our
knees and onto our feet so that we can do our
jobs. Flat of our backsides or our face is not
the position FOR SERVING GOD—IT IS THE
POSITION DEMANDED BY THOSE WHO
WOULD BE WORSHIPPED. GOD WANTS
HIS PEOPLE—HE WANTS NO WORSHIP
FOR WORSHIP LEAVES YOU WITHOUT
CREATIVE THOUGHT. PONDER IT.
You are to the end of ability to continue on
the globe called Shan (Earth) for much longer
as is. Would it not be worthy to take the gifts
of God in HIS offering, and set His people back
on a pathway of enlightenment instead of “New
Age” gurus and silly nonsensical magic tricks?
The “masses” are deaf, blind and dumb, my
children. If you are likewise blind, then you
cannot show them the way. You must be
willing to learn—to see, hear and act in the
reality of WHAT IS so that LIES DO NOT
LONGER BREED THE VERY THOUGHTFORMS UPON THE GLOBE that produce
indignity and immorality.
The meaning of GAIA is “life” or “living”,
and therefore GAIA as our central focus will be
a Global Alliance and Association of people
willing to INVEST in a better way, an
alternative to such as the United Nations run by
the most miserable terrorists of all time. The
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risk is nothing—the rewards are so abundantly
clear as to be offered only by God—and in that
should rest your PROOF of TRUTH and
VALIDITY of such a grand offer. Let us
reason together and out of the minds of GREAT
MEN AND WOMEN will come the GREAT
AND GRAND RESPONSE WHICH IS OUR
PROMISE. If you CLAIM to believe in GOD,
is it not time to put your action where the
mouth is? Ah so—and may your days be
exciting and worthy of the great being you
ARE.
Take my hand, precious ones, and I will
show you the way for I have seen both ends of
this old road. And yes indeed, we CAN do this
task—far more simply than you might consider.
GOD DOES NOT OFFER “EASY”; HE
PROMISES “SIMPLICITY”.
I AM ATON. YOU MAY CALL ME
HATONN TO EVEN THE PLAYING FIELD.
AND THIS PROMISE SHALL COME TO
PASS, AND IF YOU ATTEND YOUR
DUTIES—IT WILL BE IN THE GENERATION
AT HAND.
SALU, ADONAI.

lawyers. Well, Betty dear, any suggestions?
So, will this lesson in gnosticism be lengthy
or short? It depends on the whims of the
uncaring manipulators of lives and corporations.
Why would a Betty Tuten work so hard with
George Green and his henchmen Horton and
Abbott to destroy the only hope she has of
reclaiming her loans? Is it not reasonable that
if the collateral was seized through her own
actions and the basic repayment tool is the
Institute—that you would wish to keep the
Institute solvent?
Truly it is a gnostic
circumstance indeed.
Ms. Tuten told the Institute Secretary (and
her former friend), Nora, that “Oh, this won’t
ever go to trial because I just want to apply
pressure to Ekkers to make them do what I
want.” Oh? And Ekkers are supposed to go
to the garden and pick turnips for her salad?
What? One silly person is spending thousands
of dollars to do what? And, surely enough, is
also causing her own assets to dwindle in every
direction as the legal octopus eats away at
everything. There WILL be a trial, Betty, for
it is also the fiduciary responsibility of Ekkers
to get back whatever is expended in this case.
In Betty’s first claim there were not two
truthful statements beginning with the first one
in WHICH SHE KNEW BETTER AND
ALLOWED
THE
LAWYER
TO
DELIBERATELY LIE—THAT IS PERJURY,
FALSE CLAIMS AND FRAUD, FRIENDS.
So, in this world of seeming insanity there
is but one good excuse—GNOSTICISM.
As for the Institute, friends, we are in good
hands—they are attached to GOD. This is what
began the Institute and we will get our goal
accomplished IN SPITE OF THE MISERY and
ignorance. NOBODY was ever supposed to
“invest” anything. If you loaned funds to the
Institute it was for the purpose of allowing good
projects to be forthcoming. If you set about
using this as an “investment” program then that
is about as gnostic as investing in derivatives
and stock market foolishness for it was NEVER
structured to make fortunes for greedy hands.
George Green stole the assets covering the loans
which contained Betty Tuten’s “investment” and
then when the price of gold dropped she caused
both herself and Shari Y. to not make a
“call”—deliberately, and the collateral was
seized by the bank. Interesting? No, stupid.
Now she is also using Shari’s name to make her
case while Shari has never even formally asked
for return of her assets. These are also the
corporations of Shari that Tuten physically took
from the corporate agent. Is there something
wrong with this picture? Yes, but not what you
think, readers.
This Tuten case is to keep the Institute in
limbo, unable to move in business interchange
and HOLD THE OVERTON GOLD ASSETS
OR CAUSE THE ASSETS TO FALL INTO
GREEN’S HANDS AS THE CROOK MOST
LIKELY TO GLOM ONTO THEM.
Fine, for this proves Ms. Tuten has been an
insider player all along the way and, NOW, WE
HAVE EXCEPTIONAL REASON TO BELIEVE
THAT DAVID OVERTON WAS KILLED TO
PREVENT HIS SIGNING DOCUMENTS
HEADED FOR THE JUDGE IN NEVADA.
CAL BURGIN HAD MADE ARRANGEMENTS
TO GET THE NOTARY TO THE CARE
CENTER TO THIS LUCID, ALERT, AND
EAGER MAN—THE DAY OF DAVE’S
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HATONN

GNOSTIC, GNOSTICISM,
AGNOSTIC
“Wow, and do you have to start Monday off
on such a heavy and dreary subject?” Dharma
asks of me.
Says I: “It beats what you had going for
today, doesn’t it?”
“I don’t know,” says she, “but it looks like
a can of worms and I don’t even know what
‘gnostic’ means! It sounds like the kind of
candy you get in the chocolate box at Christmas
when you wanted nuts. No, I guess that is
something like nougat or nugate—oh well, go at
it and let’s see if you can cause me to do some
work today. I’m supposed to be in court in Las
Vegas in 113o heat, you know, and those
turkeys are going to make us drive for five
hours across that desert in the afternoon today.
My soul is among the last of my considerations
today, no offense sir.”
I will address the Tuten court matter first
for that indeed is a good example of gnostic
reality. You or the lawyers can’t figure out
what in the world is even being offered in the
court case nor does a single item make any
reason out of anything. That is “gnostic” in its
finest form. But, the court calls—you go, or
else! That is basic religious doctrine through
FORCE.
The court hearing is scheduled for many
weeks and the trip is arranged only to have the
judge announce on the day before departure—
”I won’t have an oral hearing in this matter.”
Ah, so? And, he goes on: “I will make a
decision on Monday about the early Tuesday
hearing with a Magistrate instead of (taking up
my precious time). You will be informed!”
Now readers, this is a case against the
INSTITUTE wherein THE LAW ALSO
DEMANDS THAT YOU HIRE AND RETAIN
AN ATTORNEY WHICH NOW MAKES A
NON-HEARING WORTH SOME $2,500 TO
$3,000 BEFORE YOU EVEN GET STARTED.
THAT is gnosticism. Part of the complaint of
Tuten is that money from the Institute is being
used by those “negligent Ekkers” on courts and
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DEMISE. STRANGE? OH YES. IT IS
CALLED FORCED SUICIDE OR BETTER
YET, “HE WAS KERVORKIANED?”
Abbott, Horton and Green had arranged
attorneys to go into the care center and redo
wills, etc. The poor lady attorney in the Green
circle really blundered, however, and drew up
papers that were truly outrageous and known to
be incorrect. Then on the very day of clearing
the muck from the swamp-goats, comes the
sudden night-time demise of one David Overton.
We shall ask that the body be exhumed—we
know the death was deliberate and that, readers,
is called MURDER. If Ms. Tuten wishes to
continue this absurd and childish “hurt
everybody around” scenario—so be it, we are
ready, willing and able to cause the estate of
David Overton to clarify and PROVE the
“natural causes” death certificate. Ah, but don’t
you expect us to find that Dave was cremated
to save money and destroy evidence? Oh my,
the plot thickens, doesn’t it?
So much for that as we now move to the
gnostic focus on some of the religious tales and
secret gospels buried in the twilight zone.
GNOSTIC means “of the unknown”,
“pertaining to knowledge”, “knowledge, as
might be assumed to be higher but unfactual
information”.
AGNOSTIC means “the lack of belief in the
presentations of those who proclaim their
superior knowledge regarding things of higher
Spiritual and unproven insight.”
LAY DOWN THOSE
INSTRUCTION BOOKS,
LOOK AT FACTS,
AND TRASH ALL (g)ODS
What of the wars of the doctrines? My, my,
how many are there? Dozens? Hundreds?
Thousands? No—BILLIONS—at least as many
doctrines as there are individual people on the
globe. So the gods must actually be a crazy
lot? Doubtful, friends, very, very doubtful.
Let us look at a bit of John’s gnostic insight
regarding God, etc. It is labeled the “Secret
Book of John” and indeed has been pretty
buried for many years.
So, let us see what John REALLY offered
before he marched in and gave REVELATION.
[QUOTING, EXCERPTS, THE SECRET
BOOK OF JOHN (the Revelator):]
“...Now lift up your face and come and hear
and learn what I shall tell you today, so that
you yourself may reveal it to spirits of the same
sort, who are of the unwavering race of the
Perfect Man and are able to understand.”
He said to me, “The Spirit is a Unity, over
which no one rules. It is the God of Truth, the
Father of the All, the Holy Spirit, the invisible
one, the one who is over the All, the one who
exists in his imperishability, the one who exists
in pure light into which no sight can look.
“One must not consider the Spirit as God or
as of a specific quality, for it is more excellent
than the gods. It is a Beginning that none
precedes, for no one existed before it and it has
no need of them. It does not need life, for it
is eternal; it needs nothing, for it is not
perfectible, since it has no deficiency which
might be perfected, but is beyond all perfection.
It is light. It is illimitable because no one is
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before it to give it limits; undifferentiated,
because no one is before it to differentiate it;
immeasurable, because no one has measured it
as though existing before; invisible, because no
one has seen it (John 1:18]. It is the eternal
which always exists, the indescribable because
no one has apprehended it so as to describe it,
the one whose name no one can tell because no
one existed before it to name it.
“It is the immeasurable LIGHT, the holy and
pure purity, the indescribable, perfect and
imperishable. It is not perfection or beatitude
or deity, but something far more excellent. It
is not boundless nor are limits set to it; it is
something more excellent.
It is neither
corporeal nor incorporeal, not great, not small,
not a quantity, not a creature; no one can think
it. It is not anything existent, but something
prior—not as if in itself it were prior, but
because it is its own. It has no part in an
Aeon. Time does not belong to it, for one
which participates in an Aeon has been formed
by others. Time is not allotted to it, since it
receives nothing from any other which allots. It
makes use of nothing. In short, there is nothing
before it. It seeks only itself in the perfection
of Light, and comprehends the pure Light. The
immeasurable greatness, the eternal, the giver of
eternity, the Light, the giver of light, the life,
the giver of life, the blessed one, the giver of
blessedness, the knowledge, the giver of
knowledge, the eternal good, the giver of good,
the benefactor; that which is not of such a kind
because it is such, but it gives qualities; the
merciful mercy, the grace-giving grace, the
immeasurable LIGHT.
“What shall I say to you of It, the
incomprehensible—the vision of the light—
corresponding to what I shall be able to
comprehend? For who will ever comprehend It
as I can discuss it with you?
“Its Aeon is imperishable, existing in rest
and reposing in silence. It existed before the
All. It is the head of all Aeons. If another
were with it—for no one among us has
recognized that which belongs to the
immeasurable one except the one who dwelt in
it.
He told this to us, he who alone
understands himself in his own light which
surrounds him, he who is the fount of the water
of life, the light full of purity.
“The fount of the Spirit flowed out of the
living water of light. And it supplied all Aeons
and all worlds in every way. It understood Its
own image, when It saw it in the pure water of
light which surrounds It. And Its Thought
became operative and revealed herself [H:
Wow, really??]. She stood before It out of the
splendor of the light, which is the Power which
is before the All, the Power which has revealed
itself and is the perfect Forethought of the
universe, the Light, the copy of Light, the
image of the invisible.....
[END OF QUOTING]
I don’t wish to continue on at this sitting
for I have many comments in answer to your
many questions regarding such things as ritual
and symbology.
Why would you seek out or desire a
“symbol” to represent something which exists in
your very being? Why would you bow before
a mystic cross when you have CHRIST? Why
would you call upon a ritual or an expression—
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when you have LIGHT in its most perfected
form?
No, you need no symbols or
indoctrinated rituals—GOD IS, YOU ARE—
WHY
BECOME
YOUR
OWN
LESS
QUALIFIED BEING FROM THE PERFECTION
WHICH YOU HOLD? Doesn’t it seem a bit
foolish to follow a star; that is, a six-pointed
star or one of five points which, turned
particular ways represents good, and then
represents the pentagram of evil? Can you be
sure the icon of the star will remember which
way to point its points?
Your world is steeped in ritual and primitive
groveling before the altars of the self-proclaimed
GNOSTICS.
THEY
SPEW
THEIR
FOOLISHNESS, MARK IT WITH A
RITUALISTIC SYMBOL TO BLOCK YOUR
PATH AND LAY YOUR LIMITS—AND YOU
TURN BELLY-UP AND ACCEPT IT LIKE
THE HOUND DOG ACCEPTS A GOOD
SCRATCHING ON THAT UPTURNED BELLY.
God gave you, in HIS PERFECTION, a
brain, a MIND attached to HIS own, reason,
logic, thought processing, and above all—that
old “freedom of choice”.
So what is a “christ”? It is representative
in definition of the PURITY OF THE FIRST
THOUGHT IN PERFECTION OF GOD.
So, YOU then are given the three greatest
gifts of all Creation—and no it is not the
Father, Son and Holy Ghost. Good grief,
readers—what in heck is a Holy Ghost? You
are GIVEN WILL AND THOUGHT AND LIFE.
Out of this came four “great LIGHTS”, if
you will. Grace, Comprehension, Perception and
Prudence. Some call that last one WISDOM.
And, out of these wondrous qualities you were
given FORM with which to experience in a
vehicle worthy of service unto such great
apparatus.
So, where DO you fit? I am saddened to
see that out of perfection MAN slips into the
mire of ignorance after passing through the
LIGHT of KNOWING. And, God offers
opportunities for your rebuilding and
understanding and you affix some colored bit of
ribbon to your chest, cry tears meaning
nothing—and move again into the darkness of
that Dark Age of IGNORANCE, AVARICE
AND GREED.
It is fine, experiencing life students, for
before you turn in your final examinations to
join the Universal MAN you WILL LEARN
TRUTH. GOD HAS ALL THE TIME IN THE
UNIVERSAL ORDER OF ALL-NESS. DO
YOU? YES! HOWEVER, CONSIDERING
THE IFS, ANDS AND BUTS, YOU ARE
GOING TO PAY DEARLY IN NASTY
ONGOING
EXPERIENCES
IN
YOUR
CONSCIOUSNESS UNTIL YOU FIND YOUR
WAY CORRECTLY.
So, can you live and experience WITHOUT
knowing
GOD?
NO!
GOD
IS
EVERYTHING—including your “Head master
testor”.
GOD
IS
REALITY—HIS
IMAGININGS ARE ILLUSIONS MANIFEST.
So, who and what am “I”? I am a part of
God Infinite sent to speak and teach. I warn
you of the risk of distraction in your journey
through school and allow you to proceed while
making a major effort to give you opportunity
to turn from the deadly path you have been sold
as a sick bill-of-goods in the opposing direction
of travel. GOD SENDS THAT WHICH HE
PERCEIVES
YOU
JUST
MIGHT
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UNDERSTAND TO ALLOW PHYSICAL
EXPERIENCE TO BECOME A REALITY OF
GROWTH INSTEAD OF DOWNFALL INTO
THE PIT OF BLINDNESS OF PERCEPTION.
THROUGH GRACE WE COME AND
THROUGH GRACE WE SERVE AND
THROUGH GRACE WILL YOU FIND THESE
OPPORTUNITIES LAID BEFORE YOU.
ONLY “YOU” CAN HAVE INDIVIDUAL
“PERCEPTION”.
A preacher is a false teacher—no matter who
he might be—for he CAN ONLY PREACH
THAT WHICH HE IS TAUGHT AND HE IS
TAUGHT DOCTRINES AS LAID FORTH BY
MEN COME BEFORE HIM. THERE IS ONLY
ONE SPIRITUAL TRUTH—LIGHTED GOD OF
PERFECTION—AND ALL INFOLD AGAIN,
AFTER THE JOURNEYS OF SOUL AND
SELF, WITHIN THAT PERFECTION FOR
THAT IS THE THOUGHT OF GOD
MANIFEST. ALL ELSE IS, FOR IT CANNOT
BE OTHERWISE, FALSE ASSUMPTION AND
PRESUMPTION.
OR, AT BEST, AN
ACCIDENTAL FINDING WHICH IS THEN
MOST OFTEN BURIED TO PLEASE THE
HEAD BANANAS. NOTE THAT THE VERY
TOP BANANA IN A BUNCH IS SEEMINGLY
PERFECT IN BEAUTY AND SIZE—THE
LAST ON THE BUNCH IS SMALL AND
MOST OFTEN DEFORMED.
WHY DO
“YOU” ALLOW SELF, BIRTHED IN GREAT
AND
WONDROUS
PERFECTION—TO
BECOME DEFORMED, DISINFORMED, AND
MALFORMED? THESE ARE NOT OF GOD
PERFECTIONS—THESE ARE DISEASES OF
IMPERFECTION THRUST UPON, AND
ACCEPTED BY, SELF.
So, what of “healing” and use of rituals and
apparatus? If the apparatus is a focus on, and
of, LIGHT, TONE, AND FREQUENCY—THAT
FORCE WHICH DRIVES THE BODY
APPARATUS,
FINE,
YOU
HAVE
SOMETHING WHICH MAY HELP YOU
HEAL SELF. GOD DOES NOT HEAL YOU—
HE ONLY OFFERS THAT WHICH WILL
ALLOW YOU TO HEAL THINE-SELF! And
what of physicians of pharmaceuticals? They
hit and miss, burn, slash and drug and if the
chemicals work—you claim a miracle. If not,
“Oh well, look how hard we tried!” But worse,
those things which are simple and allow
healing—are BANNED FROM YOU AND THE
PERSONS PRESENTING THE “BETTER
WAY”
ARE
ARRESTED
AND
INCARCERATED TO “PROTECT YOU FROM
YOURSELF”. That too, is fine with me—for
each to his own ignorance and right to remain
in ignorance—and terminal devastation of the
body which houses, remember, the SOUL.
How better to stop YOU than to ruin
your physical vehicle!!!
YOU DO NOT NEED SYMBOLOGY
OR ICONS—YOU NEED TO TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF AND GET
YOUR JOB DONE!
If you don’t seem to have a job or
purpose—LOOK AGAIN, FOR GOD
NEVER SENDS ONE (PERSON)
WITHOUT THE OTHER (PURPOSE).
Make your purpose bigger than your
own “believable” imaginings—that is
CREATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENT FOR
IF GOD CAN PLACE AN IDEA WITHIN
YOUR MIND THE FULFILLMENT IS
NOT ONLY PROMISED BUT MUST

C O M E T O F R U I T I O N F O R M I N D A N D decision? If it is a hard decision then you
THOUGHT-FORM COALESCED WILL SEE haven’t done your homework!
It is somewhat similar in the recognition of
TO THE FULL CREATION OF THAT
DESIRE. MAKE YOUR DREAMS WORTHY the value of incorporation, in Nevada at least,
where you can choose scattering your name
OF GREATNESS.
MAY YOUR THOUGHTS BE WORTHY about to serve ego—OR SILENTLY, USING
O F G O D — F O R T H O U G H T S A R E T H O S E THE TOOLS IN TOTAL PRIVACY. There is
CREATIVE
IDEAS
BROUGHT
I N T O a REAL choice for you to study. If a building
MANIFESTATION. WILL YOURS BE GREAT houses a bunch of crooks and thieves—would
OR WILL THEY JUST BE MORE SELF- you rather have your name on it or your
FOCUSED TRASHING OF THE PERFECTION enemy’s? If we really wanted revenge on such
as Green, et al., we would simply dump the
WITH WHICH YOU ARE GIFTED?
Dharma bends her head in a bit of sadness Institute and all the losses and debts on his
head—which
he
as she ponders the soto
work
thought
“lost
6
MAY YOUR THOUGHTS BE s e e m s
decades” of this gift W O R T H Y
OF
GOD—FOR toward daily. He
thinks there are
of human experience.
THOUGHTS
ARE
T H O S E millions of $$$ to be
No, chela, NOTHING
Now,
IS LOST and perfection C R E A T I V E I D E A S B R O U G H T g a i n e d .
is
“IN
G O D ’ S INTO MANIFESTATION. WILL wouldn’t that be fun
a
deserved
P E R F E C T ‘ T I M E ’ ” . YOURS BE GREAT OR WILL a n d
B u t t o m a k e o u r THEY JUST BE MORE SELF- a c c o m p l i s h m e n t ?
But how would that
project and mission
FOCUSSED TRASHING OF THE s e r v e
our
own
WORK, we have to
find those connections P E R F E C T I O N W I T H W H I C H mission? These are
the
things
that
scattered about looking YOU ARE GIFTED?
thinking minds must
for the connection to
allow the miraculous current to flow forth and discern in WISDOM. In fact, who would have
m a n i f e s t i t s e l f u p o n t h e c o n s c i o u s n e s s i n thought, ever, in your small circle, that an
fabricated reality, in logic, in reason, and in elderly man would be murdered so that the
thugs and thieves could keep his gold? Ah, so
WISDOM.
The adversary may well seem to make the be it and may you always “THINK” about each
h e a d w a y , d e v e l o p h i s o w n g r e e d y w a y o f move you make and decision you follow. But
accomplishment of self-indulgent desire—but y o u m u s t m a k e d e c i s i o n s l e s t y o u r o t i n
y o u w i l l n o t e h e l a c k s t h e v e r y t h i n g o f stagnation and be “had” forever.
You want to think of the criminals and
GREATNESS—he loses sight of his own
addicts
as the “bad people with the guns”! No,
destiny. BUT, IN THE DOING, THERE ARE
more
often
comes the paid-off nurse with the
THINGS DONE AND ACCOMPLISHED THAT
hypodermic
apparatus
filled with “too much” or
CAN BE TOOLS FOR THE PERFECTION OF
t
h
e
“
w
r
o
n
g
”
t
h
i
n
g
for life-maintaining
THE PLAN OF GOD IN BEARING OF GOOD
FRUIT FROM THE TREE OF WHICH THERE assistance. You will find the death in such
IS NO GOOD NOR BAD, EXCEPT IN THE cases TOO CONVENIENT TO MISS—IF YOU
USE OF THE FRUIT THEREFROM. THIS IS LOOK IN WISE DISCERNMENT. In the case
WISDOM
IN
RECOGNITION
OF of Dave Overton—his spirit cries out for
OPPORTUNITIES WHICH COME KNOCKING JUSTICE for he now has no hands with
which to attend his own testimony. We are remiss
ON THINE CONSCIOUSNESS.
Do you think, for example, that among the if we fail to bear service to this fine man who only
people listed for greatness within the centuries wished to further Truth and Serve. So be it.
How do you go about this inquisition? Just like
of the millennium will be Russell Herman, Rick
Martin, Dharma, Neil, E.J., August, June or you would any other MURDER—just like any other
November? Of course not because “greatness” murder. Behind every rumor is a cause of the rumor
in human terms, just as is religion’s doctrines, and behind every puff of smoke you will find that
are set forth by MAN according to his own there was, is, or has been—fire.
I must allow my secretary to get herself about
perceptions and total ignorance. Ah, BUT GOD
FORGETS NOT! Would you rather have the court appearance now and leave these
dangerous recognition in the book of “black- thoughts to your own pondering. THE LIFE
listing” or a place in the great and wondrous YOU SAVE WILL BE YOUR OWN! Ponder
BOOK OF LIFE?
W o w ! A n o t h e r h a r d that as well, please. Salu, Adonai.
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Korton: History Repeats
As Our Lessons Unfold
7/20/98

KORTON

Good afternoon. Commander Korton here
in Radiance and Light, in service to Aton of
The One Lighted Source.
You have had a very busy few weeks in
your counting of time: Your President made
it back from China without being
assassinated, sparking war between your
nation and that of the dragon; you came
precariously close to war between your
soccer-playing countries as win or lose
celebrations were to snowball into riots
culminating in military law (Martial Law)
and retaliation from your patriot and militia
groups; and your heat wave and fires did not
shut down your country (as of yet) through
the auspices of FEMA (Federal Emergency
Management Agency). And with American
Independence Day come and gone, you did
not PUBLICLY have another 4th of July
revolution—this time signaling the demise,
instead of birth, of your once great nation.
Did prayer and God have anything to do
with it? You bet! Never underestimate the
power of prayer, chelas; but you are not out
of the woods yet, not by a long shot.
It amazes me how many on your place
have no notion of the history of God. Except
for CONTACT readers and a few informed
ones scattered about, America is completely
ignorant as to the most basic understanding
of The Creator’s NAME or His influence on
your current beliefs or way of life.
ATON OF THE ONE LIGHT
The same ‘source’ which is providing
your weary planet with the Truth and
Wisdom of God’s WORD today, is the same
from whence Truth first issued forth in your
recorded history period. As always, you will
find that the Egyptian-African continent is an
important location as to human and cultural
development.
The ruling factions of your planet have
laid siege to the natural resources and untold
wealth of today’s Africa and its Black
population.
Remember: your Elite
Committee of 300 Venetian Black (as in
deeds, not color of skin) Nobility and their
Zionist/Khazarian partners envision a world
comprised of their races. All others are
considered to be undesirable—“useless
eaters”—and are to be killed off.

This is being done through such as manmade diseases, including AIDS (created in a lab
in Tel Aviv, Israel AFTER A CURE WAS
ALREADY PERFECTED); it is fully funded
and instigated “ethnic cleansing” and other cutesounding names for genociding whole peoples
from countries the Elite Parasite Class wants for
itself. And, as you are now witnessing, the
agenda is being helped along through
INCREDIBLE WEATHER TAMPERING to
further wipe out you-the-people and blame the
disasters and “freak” conditions on Mother
Nature.
KILLER WAVES CAUSED
BY BEAM WEAPONS
Do not forget the capabilities of beam
weapons blasted into the sea, causing massive
tidal waves anywhere the ones at the controls
desire. Clue: witnesses heard blasts far out at
sea shortly before waves came crashing ashore.
Is it really a normal occurrence for
underwater “shifting plates” to be heard not
only from shore but from deep beneath the
ocean’s surface as well? Keep in mind that just
below Papua, New Guinea is Australia, the
location of some very dangerous secret-project
bases fully capable of influencing natural
phenomena anywhere on your globe. Just look
at your El Nino disturbances—what might
American and French secret underwater nuclear
testing have to do with its appearance?
Make no mistake about it, sleepy heads,
your adversary can unleash, manyfold, the same
type of devastation ON ANY continental coast
they choose. They test these weapons on thirdworld populations to remind other elite factions
of their capabilities AND to further THEIR
MUTUAL AIM OF GLOBAL HUMAN
DEPOPULATION! How else are you going to
experience the “End Times”, as they h a v e
outlined the script in your Bible and elsewhere,
without made-to-order disasters?
Tampering with Mother Nature is a no-no,
and now your bad boys at play have upset even
further the natural cyclic weather patterns such
as your jet stream and seasonal climate changes
that are destroying buildings and farm land.
You can no longer expect predictable weather
conditions for the balance has been irreversibly
upset. HAVE YOU STARTED BUILDING
THOSE ALL-PURPOSE SHELTERS YET?
Since when do you have lightning strikes
starting fires on buildings and in forests

seemingly with the precision of your not-sosmart “smart” bombs? And what of Nevada?
While the rest of the country is experiencing
devastating droughts and blazing temperatures—
Las Vegas, Nevada was getting drenched in an
unusual downpour, flooding the city while
several structures caught fire from more freak
lightning.
Is it possible that suddenly, buildings
insulated with the latest in lightning
dispersement systems, are now super conductors
for lightning? Sure. However, it is more likely
that what you experienced were surgical blasts
from
Cosmospheres
(those
amazing,
EXCLUSIVELY Russian electrogravitic
weapons platforms) hiding in the clouds high
over the city.
Nevada is becoming the new trade center of
the world, since the returning of Hong Kong to
Chinese rule. (Hong Kong’s status as ‘trade
center’ has nothing to do with legitimate trade;
their chief product—as in China’s gross national
product—is OPIUM. And, as Mr. Clinton
knows first hand, though I doubt you will hear
about it during his weekly radio broadcast, the
Chinese reap pure profit from their illicit drug
trade because their own people are forbidden to
use it under penalty of death.) In addition to
Nevada being the place everyone from Sir
George Bush, the Canadian Bronfman family (of
Seagram’s whiskey fame and among the wouldbe thieves of Swiss gold), and the heads of
mega-multinational corporations do their
business, LEGALLY sheltering funds, Nevada
is also the location of the biggest technotronic
mind-control network on your planet.
AREA-51 IS ACTUALLY THE
CODE FOR
THE SUPER-SECRET A-6
SECURITY RATING
In numerology (the study of occult meanings
of numbers), when 51 is reduced to its singledigit whole number: 5 plus 1 equals 6, and after
using the A from the abbreviation of Area
(keeping in mind your adversary’s love of
Satanic occult symbology) it is easy to see how
they operate.
Remember: Evil always wears a clue. To
connect the network of super-secret installations
throughout the false Four Corners area
(Tehachapi and the navigation crystal is actually
the center of the true “Four Corners” location of
Native American heritage), as well as the
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r e l a t e d u n d e r g r o u n d f a c i l i t i e s , t h e r e i s a used to usher in Bush’s New World Order
highway—the only one in your country labeled, exactly as Ronald Reagan told you they would
appropriately enough, highway 666. Every do when he spoke at the United Nations of “a
other test site, such as S-4 (Site-4), among the threat from outer space”.
Wake up, chelas; you are approaching the
Nevada test ranges, have numbers that are low
planned Armageddon!
n u m e r i c a l
Don’t allow the Elite
neighbors, ‘51’ is
Know thine enemy, friends!
Magicians to suck you
completely out of
And that enemy is definitely not
into THEIR VERSION
context—until you
thy brother and sister slaves
of the script. It does
reduce it to 6.
not have to go that
666
is
that
across the border or next door.
way.
number you have
The Parasite Class is made
You are being set
been taught to fear
up of only a handful of
up for slaughter by
as representative of
synthetic replicas of human
the Elite Parasite
“the Beast” in the
beings WITH ONLY FIVE OR
Class, comprised of
biblical Book of
those ones who are
Revelation. Is there
SIX
WEAKLY-SOULED
motivated by greed
any
inherent
BEINGS
RUNNING
with a thirst for
menace in triple
EVERYTHING.
You outpower
that,
sixes? Only as a
number them A BILLION TO
ironically,
they
nuisance to those
ONE—LITERALLY!!!
themselves do not
who are frightened
possess. It is you of
by
its
biblical
Are you that far gone down
the so-called working
implications,
I
the tubes that a roomful of
class
of
average
suppose. These are
people can kill off a planet???
citizens who have the
only numbers and,
We of the Hosts hope not; that
power and are fleeced
in this case, used
of your very lifeonly to represent a
is why we are here, to bring
blood in order to fuel
thing or conjured
this
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think. Make no mistake about it, dear ones:
war is fought only for MATERIAL GAIN
and PHYSICAL CONTROL over your
brothers.
It is worse than that today for you ones who
“live by the sword” because now even your
controlled major media is admitting that your
own supposedly powerful military—especially
your UN/Israeli-OWNED Air Force—is of little
use to you in today’s climate of ever increasing
battles and growing rumors of wars. Your
troops have NO MORALE and there are not
even parts to maintain your fleets and aircraft
and ground vehicles.
Please understand: I advocate nothing
remotely close to fighting your enemy with
bullets. Their beam-weapon capabilities and
electromagnetic grid networks can disable and
kill entire armies AND CITIES in mere
seconds. It is the scope of the mind-control
LIE which convinces YOU to participate in such
a war which I am endeavoring to point out.
Do you have a prayer of winning such a
seemingly one-sided conflict? Yes! The
adversary has already lost—AND HE KNOWS
IT! Now we have to inform all of you victors
of the outcome SO YOU DON’T BLOW IT—
AGAIN. As with all things and processes in
the Spiritual Realms, you have in your hands
the choice between “winning” and “losing”. It
is up to you which one you choose to manifest
in YOUR reality.
RUSSIAN CZAR’S
BRITISH ROOTS
You do not have wars to settle disputes or
to curb the threats of kings and generals.
WARS ARE ENGINEERED AND FOUGHT TO
GET RID OF AS MANY PEOPLE AS
POSSIBLE, AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE!
Remember that the ones on top and in
control of your daily lives are RELATED TO
EACH OTHER! The bones of the Russian
Czar and his family, carried back and forth and
finally laid to rest, ARE BLOOD RELATIVES
TO THE BRITISH ROYAL FAMILY.
Keep in mind, it was Nicholas II who sided
with President Lincoln and lent the Russian
Navy to aid America when the French and
British conspired with Bronfman’s Canada to
destroy your fledgling Republic. HE WAS
KILLED
FOR
RENDERING
THAT
ASSISTANCE!
So too was the “royal” Kaiser of Germany
CONNECTED BY BLOOD RELATIONS.
Queen Victoria was known in Elite circles as
“the grandmother of Europe” and, when King
Edward VII ascended the throne, two of his
nephews were already exceedingly powerful:
One was Wilhelm, the German Emperor, and the
other was Nicholas II. A glance at portraits and
photographs of the Monarchs of the Old World
Order shows many striking resemblances among
Europe’s ruling Houses.
ALL OF EUROPE BELONGS TO THE
ELITE RULING PARASITE CLASS AND IT
HAS ALWAYS BEEN YOU ORDINARY
CITIZENS—GOD’S CHOSEN—WHO ARE
THEIR ENEMIES. SINCE IT IS YOU WHO
THEY FEED OFF OF, AND IT IS YOUR
BLOOD AND LIVES THAT BUILT THEIR
EVIL EMPIRES, THEN AND NOW, IS IT
ANY WONDER WHY THEY HAVE KEPT
YOU IN THE DARK ALL THESE MANY
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CENTURIES?!
Know thine enemy, friends! And that
enemy is definitely not thy brother and sister
slaves across the border or next door.
The Parasite Class is made up of only a
handful of synthetic replicas of human beings
WITH ONLY FIVE OR SIX WEAKLYSOULED
BEINGS
RUNNING
EVERYTHING. You out-number them A
BILLION TO ONE—LITERALLY!!!
Are you that far gone down the tubes that
a roomful of people can kill off a planet???
We of the Hosts hope not; that is why we are
here, to bring this information to your
attention and help you to take back your
world in the name of God of Light.
At the Highest Levels of Understanding,
Evil has already been vanquished back to the
thousands of years of isolation and darkness
ALLOTTED FOR THEIR OWN GROWTH
EXPERIENCE. BUT, AT YOUR PRESENT
STATE OF AWARENESS AND BEINGNESS,
YOU STILL HAVE TO PLAY OUT YOUR
END OF THE LARGER SCENARIO—AND,
CHELAS, IT CAN GO EITHER WAY FOR
YOUR PHYSICAL BODIES. Again, we can
help and show you the way, but if a thing be
done for God’s people and God’s earthly
‘kingdom’, it will be done by you.
BACK TO
ATON AND EGYPT
So, why is Egypt so important? This is the
place where your records record mankind’s first
belief in ONE GOD. Before that time religions
were dominated by many gods who, as the
priests interpreted, demanded wars and human
sacrifices to appease them.
Then, as now with Dharma in Tehachapi, a
soul comes along who is to be a translator and
scribe for that Higher Energy. In ancient Egypt
it was a young pharaoh who did not allow the
Divine Light within him to be extinguished.
And to those of you who believe in the TRUTH
of reincarnation—is it not feasible that the
“receiver” of over three thousand years past,
and the one receiving for HATONN at present,
might be one and the same?
As with all ones who come in the service of
God and His Hosts of the Lighted
Brotherhood—you keep at the same task until it
is accomplished, even if it takes many
incarnations to complete it. No more and no
less. Those who have reached such a high state
of awareness of the truly Divine task of enLight-ening their brothers and sisters are so
connected to “the work” that it becomes no less
than a lifetime-after-lifetime volunteered
commitment. It did not take you one life’s
experience to get to this point in your soul’s
growth or that of your civilization’s present
standing; conversely, it likely takes more than
one existence to fix it.
All ones have their appointed or volunteered
status and tasks in each lifestream experience
and they are not given to know exactly what the
job is, though many ones have come into the
REALIZATION of their position.
By seeking The Light and inspiration of the
God WITHIN, you are invariably guided to do
the things (or at the very least be presented
with the opportunity to do them) that advance
your soul’s growth. Do that which is God’s
“work” and all else will be given unto you.
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That is a promise by the beloved Father-Mother
Principle that is a part of you. This is what the
Pharaoh Amenhotep IV did (and preached) as he
went against 1700 years of tradition and
worship of pagan gods and material gain.
What does it take for a man, who strove to
bring peace and love to his fellow man, to be
hated and despised so much that his likeness
and legacy were stricken from all history? If it
was not for the accidental stumbling upon
relics of his existence (ah, but there are no
accidents from the perspective of Higher
Resource), the public would not know of “the
Sun Pharaoh” and his reverence to the One God.
AKHENATON BROUGHT THE
MESSAGE TO THE WORLD

According to one prominent Egyptologist
“there died with Akhenaton such a spirit as the
world had never seen before”. To mystery-story
writer Agatha Christie he was the supreme
mystery and she was inspired to write a story
about him. Even Sigmund “Fraud” Freud, of
the elitist bunch, recognized Akhenaton as “one
of the most important men in history”.
The puppet prostitutes of your adversary,
funded by such as Rockefeller and Rothschild
and other “royal” families, will not allow you to
know all that has been found that further
illuminates
Akhenaton’s
writings
and
“receivings” from Aton.
His immediate
successors went to extraordinary lengths to
erase his memory from the face of the Earth.
A SCRIBE’S FIRST WRITINGS

The Egyptian Pharaoh Akhenaton was born
Amenhotep IV and assumed the throne upon the
death of his father Amenhotep III. Amenhotep
IV changed his name to AkenATON to show his
reverence for Aton (“Face of the Sun”) and to
show his dislike for what his dynasty had come
to represent.
He decreed that the people were not to
worship the pantheon of many gods or pay
tribute to the priests of Amon, whose tables
groaned from the weight of gold and jewels—
the plunder from neighboring lands; there was
only one God and his name was Aton.
One hundred years before the story of Moses
and 1,300 years before Esu “Jesus” Immanuel
walked the Earth, Akhenaton was the first man
in recorded history to speak of a single
omnipotent God. This was a concept that shook
the foundations of ancient Egypt.
He ruled for 17 years, yet his name does not
even appear on the list of kings. Every other
pharaoh before and since have their colossal
temples standing for all to see at Karnak,
Luxor, and the Valley of the Kings. Readily
visible and well defined are the relics of the
various pharaohs, Seti, Tuthmosis, Hatshepsut,
and the others—with the single exception being
Akhenaton.
His temple at Karnak was deliberately
obliterated by his general, Horemheb, who
secretly conspired with the disbanded cult of
Amon, and with their funds and materials, took
Egypt back to its former worship of pagan gods
and warring ways. (This is not unlike the
Bolsheviks in New York and England who
conspired against Nicholas II during the October
Revolution and plunged Russia into nearly 80
years of “Soviet” Communist rule.)
Akhenaton was one of the most intriguing
personalities in human history, yet the average
person scarcely knows his name. His son-inlaw, however, is known to all mankind.
Tutankhamon, the “Boy King” Tut, who at the
age of 18 had his lifestream conveniently cut
short, is famous for his tomb which was
discovered by the British in 1922 with its
treasures intact. (Horemheb and his fellow
conspirators changed TutankhATON’s name to
TutankhAMON after taking him back to the old
capital at Thebes, leaving no stone unturned in
trying to erase Aton from history.) Along with
his solid gold coffin, gold portrait mask, and
other relics, was some of the burial furniture
belonging to Akhenaton. There was nothing,
however, to throw light on Akhenaton’s
mysterious death because his tomb was never
found (so the story goes).

There are writings inspired by and translated
for Aton that are kept in secret vaults and
private collections that have not seen the light
of day of public exposure. However, the
following is a poem written by Akhenaton about
the radiance of Aton’s life-giving Light.
[QUOTE:]

Aton’s Life-Giving Light

Dawning, glittering, going
afar and returning, you make
millions of forms through
yourself alone.
Bright as the Earth when you
rise on the horizon, when you
shine as Aton by day you drive
away the darkness.
When you send forth your
rays all the people are at daily
festivity, awake and standing
upon their feet when you have
raised them up.
Their limbs bathed, they take
their clothing, their arms
uplifted in adoration to your
dawning. In all the world they
do their work.
[END QUOTE]
Found inscribed in the tomb of one of his
courtiers, this is practically all that is offered
by the ones holding formerly lost and stolen
information. I’m sorry, but this is the time you
live in, where your supposed elected trustees
conspire to keep you-the-people in the dark.
Only petitioning to have them come clean
WHILE YOU STILL HAVE THE LEGAL
TOOLS TO DO SO, along with your actions to
PEACEFULLY change same, will allow you to
better your plight.
Your adversary will never change on his
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THE STORY OF MOSES IS
own; he has no desire to allow you to become
ACTUALLY
informed enough to do anything about the lies
THAT OF AMENHOTEP IV
and misperceptions that have governed your
lands for centuries. And why should he? It is
Moses did not lead the Israelites out of
THE METHOD through which evil has gained
Egypt because of the simple fact that there were
control of a planet.
no people called “ISRAELIS” or “JEWS” during
HISTORY’S ULTIMATE
that time. Those were terms that were not
JIGSAW PUZZLE
invented until the 16th century. If you look at
history as it was presented, you will find that it
T h e a r c h i t e c t u r e o f a n c i e n t E g y p t w a s more closely resembles the life and times of
constructed of massive stones, but the temple of Amenhotep IV’s transformation and “discovery”
Akhenaton was built on a more human scale. of “his” God and the leading out of Egypt of
Stones called talatads (literally: “span of three ATON’S CHILDREN. The “wanderers” in the
h a n d s ” ) w e r e f i r s t u n c o v e r e d l e s s t h a n a “desert wilderness” more closely fit that which
hundred years ago. A French team happened Amenhotep IV/Akhenaton experienced than
upon them while restoring a temple of Amon Ra what you have been told is the exodus centering
in the early 1920s. Used as fill for the base of around Moses.
the pylons and pillars of that temple, there
Did Moses exist? Not as presented to you.
began to emerge, by the thousands, the building If so, was he a good guy or bad guy? Neither.
blocks of Akhenaton. His ruined temple had Truth can be gained from any and all sources if
been recycled for use by his successors. There INTENT is proper and Truth is indeed the
is no depth to which evil will not sink to focus. Chelas, you are going to find that all
destroy and cover up Truth. Not much different ones from all time periods are the same ones
this day, is it?
experiencing over and over again. This is a
Play of Creation and you and God will create
THE ANCIENT COMMERCE
whatever scenario is best for your advancement.
OF WAR
We of The Hosts seem to bring much
controversial and disheartening “news” to some,
T o u n d e r s t a n d w h y s u c h e x t r a o r d i n a r y but from this side of the veil WE KNOW you
lengths were taken to hide the accomplishments ALL—every last one of Aton’s Light Projection
of a man of peace, you have to remember that Fragments—will come back into THE ONE.
war is a most lucrative trade. Akhenaton And believe me, it will be a joyous and festive
brought his people from the old capital and time indeed.
moved 100 miles south of present-day Cairo to
How do I know? Because it has already
build a new city. He might have fared better happened. Remember, you in the physical are
saving the one he left behind, but as today, with living out the trailing edge of the “time spiral”
your own dilemma of building a new America, a s y o u e x p e r i e n c e t h e w i n d i n g u p ( o r
there is no place else left to go—you must u n w i n d i n g , a s t h e c a s e m a y b e ) t o “ z e r o
repair what is broken and rebuild that which time”—where the tapestry of all that was or
you already have.
ever will be created is frozen in the forever
People and armies allied themselves with now, exactly as God envisioned it to be.
Akhenaton because he was a man of peace and
All are a part of the WHOLE and there is no
would wage no wars. The priests were relieved separation between any one thing from another.
of the absolute control of gold, grain, and Is that not the true definition of Oneness? Do
p l u n d e r . T h e a r t i s a n s a n d b u i l d e r s w e r e you now understand why wars are such a stupid
instructed not to build pagan idols or make waste of “time”? Cancer (mutating, warring
depictions of warriors and sacrifice for the c e l l s ) o f t h e b o d y i n G o d ’ s m i c r o c o s m i c
people to glorify, but were allowed to use u n i v e r s e I S y o u r w a r r i n g u p o n e a c h o t h e r
Nature itself for their inspiration.
because of your “mutated” thoughts, don’t you
Akhenaton himself was the only pharaoh see? That is why The Hosts and Galactic Fleets
before or after his reign to be rendered as a have come to your little emerald planet; the
loving family man with his wife Nefertiti and cancer of war will not be allowed to infect the
their daughters. Since he had no sons to ascend “body” of the Universal One.
the throne, when he and his wife were
You will be allowed your games and hard
murdered (their graves or bodies have never learning experiences—as you seem to learn
been found as far as is publicly known), the f r o m t h o s e t h e m o s t ; h o w e v e r , b e f o r e t h e
blood lineage of the royal family ended. The consequences of your antics reach critical levels
well-known but short reign of Tutankhamon, of irreversible destruction, the planet will be
brought back to the old capital in Thebes by encapsulated—preventing the “infection”, or
Horemheb, also has the unfortunate distinction unbalance, as we label it, to spread to the rest
o f b e i n g t h e e a r l i e s t r e c o r d e d M I L I T A R Y of God’s universe. All ones will then be
COUP in your history. When the new pharaoh r e m o v e d B Y U S ( n o t t h r o u g h s o m e s i l l y
was also “taken out”, Horemheb installed rapture to fluffy clouds as your ministers
himself as ruler of all Egypt.
T h e n h e preach) to continue your individual lessons
personally oversaw the task of erasing—for all elsewhere.
time, the conspirators thought—the knowledge
Go about your day in peace and security in
of Aton and the memory of the “Poet King” the knowledge that your assistance comes from
who strove to awaken the people to The Truth.
Aton of The One Light, The Source of All
If all this does not seem reason enough to Power and All Possibilities. You are that which
cover-up the truth about Akhenaton and Aton, He IS. Would God be of any less service to
A N D T H E C O N T I N U E D A T T A C K T O Himself?
SILENCE THE WORD OF GOD AND HIS
Tomeros Maasu Korton here, moving to
HOSTS TODAY, then perhaps some additional stand-by. I remain in humble service to my
food for thought is in order.
precious relations. Salu.
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PAUL THE VENETIAN,
THE ARTIST
Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Paul the
Venetian, come in the Light of Creator God.
Be at peace.
I am perhaps one of the less known of the
ones you would refer to as the “Rainbow
Masters” and thus will often be overlooked or
judged by you ones to be lesser in some way.
For this particular aspect of project Earth-Shan,
I have chosen the title: Paul the Venetian, the
Artist, so that ones would not be distracted by
other names that I may have chosen. If I
present myself to you ones as Confucius, would
not this be a bit distracting to those of you who
have already predisposed self to a limiting or
erroneous belief regarding this title?
I have been chosen as the “voice” of the
third aspect of Creator’s spectral expression.
Many of you who have great artistic talents
utilize the third aspect in order to coordinate
the mind, heart, and the physical body in such a
manner as to express and convey into the
physical, inner concepts or ideas in unique and
beautiful ways. I work closely with the heart
energy so as to produce healing tonal
expressions such as music. I am also quite
skilled in the art-form of diplomacy, for it too
draws highly on creativity of expression so as
to paint a picture with words.
There is a great need for “newness” on
your world. Newness here refers to a new
way of thinking, based more fully on Truth
and Beauty, rather than on the pretense of
same.
Values and perceptions of value have been
distorted greatly on your planet. There is little
of what the masses hold in their heart that has
any lasting value. Ones will effort greatly to
find “culture” and, for instance, feel that sitting
in front of a coffee shop listening to the local
musical group is somehow “culture” or some
level of sophistication. Though some may
actually find value in this, the majority are
there simply because they want the random
passerby to see them and think that they are
“cool” and “sophisticated” and somehow
socially advanced.
These ideas and beliefs come about due to
lack of experience of those things that actually
do have value. Experiential spiritual growth is
all that you take with you when you depart the
physical. When you are helping another to see
more clearly the world as it really is, you are

helping others to grow. In doing so, you will
most often be pointing out to these ones the fact
that they have chosen to ignore the real reason
for coming into the physical experience in the
first place.
Spiritual growth is most often uncomfortable
at first, because ones must face the fact that it
has been their choice to ignore the Higher
Objective of participating in the physical
environment. Also, the choice of following a
TRUE spiritual path is often looked upon as
archaic, primitive, and unnecessary—and is
certainly not very popular!
This attitude is generated on purpose by
those who wish to keep you ones down and
control you. The adversary (that which is
against Creator God) ALWAYS tries to
control, while the Truth Bringers always try
to free ones through self empowerment.
When ones are efforting to manipulate and
control you—whether to get you to spend your
money on their product or to get you to vote-in
a new law through the use of fear—they have
shown themselves to you. You all have become
“conditioned” to some extent to accept this sort
of manipulation, and thus end up worrying
about the external (physical) rather than the
internal (spiritual).
Thus far I have said nothing that you
ones, who read these messages regularly,
have not heard several times before. Why do
you think we of the Messengers continue to
repeat the same messages over and over
again? Because you ones read them, feel
better for a short time, and then forget about
the message and go right back to your fearbased, lackful habits like good mindcontrolled zombies.
This is not an insult; it is merely a
statement of observable fact. When will you
realize that these messages are for YOU!
These are the basic keys to taking the first
major step forward in growth. Most of you who
simply read the CONTACT newspaper or the
Phoenix Journals, and declare to yourselves that
this is all I need to do, are missing the BIG
PICTURE!
Any of you who have been reading the
CONTACT newspaper for more than one
year, and really KNOW for yourselves
(WITHIN) that what we offer through this
information source is REAL, should be
sitting regularly to receive personal guidance
in a conscious and deliberate manner. But
are you? Be honest!
For those of you who have decided to sit
upon the fence of indecision, I would urge that
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you look at the fears which stand behind the
procrastination, and get off the fence and start
living! The act of decision-making will, at the
very least, cause change in your lives regardless
of which side you choose.
Action taken IN TRUTH will always
result in growth. This does not mean that
life will necessarily always be wonderful and
grand, such as is depicted in some of your
mind-control fairy tales.
Look at those here who struggle to get these
words to you ones every week in a timely
manner. Have their lives been easy? Definitely
not! Challenging? Yes!
If it were easy, there would be NO growth.
So, if you expect to wake up one day and find
all of your challenges gone and life some sort
of easy roller-coaster ride of excitement, then
you will most likely be disappointed, for you
have surely not fulfilled your Higher Objectives
for coming into the physical!
Once you have accomplished all that you
have set forth to accomplish in terms of growth
in this lifetime, then you will either choose to
transition peacefully or you will accept a new
direction. At that point of considering a new
direction (a point which few ever reach) you
will have the opportunity to proceed forth
without great obstacles or great challenges.
Many choose to simply transition, for what fun
is the game without a good challenge to face
and from which to grow? Others will choose to
remain as a teacher to help those who are
guided across their path.
For one reason or another, you each need
the pressures and stresses in your lives, else
you would simply not have created them in the
first place. Behind each stressful experience or
situation is a lesson to learn and growth to be
gained.
Most who are reading this are in the infant
stage of learning how to stand for the first time.
Crawling has proven to be too cumbersome and
slow, and you now wish to be running. The
desire to run is strong, but you have not yet
reached the point of being able to balance self
long enough to even stand.
Few on your place at this time wish to take
the time to learn to stand, let alone walk or run.
Crawling proves to be the safer alternative and
doesn’t seem to hurt as much when you do
stumble and fall. This is fine.
However, many of you will find it a great
advantage to take the time to learn to stand and
overcome the fears associated with same. After
all, what is your purpose if not to grow?
Those first few efforts of rising into the
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standing position are exhilarating, but also can
be a bit disorienting. Your view of reality
expands from this more elevated perspective.
(You can’t see very much or very far, relatively
speaking, down on your knees from the
crawling position, can you?!) And one’s first
reaction to the new perspective afforded by
standing-up is often fear—sometimes from the
exhilaration itself, and often from the attendant
responsibilities which come along with the new
level of awareness. This is due to what you can
now see and must therefore act upon, even if
that “act” be a re-action of denial and return to
your knees and crawling for awhile longer!
The end goal, of course, is to be able to
run and play—but it takes discipline, desire,
and a strong focus on the end goal if you are
ever to accomplish the strides that you are
desiring. We are here to help you at every
step along the way, but as we have so often
stated: we shall not do it FOR you.
Balance is the key! Seek first balance
within the Light of God and you will come to
realize that there is nothing to fear, and that if
you do fall, it is because you are not
maintaining YOUR balance within the Laws of
God. Just as gravity will bring the stumbling
child to its knees, so too will the Universal
Laws bring forth BALANCING REACTIONS to
that which you create.
Each stress or emotional pain you feel is
an indicator that you are not acting in

balance. Always seek first Guidance and
Understanding, all the while efforting
towards finding the path that will help you to
once again regain your balance.
Once you have learned to stand in a
balanced manner, you will now be ready to take
your first baby steps forward. With each step
you must maintain a high level of mental and
emotional discipline, as now you have set forth
in motion a quite interesting dynamic of
parameters which must be monitored closely,
else you may end up crashing to your knees
again.
But don’t let that stop you from persisting!
Let me tell you a “secret” about my
compatriots: All of the great Masters have
extremely tough knees from having gone
through this challenge! So you are in very
good company. All of them eventually learned
to maintain the focus necessary to overcome the
challenge—and eventually thus became “long
distance” runners, quickly surpassing those who
chose to grovel on their knees in fear and self
pity.
Again: fear of falling, of doing the “wrong”
thing, of emotional pain, not being accepted,
etc., MUST BE OVERCOME if you are to build
a stable foundation upon which to stand. The
adversarial forces wish to hold you back so that
they will have someone to manipulate, usurp
power from (in the form of negative emotion
such as grief, anger, and frustration), and thus
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control.
So be ready to encounter the
adversary’s many tricks while efforting to make
this most critical step forward in growth and
independence.
When your world learns the newness and
freedom associated with walking and running,
instead of crawling, it will quickly leave behind
those darkened ones—who will then simply turn
upon themselves and devour one another. It can
be no other way in the BALANCED order of
God’s creation!
YOU EACH PLAY AN IMPORTANT
ROLE IN HELPING ONE ANOTHER BY
SERVING AS EXAMPLES TO YOUR
WORLD OF THAT WHICH IS POSSIBLE
TO ACCOMPLISH. PROCRASTINATION
EQUATES TO STAGNATION ALONG THE
SPIRITUAL PATH.
Quit groveling and get off of your KNEES!
Take these offerings within for yourself. They
hold the inner keys to recognizing the worse
enemy of all—YOURSELF. You create and
hold onto the fears and limiting beliefs, and
only you can let go of them. Take a chance
and put a little “life” into your life!
I am Paul the Venetian. I am one of many
Master Teachers sent to assist you ones along
your path. Take my hand and let us walk
together, forever forward in growth,
understanding, and newness. Let not anything
stand in your way—especially yourselves.
In Light and Love for you all, Salu!

Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
ABOUT THE BOOK

FROM THE BACK COVER

This large collection (over 400 pages + 4
color photos) of popular spiritual writings
from the CONTACT newspaper includes a
detailed introduction to the 14 Higher Authors,
plus several commentaries unique to the
purpose of this volume.
The expansive yet compassionate nature of
the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE
RAYS: The Masters Teach not only challenges
those already firmly committed upon the
spiritual path, but also provides a serious first
step to help ones who are just awakening to
(and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in
progress upon this planet.

Our Elder Brothers from the Higher
Realms of Creation are attempting to
communicate with A L L of us at this time.
Why? Take a look around you. The old
ways of doing things arent working. Our
planet is entering a time of massive,
turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And thats where
this book comes into the picture. Yes,
eventually the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes after this Great Cleansing process,
but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what
is to happen.
Just how we choose to deal with such
change is T H E question each of us must
confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere upon
Earth at this time. And restless searchers cry
out for that which may help them cope with
these truly challenging times ahead. Thus
these messages courtesy of our most loving
Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of
Creation who are but further along the same
spiritual path we all must eventually walk.

Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.

P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565 or (805) 822-9655
Inside US: $18.40, priority ship incl.
Outside US: $25 (US funds), priority ship incl.
* * *
In Canada, phone: (800) 294-5250 or (250) 832-0085
or send CAN $26 to: The Preferred Network, Inc.
P.O. Box 1275, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4P4.
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New Gaia Products

Order by Mail

1998

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

90 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
30 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

Qty. Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00

$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75
S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 16.95

PRICE

Item
Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

T GAIASPELT

○

○

○

(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

T

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

T GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

$

○

○

○

○

15.00

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

No Longer
Available

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
5.00
$ 12.50

$130.00

T MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

T MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

○

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

$ 20.00

T FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

○

T HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

$ 18.00

$ 10.00

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

T PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$1100.00
$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS

$ 80.00

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extrasee right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATANS DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET
ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNELS NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. REALITY ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES

70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GODS NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROLTHE RAZORS EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERILAN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER(The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1; 223. VOL. 2;
224. VOL. 3; 225. VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1; 228. VOL. 2;
229. VOL. 3; 230. VOL. 4

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACTand
vice versa.

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

CONTACT:
THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR
is published by

CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

SUBSCRIPTION RA
TES
RATES

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

SUBSCRIBE TO
CONTACT, CALL:
1-800-800-5565

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES
52 ISSUES

U.S.

w/ENVELOPE

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

CAN/MEX FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES 10 COPIES 25 COPIES 50 COPIES 100 COPIES
$40

$45

13 ISSUES

$95

$125

$160

$275

$60

$40
$80

$80

$90

26 ISSUES

$190

$250

$320

$550

$110

$150

$150

$170

52 ISSUES

$380

$500

$640

$1,100

BACK ISSUE RA
TES
RATES

Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

As an adjunct to CONTACT, the
Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will answer
after 2 rings if there are any new
messages for that day, and after 4
rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded. If the Hotline does not answer
your call, then that means there is
currently no Hotline message.

